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_ C~I~NGI<~Sl ""AU DEPART~IENT

n r~./' ""ashington, D. C., 19 February 1945
25, 30 June 1944, is changed as follows:

Designation Grid.
a. Aerial photographs arc • • • distance or azimuth. For

convenience, the dimension of the grid square is 1.44 inches; the
1:25,000 scale may then be used for determining an(l plotting tlw
coordinates of points.

.b. The point designation grid may be printed on the photo (as is the case
wIth the wide-angle photo, fig. 49) or, for photos without the grid a
transparent template with the grid printed on it-the point desig-
nation grid template-may be used. It is ('ssential that all ('on-
(~l'rnedplace the grid or template on the photo in exactly the same
manner. For vertical photographs the usual procedure is: turn
the photograph so the marginal information, whether printed
at top or at bottom, is in the normal reading position. The
bottom of the photograph then is the edge nearest you. Draw
the grid line AA through the fiducial marks at top and bottom
of the photograph. Fiducial marks are also known as collima-
tion marks. Draw the grid line MM through the fiducial marks
on the sides. The intersection of these lines is the center of
the photograph. Additional grid lines' are drawn parallel to
AA and MM at L44 inch spacing. Those parallel to and above
MM are lettered NN, 00, PP, QQ, etc. Those parallel to and
below MM are lettered ZZ, YY, XX, WW, etc. Lines to the
ri~ht of AA are lettered BB, CC, DD, etc., and those to the left., ','

'7, lJ, II, etc. When an oblique photograph is used, it
in the normal photo-reading position and grid lines
d as described above.

1- etermine the • • • the fire-control grid. For example,
Using a 1:25,000 scale to the nearest ten yards, the coordinah\s of
the point in figure 50 are KN7763. If less accuracy is sufficient, the
Coordinates are KN86.

(AG 300.7 (14 Feb 45).1
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, 30 June 1944, is changrd as follows:

..

__

. ,. ... ... ... ... * ...

b. A scale could ... • • as an indicator. Figures 9 to 17, in-
clusive, illustrate the construction and method of reading a
vernier.

...*••••...

39. Stadia
a. The stadia is * * • is not f(.quired. For thi~ purpose

two additional horizontal hairs, raIled stadia hairs, are carried in the
transit telescope on the same reticle as the cross hairs and are placed
equidistant from the horizontal hair.

58. Types of projections

* * ... ... • * ...

c. POLYCONICPROJECTION.

* •. ... • * • •
(3) A map pn'pan'd in this wny shows very little distortion' for

narrow fin'as «(.ast to W('st), the maximum error in a map whose
width is 100 east to west lwing ahout 0.22 of 1 percent. This is
smaller ... ... ... figs. 30 and 31.)

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

65. Determi""~ion of grid coordinates
'. 6 sin Ll.ral ... * ... of a point:

... * ... • •
.~rsion of gpographic coordinates to military grid co-

•.c.e.liesby formula is explnined in paragraph 117}, TM 5-235 .

... ... ... ... ... ... .
70. Computation of grid azimuth and distance

... ... ... ... ... •, . ...

b. ~y CORRECTIONS.The azimuth and ... ... • of scale error.
The error of the polyconic projection is 8, result of projecting 8,

AGO 31e 610403°-44
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curved surface onto a plane. (See figures 43 to 47, inclusive.) The
correction .for * * * is being used.

* * * • • • •
99. :Measurement of angles

i • • .. • • • •b. In figure 62 • • * at each station .
• • • * • • •

(3) Plunge the trlrscope • •. left of sight. Then, using the
upper motion only, direct the telrscopr on the next station 0 and record
the reading of vernier A. If the station • • • by the recorder.,

• * • • * .* *
102. Example of field notes

a. Travprse from No.7 to gun dirrcting point (DP) military grid
coordinatrs of No.7: X=675,578.0

. Y=I,580,779.5 Zone CIA"
Latitude 37° 00' N. Longitude 76° 18' 24" \V.

106. Calculation of D,.Xand D,. Y

•

•

•

•

•

• •

•

*

*

III

•

•

III

b. Take the first • •
this quadrant shows that

+D,.x=D sin B
D,.y=D cos B

• • ••

• in this quadran t.

• lie

The equation in

lie lie

us. Solution of problem-Azimuth and length of base line
known

* • • • .' • •

Distance A to P:
Log A-B=2.03371

•. *
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~ 
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120. Problem
• lie lie lie lie lie * .*

1. Length and azimuth of BA

* lie lie lie lie *

Mag. correction

Ay correction
Corrected Ay
Log 3927 (Ax)
Log 3196.3 (Ay)
Log tan bearing

bearing
azimuth

azimuth= 125°06'49"
(l80o-bearing)

BA=Ax/sin b('aring
Log Ax=3.29026

Log sin 54°53'11"=9.91276 (subtract)
Log BA=3.37750

BA=2385.1
II. Length and azimuth of OA

X of A ~7027G2.0
X of 0 =698835.0

Ax 3927.0
Yof A =974103.0
Y of 0 =977302.0

Ay 3199.0

.685+.986 8352 ..

=.83.5X3.199=-2.7
=3196.3
=3.5940G
=3.50465 (subtract)
=0.08941

50°51'23"
129°08'37"
(180°-:-b('aring)

OA=Ax/sin bearing
Log Ax=3.5940G

Log sin 50°51'23" =9.88962 (subtract)
Log OA =3.70444 .

GA=.5063.4

lie * lie * * * *
V. Length BP

lie * lie * * * *
c. Ax=BP sin bearing Ay=BP cos

bearing
Log BP=3. 42104 Log BP=3. 42104
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...

Log sin bearing=9. 87051 Log cos bearing=9. 82620
Log Ax=3. 29155 Log Ay=3. 24724

Ax~ 1956. 8 l\1ag. of . Ay= 1767. 0
)( of B=700811. 0 scale corr. (1.7G7 x .835) +1. 5

X COOl'. of P=702767. 8 1768. 5
Y of B=975476. 0

. Y COOl'. of P=977244 . .5
... * * ... ... ... ...

121. Comparison of methods
I t has been ... ... ... some particular way. If the reconnaissance

officer realizes the advantage of each method over the other, he is
able to work to better advantage in the field.

139. Errors
... ... ... ... ... ... ...

g. MISTAKES IN RECORDING AND COMPUTING. Transposing figures,
. recording foresight as backsight or omitting a fore or backsight

entirely are among t ne common mistakes. A convenient check on the
computations is obtai~pd by the following rule: add all backsights
together; add all turning point foresights, including the foresights
on the closing point, together; the difference between these sums
should equal the difference between the elevations of the starting
and closing stations.

(D'
UNTII"L

TlOC

Ft)
UST£II"

T1IC

Figure 106.-Standard time zones in the United States.
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la6. Procedure at culmination
The transit should * * * minutes of angle.

L99. Procedure
Set the transit * * * vertical cross hairs. 'Vhen the star has

been bisected precisely by both cross hairs at the same time, read
and record the reading of the vertical and horizontal scales. Several
obserYations should * * * to increase accuracy.

206. Computation
The standa,rd Ageton form * * * entered under the K value.

rhe value oi combined K and q, in the third column is found by
!t~ding arithmetically the values of K and cP if K and q, are of different
SIgns or subtracting if they have the same sign. The K and q, value
* * * on the form.

211. Example of azimuth determination by solar observation
Figure 146 is an example of the complete computations of grid

azimuth using the hour angle method, Ageton formulas and tables.
For a detniled * * * an erroneous solution.

* * * * * * *
219. Computation

The mean values are * * * 'fhe computations for the sun obser-
Vations by the altitude method are based on the formula:

cos 11 z= fcoBS cos (S-p)
12 -V cos q, cos h

Z=bearing from elevated pole
* * * * * * •

s=}~ (p+cP+h,)=}~ (112°53.6' +30°00.0' +20°43.6') =}~ (169°37.2')=
84°48.6'

11 z_~cos S cos (S-p)
cos /2'- hcos q, cos

I..'

8=84°48.6'
S-p==84°48.6' -112°53.6'

=2So05.0' .

A.Go 3lC

Log eo~ S 8. 95645
Log cos (S-p)= 9.94560
Colog cos q, O.09204
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Thill manual supersedes TM 4-tZ5, Orientation, 15 lulU 1941.

CHAPTER 1

GENERAL

Section I. GENERAL

1. Definition
Orientation is defined as any process by which direction is ascertained.

When the word orientation is used in connection with artillery, however,
it includes the location of points in both a horizontal and vertical direc-
tion, and the establishment of lines of known length and azimuth.

2. Methods
The methods of solution of an orientation problem are dependent

upon the time available for the solution and the equipment at hand.
The methods presented in this manual include both quick, approximate
methods and more lengthy, precise methods. . '

3. Precision
Precision is the ideal which is sought for in the solution of any orien-

tation problem. However, the time permitted for the solution may not
be sufficient to allow the completion of the 'problem by a precise method.
A hasty approximation of direction is far preferable to an uncompleted
survey made with a high degree of precision. The greatest precision
consistent with the time available must be the goal of all reconnaissance
officers.

4. Training for survey accuracy
a. PRECISEMETHODS. Use the most precise method the available time

permits.
b. CHECKING. Check all work if only by a rough method. Employ

completely independent checks by different men when practicable.
c. NOTES. 'Vatch particularly the preparation of notes; these must

be legible, accurate, and clear. l\Iore mistakes occur through badly
kept notes than through errors in measurements or calculations.

d. PROCEDURE. Develop methods and procedure that produce accur-
acy and eliminate mistakes. Enforce these methods rigidly. Study

Note: For military terms not defined in this manual, see TM 20-205.
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methods for the weak link. One inaccurate step will destroy the ac-
curacy of an otherwise precise survey.

e. SELECTION OF MEN. Use selected men. Remove men who do not
become precise and methodical with reasonable training. A good survey
man, like a good gunner, rarely makes a mistake .

.Section II. BASIC METHODS

5. Determination of position
Position in the horizontal plane is determined by three basic methods:

traverse, intersection, and resection. There is an inclination on the
part of the beginner in survey to think of these as three unrelated
methods, each an example of survey used under speCial conditions. As
a rule, the beginner never clearly understands why one method is used
instead of another. These three methods might be compared to a
woodsman's tools, for example, a saw, an ax, and a knife. The saw,.
ax, and knife are all cutting tools that ean be used to clear a woods.
The saw is more advantageous to use than the ax under some conditions.
The saw and the ax are faster than the knife, but the knife is more
precise. The knife might be represented by traverse, the saw by inter-
section, and the ax by resectio~. If precision is the main objective and
time required is of no importance, the knife (or traverse) might be
employed. If speed is essential and there are not too many obstacles,
the saw (or intersection) might be used. The completed work may not
have quite the high degree of precision but the speed of performance is
considerably greater. However, if there are a great number of ob-
'stacles, and it is desired to rough out the work fast, the ax (or resection)
is used: In survey, the experienced field man uses all three methods in
many orientation problems, according to the conditions that are pre-
sented. They are not three separate and distinct problems, but are
interrelated, and having special advantages for certain work. Traverse
is more prccise in flat, open country but is slow and laborious. It is
especially good for determining position of local points a short distance
from a point of known position .• Intersection is more precise in a
rougher country where certain points are intervisible. It is fast, and
can be used advantageously when two known points can be occupied.
Resection is more precise in very rough country, is fast, and can be used
to advantage when three points of known position can be seen from
some other point. Traverse can be used to establish a base line for an
intersection problem. Intersection can be used to determine t~e posi.

2



tion of a third point and resection may be used to expand the survey,
so that other points may be located in position. Traverse then can be
used to determine the position of local points around the known- points
established by intersection or resection. The ax has b~en used to fell
the trees, the saw to cut them up, and the knife to trim the smaller twigs.

6. Determination' of direction
a. The directions of points from some known point are necessary, so

that diitta may be transmitted from one point to another. 'Vith the
direction to one point known, the direction to other points may be com-
puted from the angles between points, determined in the survey. For
a small survey to be used for a small local unit, an initial precise direc- '
tion may be relatively unimportant. However, if the survey is to be
expanded or more units ~re to be included, more precise direction is
necessary.

b. The compass may be sufficiently accurate to determine direction
for a man on a patrol, or an isolated battery. A direction within one
degree may be good for a larger area, or a tie between two batteries,
but, for a coordinated defense over a large area, the direction of a point
must be determined as precisely as possible, in the time allowed, and
with the equipment available. Astronomical methods are used in this
case.

7. Vertical control
Position in a vertical plane is important to seacoast and field artillery,

but normally is relatively unimportant for antiaircraft artillery. How-
ever, there will be occasions when the antiaircraft artillery is assigned
a mission normally assigned to seacoast or field artillery. Vertical
P?sition is then important and methods of leveling must be used.
~~t:'

8. Designating location
a. After position has been determined for a unit, it is necessary to

locate that position in respect to other units, and according to the over-
all plan of the larger unit. In order to see the overall picture, a position
must be tied into a map or aerial photograph so that data may be trans-
mitted from' one unit to another. The orientation problem then 'in-
cludes an understanding of maps and their construction.

b. A map is necessarily a correct representation of a territory. The
accuracy of representation of certain det,ails depends on the method
used to c.onstruct the map, that is, the type of projection used. One
projection gives better results in reproducing certain details of condi-
tions than does another.. Therefore, different types of projections are
used to show different types of details.

c. Location is designated on maps by coordinate numbers. This
requires a knowledge of coordinate systems and their advantages.

3



9. Summary
.The reconnaissance officer must understand methods. of finding posi-

tion on the ground, determining direction, determining elevation,
methods of designating these data on maps, and construction of coor':'
dinate systems for transmission of data to other units.

Section III. SIGNIFICANCE OF FIGURES

10. General
'Vhen dealing with computations, there is a tendency to lose sight of

the accuracy of basic measurements as compared to the computations
to be made from these measurements. Often more figures are used in
the computations than the accuracy of the original measurement justi-
fies. A measurement made with a foot rule does not justify a compu-
tation by logarithms that gives a'1 accuracy in decimals of an inch. Any
such computation is a waste of time and gives an erroneous idea of
accuracy. A' proper balance must be made between precision of
measurement and precision of computation.

-\

11. Measurements
There are many kinds of measurements, but practically all can' be

~lassified as counting separate units, dividing into equal parts or com-
parison with some unit of measure:

a. A person buys 1,000 horses, and if they are carefully counted there
is no reason why he should get either' 999 or 1,001 horses. In this case
1,000 horses are exactly 1,000 horses, no more nor less. '

b. (1) Again, this person buys a single piece of cloth containing 1,000
linear yards. He might measure and remeasure the cloth with a yard-
stick and never get exactly the same measurement twice. These differ-
ences in measurements may be caused by not putting the cloth under the
same tension each lime, by not using the same precision in fitting the
yardstick to the successive portions of the cloth, or by an error in the
yardstick.

(2) A yard is not a separate and distinct thing such as a horse, but
is a comparison to a certain standard. Yardsticks are probably never
absolutely correct, but are usually accurate enough for the purpose for
which used. '

c. The dividing of an angle into unit parts is an operation of both
dividing and fitting a standard to each part. If the three in'terior angles
of a triangle are measured accurately, their sum will rarely b,e exactly

4
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1800• This inaccuracy is caused both by, the instrument and its use
or application. '

d. Each instrument, tape, or standard gives a certain accuracy when
used correctly and for a certain range of measurements. Measurements
are only accurate to a certain percentage, depending upon the construc-
tion of the instrument with which the quantity is measured, and the way
the instrument is used.

e. The accuracy of an instru~ental observation depends upon the
precision with which the instrument was constructed, and the skill, care
and personal efficiency of the observer.

12. Transit observations
a. When using a transit, reading to the closest minute, the reading of

measurement of an angle can be expected to be accurate within 0 min-
ute. The graduations of the circle of a transit are very accurate and
can usually be depended upon to be more accurate than any reading of,
the vernier. Consequently, the full value of the instrument is not uti-
lized by single readings of an angle. 'To obtain a reading of an angle
more accurately, it 'is customary to measure an angle by repetition. By
repetition, small excess increments are multiplied so that a total large
angle may be divided by the number of repetitions to give a measure-
ment to a finer degree. Angles are usually repeated six times for pre-
cise work.

b. Little added accuracy is gained by making a very large number of
repetitions as there are systematic errors introduced by the action of the
clamps and the accuracy apparently gained is really lost on this account.
The maximum degree of accuracy that may be expected when using a
transit reading to the closest minute, with careful observation is about
ten seconds.

13. Tape measurements
The accuracy of tape measurement is dependent upon the care exer-

cised in the operation of the tape. 'Vith a' steel tape, an accuracy of
1 in 5,000 can be obtained without difficulty, if ordinary care is used in
plumbing and aligning and if an allowance is made for any considerable
error in the length of the tape. For accuracy greater than 1 in 10,000,
it is necessary to know the temperature and the tension of the tape when
measuring. Also, it is necessary to know the corrections necessary to
make allowance for any considerable variation from these values.
Therefore, with ordinary care, tape measurements of distances seldom
exceed an accuracy of 1 in 7,500.

14. Significant figures
a. Significant figures are any of the digits actually'used to represent

an amount or quantity. To secure final results to any given degree of

5



precision, the measurements in the field must. be taken with sufficient
precision to yield such results. In computation of data, the computer
must determine how many places of figures he must use in the compu-
tations, the intent being to obtain all the accuracy which the field meas-
urements or original data yield without wasting time by using more
significant figures than are necessary. It is probable that more than
half the time expended in computations is wasted through the use of
an excessive number of places of figures.

b. The number of significant figures in the result of an observation is
the number of digits which are known. For instance, if a distance is
recorded as 8,100 yards when its value is obtained to the nearest hun-
dred yards only, it contains but two significant figures. The zeros are
only to show the place of the decimal point. If, however, the distance
is measured to the nearest yard and found to be 8,100 yards, there arc
four significant figures, for the zeros are here as significant as the 8 or l.

c. Similarly, a measurement such as 0.0052 meter contains but two
significant figures; the zeros simply designating the position of the
decimal point. Had this same value been recorded in a unit one thou-
sandth as large (millimeters), the result would have been 5.2.

d. Again, if a series of measurements is taken between two points to
thousandths of a yard and three of the results are 5.284, 6.142, and
5.000, it is evident that each of these distances contains four significant
figures; if each one is multiplied by 1.467 the results are 7.752, 9.010,
and 7.335 respectively. But had the measurements been taken to the
nearest tenth of a yard and found to be 5.3, 6.1, and 5.0, these values
when multiplied by 1.467 should appear as 7.8, 8.9, and 7.3. This ~x-
ample indicates the proper use of significant figures. The retaining of .
more figures than is warranted by the precision of the data is both use-
less and misleading.

15. Logarithms of numbers and trigonometric functions
In deciding how many places or decimals to use in the logarithms of

trigonometric functions, the computer examines the tabular differenceH
and determines what percentage error is introduced by any' error in an
angle. For example, suppose an angle of a triangle is measured in the
field to the nearest minute. Thcrc may be an error of 30 seconds in
this angle, and cxamination of the table of logarithmic sines shows that
the tabular difference for 1 minute in the fourth decimal place, varicH
from 14 for a small angle, to less than 1 for a largc angle, and that the
variation is about the same for cosines, and for tangents and cotangcntH
of angles under 45°. Thus for lh minute the difference is, on the aver-
age, about 1 in the fourth place. Therefore, in general, four places are
sufficient when angles are measured to the nearcst minute only. But, if
there are several steps in the computations it may be advisable to use
five-place tables. Similarly~ five.place tables of functions, in general,
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give angles to the nearest 10 seconds, and six-places tables to the nearest
second. These are only average results and are intended as a sugges-
tion to the use of four, five, six, or seven-place tables. It is obviously
a great saving of time to use five-place tables where five places are
needed rather than to use six- or seven-place tables and drop off the last
one or two digits. The amount of labor increases ,about as the square.
{)f the number of places in the tables; for example, work with seyen-
place tables is to work with five-place tablcs as 49 is to 25.

16. Summary
As five-place tables of logarithms give an average accuracy of tcn

seconds in angular units and as a I-minute,transit cannot give an accu-
rate reading of less than ten seconds by using repetition, it is unneccs-
sary to use more than five-place tables for trigonometric functions for
ordinary orientation. Also, as the distances involved in baseline and
position computations rarely excced 10,000 yards, five significant figures.
are sufficient to determine accurately a base line length to the closest
yard. These values are well within the values used as minimum values
imposed by limitations or' accuracy of present fire control equipment.



CHAPTER 2

DUTIES OF. RECONNA'ISSANCE OFFICERS

Section I. GENERAL

17. General, duties
The duties of a reconnaissance officer (group, battalion, or battery)

are normally divided into general parts as follows:
a. The actual reconnaissance in the selection of \positions for the

various elements of the unit.
b. The orientation work necessary to locate the positions selected and

to establish an orienting line of known azimuth at each position.
c. In AAA units the organization of observation posts and supervision

of spotters and observers.
d. The preparation of charts, special maps, and sketches.

18. Sequence of duties
These general duties cannot. be performed concurrently but they are

accomplished in the order named. Only that part of the duties of a
reconnaissance officerhaving to do with the orientation work is covered
in this manual and is called the orientation problem. .

Section II. SITUATION

1~. Stability of situation
The amount of orientation performed and the degree of precision to

_ be used must be decided by the reconnaissance officer after making an
estimate of the situation and its effect on his unit. A stable situation
permits complete coverage of the orientation problem with precise meth.
od.s. A moving situation may result in very sketchy orientation by
rough methods.

8
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20. Coordination
The type of orientation depends also oil the degree of coordination

which is to be effected with adjacent units. For example, an AAA
battery operating by itself may need only an orienting line established
by compass for the purpose of making corrections for meteorological
messages.' However, a unit coordinated with adjacent units needs accu-
rate distances between units, precise azimuths, and precise location of
battery directing points.

21. Mission'
The type of orientation performed is dependent upon the mission of

the particular unit. For example, when antiaircraft artillery is per-
forming its primary mission in a very mobile situation, time may not
permit any complete orientation and coordination with adjacent units
even though it is desirable. In static and semistatic positions it is
generally possible to perfect the orientation and coordination to a greater
degree, dependent on the time' available, and physical limitations~
Under other circumstances, antiaircraft artillery may be employed as
reinforcing field artillery which will require orientation of the type used
by the field artillery ..

22. Estimate
The reconnaissance officermust judge the time permitted for his work,

must estimate the degree of coordination that must be maintained with
adj acent units, and must anticipate the missions which his unit might
be assigned.

Section 'III. PREPARATION FOR FUTURE ACTIO,.

23. Preparation for an advance
The orientation work of a unit is not completed with the orientation

of the various elements. The reconnaissance officer must be prepared
to furnish data for the orientation of materiel in an advanced position
to be occupied in the future. This future position may be an alternate
position, or may be a position at present occupied by the enemy. l\Ieth ..
ods of intersection and resection can be used in conjunction with aerial
photographs and maps to determine the precise location of prominent,
well-defined points behind enemy lines. These points can then be used.
for orientation of materiel after the advance is accomplished.

9



24. Preparation for change of mission
• It may logically be expected to have an artillery unit moved from
one locality to another when the mission of the unit is changed. The
reconnaissance officer attempts to compile as complete data as' possible
to permit rapid orientation when the unit is moved. If the prospective
mission is known, a survey in the new locality is necessary. If the new
locality is not known the orientation work may only be an expansion of
control points laterally from the occupied position. This gives the
reconnaissance officer several points of known. position to use as base
points for orientation work in a new position, not too far removed from
the occupied position.

Section IV. ORIENTATION PROBLEM

25. Procedure
a. It is the duty of the reconnaissance officer to obtain maps, photo-

maps, or aerial photographs of the area, and to make overlays for the
use of interested personnel in his unit. These overlays include any
pertinent data such as coordinates of prominent points which can be
used for orientation or by the subordinate unit, and existing roads and
bridges. .

b. The plan for conducting the orientation work is made up by the
reconnaissance officer who confers with reconnaissance officers of adj a-
cent units if coordination is to be maintained with these units. vVith
this plan in mind, he details the work that is to be performed by the
survey party in his detail. The amount of orientation and degree of
precision is directly in ratio to the amount of coordination to be main-
tained with adjacent units.

c. The reconnaissance officer is responsible for obtaining the geo-
graphic or grid coordinates of any position occupied by his unit. He is
responsible for data concerning direction or distance of any point to be
used for an orienting point or aiming point and for length of any line
to be used for a base line for future orientation or for observation sta-

tions.
d. The reconnaissance officer is responsible (but will probably detail

personnel and advise as to method) for establishing ,an orienting line
and computing parallax for any materiel of a battery for which these
data are necessary.

e. It is the responsibility of the reconnaissance officer to furnish the
coordinates of a ground target if a coordinate system is being used and
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the coordinates of the gun battery are known. Otherwise, he may be
expected to give the data of range and azimuth to a given target from
each battery in his unit. 'Vhen AAA is employed as reinforcing field
artillery it is the responsibility of the reinforced field artillery to con:'
duct the target area survey and furnish a battalion place mark within

. the AAA gun battalion position are1.
j. The reconnaissance officer is responsible for obtaining more precise

data for orientation as time permits and for preparing data for future
locations or alternate positions.

g. The reconnaissance officer is required to know the type of orienta-
tion being used by adjacent artillery units and to plan his orientation
work in such a way that coordination with that adjacept unit can be
accomplished, if necessary. This requires that he be familiar with
standard procedure in the theater in which he is working, so that he
can convert his data to fit to a master plan, as the situation develops.
This necessitates the use of the type of coordinate system considered
standard for that theater, and requires that direction be determined as
precisely as possible, under the conditions presented, so that an expan- .
sion of the basic data will not require duplication of work.

'"
26. Summary

The reconnaissance officer must provide himself with copies of. all
maps, aerial photographs, and survey data that may be available for
his area. He must anticipate the needs of the situation so that he will
have the coordinates of a chosen point and the required orienting line, by
the time the information is needed. He must insure that he is conduct-
ing his. survey in a proper manner to allow expansion, and to permit the
joining of his system with that of an adjacent unit, without the neces-
sity of resurveying an area. He must be familiar with foreign maps
and systems of coordinates, so that he can transfer data from these maps \
to his own maps with accuracy. He must' be prepared to.furnish the]
geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) of any occupied point.~

1
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CHAPTER 3

INSTRUMENTS

Section I. ISCELLANEOUS EQUIPMENT

T
4.55

1

27. Stadia rod
a. The stadia. rod is a device used with a transit to determine distancPH

by stadia. It consists of a flat wooden strip 3 to 5 inches wiele and,
usually 10 to 12 feet long. For convenience the rod is made in two
sections and hinged. The graduations painted on the rod are in the
form of diagrams made so that the 0.05- or O.lO-foot spaces can be easily
di tinguished and the hundred~hs of a foot estimated.

b. The method of reading the stadia rod is illustrated in figures I.
and 2. The stadia reading is the difference between the rcadings of
the two intercepting cross hairs <.1S viewed through a transit tclesc()pl~,
and not the reading indicated at one line.

28. Range pole
Range poles are usually 8 or 10 feet long, round or hcxagonal, and

about 1 inch in diametcr. They arc made of wooel with an iron point,
or of steel rod or tubing. They are graduated in fcet, the graduations

The .sla,dia'fad reading is'
indicated' by ~he ,positio'n
of the' two lines crossing
the face "of the (od. This
reading is 4.55.,

Figure 1.



This reading is 3.15. Not
that the stadia rod readin
is the difference between
the reading of the two
crossing lines and not th
reading of anyone line.

Figure z.

being painted alternately red and whitr. The range pole if' u. cd to
mark a point on the ground so as to make it vi:.:ible from nodi tanee.
The sharp point of the pole may be placed in a lack head in a ~take.
The rod is plumbed by balancing it between the finger tipf' of both hands,
the rodman standing squarely behind it, facing the inst rument ..

29. Steel tape
Tho steel tap. normally issued is a lOO-foot tape graduated in feet

with the first and la. t fret of the tape graduated in tenths of a foot.
Tapes are sometimes graduatrd in trnthf' and hundredths of a foot
throughout their length. The :-:trel tape is used for dctrrmining dis-
tances when precision is dr:-:irrd. Methods of using the steel tape arc
presented in f'ection IV.

30. Plumb bob
The plumb bob is used to transfer a point from one horizontal plarH'

to another. It is used in taping to transfer h()l'izontally measured dis-

tance to the ground.

Section II. T ANSIT

31. Use of transit
The transit is used for lllea:-:uring horizontal and \'(,rLral angles, for

prolonging straight lines with a('('ur:H'~', for lc\.('ling. and fllr m('asuring
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distances hy fo:tadia. Tranfo:itfo: are 1Ifo:edfor survey work reqlllnng prc-
cision in the rnca~urcmcnt of angles. Thcy arc graduated in degrces
with a leafo:t reading of 1 minute.

32. Description of transit
A eomplcte (le~cription of the transit is given in T1VT ;)-2~;). li'igurcs

4 to 8, inclusivc, illufo:trate the thrpe motions (Iow('r, upppr, and vertical)

of a transit.

33. Verniers
n. All t ran::-:ils are cf)1Iipped with verniers. A vcrnicr is an auxiliar~'

~('ale 1Is('(1 1'01' reading fr:lctions of the ~mallcst division of t1\(~ main s('al('.
The usc of :t vcrnier is b:t~cd on the faet that it is casicr to dptcrlllinl'
('oinl'idcl}cc of two lincs than to efo:tirnatc fraetions of :t s('alc interval.

b. A fo:cale could only be rcad to the close~t Illarkc(l division if all

indicating a 1'1'0\\' alone was llfo:cd as an indicator.

34. Setting up the transit
n. 'Vhen fo:ctting up the transit, place onc of thc tripod legs in appro.'-

imatcly thc ('orrce~ pofo:ition w:th refcrcncc to the station mark. Thl'lI
Ill:mipul:de t hI' othpr two legs fo:Othat the plumb bob is hrought OVCI' tll(~

Fiuure d, Onc-miHute transit.
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The lower r;!otion of the trnn~it IS

IIs(,d to Jlosition t.he tek:;copc in a
hori7,on t:d plane wit hout, changing:
the reading of t,he horizontal :-:cale.

Figure 4.

mark, alld at thc f;amc time the lc\'cling head is approxilllal('I~' \en'\.
()n hill:--ide, place one tripod leg up hill, thc othcr two do\\"n hill. Kcep
the tripod bolt nut:-- :--uffi('icntl~' tight :"0 that th('~' ,,'ill .ill:"t ~1I~taill tl)('
weight of thc legs when the instrumcnt is liftcd. Prc~s the tripod ~lto('~
fi rmly into the ground to insurc rigidity. 1f t hc plumb bob i~ ll('arl~'

Figure 6.

Two nW:llI:> aJ'l' providl'd for 1ll0\'inl! till' \Ow('r Illotion. ()nc for prcliminar.\' (ap-
proximate) s('ttiJl~ and a ~I()w Illotion for final (prf'('i~f') f:pttinl-"!:.
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The upper motion of the transit i8
used to position the telescope in a
horizontal plane and at the same. time
move the vernier along the horizontal
scale.

Figure 6.

over the mark final centering may be made by moving the shifting plate
after loosening two adjacent leveling screws. (See fig. 18.)

; -)b. 'Vhen leveling the instrument, turn the plates so that each level
of the plates is parallel to a pair of diagonally opposite leveling screws.
(See fig. 19.)

Figure 7.

The upper motion clamping knob locks the horizontal scale and telescope with
respect to the lower motion. The slow motion permits preciHe udjustment.

16



The vertical motion permits posi-
tioning of the telescoJle in a ,'crticaI
plane, It, is provided with a clamp
and slow 1ll0tiOll :uljusllllent.

Figure S.

CreaL eare must be exercised "'hen lc\'cling; initiall~', all ~creW:-i . houle!
Ilave (~uIlLad with the plate. One or more loo~e s('re\\'~ will eau~e the
plaLe to Lip and po~sibly will change the pm:ition of the plumb bob over
the mark. The screws must not be too tight a:" thi~ injures the in. tru-
Illent and strains the metal, thereby rausin{! errors. To level, grasp
one pair of opposite screws between the thumb' and forefingers and

4

To COII::itrllc\, a yem !l'r on :t :-11':1iJ!:h L

:-:icale.

9

Takl' till' di:-!:llu'(' :-lIht"IIt!I't! hy 111111'

<Ii v isions Oil hi' :-1':111' :t:-i 1hi' II'IIJ!:! h
of the vcrnier.

Fil/ure [J. Fil/IUI' 10.

7
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turn so that the thumbs move toward each other or away from each
other (See fig. 20), thus" tightening one screw and loosening the other.

',,"~~ .
The motion of t~e two screws must be uniform to prevent binding; one
screw descerid~iis fast as "the other ascends.' After one bubble has been
brought nearly to the center of its tube, the other bubble is centered in
q~~imilar manner. Instead of getting one bubble centered exactly, it is
~ctter to get ~qt? bubbles approximately centered, after which one bub-
ble and then the other may be exactly centered. After the instrument
is leveled, check the plumb bob to see that it has not been moved from
the mark during the leveling process. '

f'.,.
35. Measuring horizontal angles

I f-.ta. 'Vith the instrument set up over the station at which the angle i~
to be read, set thc'zeroo(the vernier opposite the zero of the horizontal

Figure 11.

Make one end of vernier the index,
and divide the length of the vernier
into 10 equal parts.

The vernier id read by finding the
line that most nearly coincides with
a line on 'the main scale, in this
case, 5.

Figure 12

\

circle, .using the upper clamp and slow motion screw to bring them to
coincidence. Using the lower motion, point approximately at tbe fir~t
bbject by looking over the. top of the telescope. 'Move the telescope
imti! the vertical cross hair is very nearly on the point, clamp the lower
plate by means of the lower clamp thumbscrew, and set exactly on. the
point by the lower slow motion screw. The line of sight is now on the
first object. To measure the angle, loosen the upper clamp, turn the
telescope to the second point, set approximately on the point, clamp.
the upper plate, and set the vertical cross hair exactly on the point by
the upper slow motion screw. The angle is then read, using the vernier
which was set at zero. Never overrun the point in bringing the vertical
cross hair upon it. Bring the cross hair to the point in such a manner
that the slow motion screw compresses the spring against which it workloi.
This eliminates lost motion in the plates.
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Tbc whole reading; is 5.15 a~ the
\,(~rIlier has enabled the readil1~ of the
scale to 1/100 of the main :5cale.

0

5

Figure 13.

b. A complete measurement of allY angle l'on~ists of the menn of two
readings, one with the telescope direct and one with it reversed. 'The
angle is first measured as described in a above. The telescope i plunged
("plunging" is reversing the telescope by turning it about its horizontal
axis so that the level tube is above the telescope rather thnn below) and,
using the lower motion only the first object is sighted upon. 1.Jsing the
upper motion the telescope is then set exnctly on the second object.
The reading on the vernier which was originnlly set at zero now gives
twice the value of the angle desired. This method takes out m()~t of
the errors of instrumental adjustment. ( ee par. 99 for further details.)

Figure 14.

The transit. vernier is constructed in the sallie way as tl1£' !'implt: scale vernier.
The reading of this scale is 13'10 30' as indicated by the index. The vernier reads

07'. The total reading iii 1340 37'.
9
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Figure 15.

The scale on the tranjt has two \'pJ'IIiers at each index to make reading possible in
either direction of turning of the telescope.

36. Angles by repetition
The mean of a number of lllea::illrelllents of all angle gives a value of

the angle more nearly accurate than any angle measurement. As a
minimum, one direct and one reversed reading mw~t always be made.
Tn any case, the same number of direct and reversed readings are made.
The direct reading:' are fi rst made cumulatively; the telescope is plunged
and, after sighting back on the first object with the lower motion, the
reversed reading arc made cumulatively. If, fol' example, there were
three direct and three rr\ rsed readings the value of the angle I'ead on the

Figure 16.

The vernier used in any reading is the unp in advance of the index in the direction
of turning of the telescope.
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Figure 17.

The reading of the scale in this setting is 2° 26' or 27io 3Y The angle measured
will be obvious in a field problem.

vernier is six times that of the desired angle (add multiples of 360
0

if
necessary). Ivleasurement of an angle Inore than ~ix times will not
increase the accuraey of reading of an angle, a the mechanical errors
introduced by action of the clamps will offset any increa ed accuracy
that might be expected by additional readings.

37. Measuring vertical angles
There are two methods of measuring a vertical angle:
a. FIRST METHOD. Set up and leyel the b'unsit and, using the vertical

crosshair, sight upon the distant point; turn the telescope until it is
approximately horizontal; clamp; and with the slow motion crew,
center the telescope bubble accurately. If the ,'ertical arc vernier read:s
zero, there is no index error; if not, read and note the angle for the index
correction, which must be applied ,,'ith proper sign to the observed verti-
cal angle. Next sight on the distant point and read the vertical angle.
To determine the angle of elevation (or depres ion) between two point:,
it is necessary to take into account the height of instrument and the
height of target on the rod at the distant point.

b. SlilCOND ~llilTHOD. Level the horizontal plate accurately. ight on
the distant point with the telescope direct (u"ing the middle horizontal
erosshair), and read the vertical angle. Plunge the telescope, rotate
the instrument in azimuth ] 800

, sight upon the point, and read the
vertical angle again. The mean of the two reading:" is t akrll.

38. To run or prolong a traight line with tran it
a. To run a straight line between two poinb which al" Illlltually

visible, set up over one point A (see fig. 21), and sight 011 the other
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Fi(}ure 18. Levelin(} plate of a tranllit.

\.

point B. Thi. ('stablishe~ the line, and any number of intermediate
points or yi::iible points beyond 13 may be ~et in this line of sight.

b. If the two points between which a st might line is desired are not
mutually visible. :-;et up as nearly as po...;sible on the line between them
and at such a point that both are visible from the instrument. For
example, in figure 21, D i~ not yisible from A. However, if the instru-
ment i' set up at P, both A and]) are vi ..ible. Set up the instrument
at P and as nearI~' on line as may be .i udgecl by eye. Sight on A, plunge
the telescope, note how murh this trial line varies from D, and estimate
how far the in~trumcnt mu:-:t 1>emm'ed sideways to make the prolonged
line hit D. A point on the lil1e is finally found by successive approxi-

Pigure 19. Method 0/ levelill!J transit.
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the plate t two ',opposite screws
be turned at the same---time . in

shown i the bubble will then
direction of the left thumb'.

To level
should
the manner
follow the

o

o
Figure 20. Direction of turning of screws.

mation. This is a slow process; to acquire aptness requires considerable
practice on the part of the operator.

c. To prolong a line from tWO points, the method in a above can he
used if the prolongation of the line is visible from A. If the prolonga-
tion of the line i~ not visible from A (fig. 21) set up' over B, sight at A,
and plunge the telescope. The vertical cross hair now will prolong the
straight line if the instrument is in adjustment, and points C and D may
be set in on the continuation of the line. If the transit is not in adjust-
ment, set out the points C' and D' on the new line, rotate the plate 180

0

,

sight again on A and plunge as before, setting new points C" and D" on
the continuation of the line. Equidistant between the point C' and C"
and between D' and D" will be found the true points C and D of the
straight line. '

39. Stadia
a., The stadia is a device for measuring di5tances by reading an inter-

p

~----_--/g...---I ' -~.:- ---~...oc oo
-OT- ----0.

Figure 21. Prolongation of a line.
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cept on a graduated rod. It is used when great precision is not required.. ..
C 1 e as the cross hairs

'z6tltal hair. •... ..,..~
b. USE OF THE STADIA. The transit is constructed with its lower and

upper stadia hairs so placed that the intercepted part of the rod, multi-
plied by 100, is equal to the distance between the instrument and the
point on which the stadia rod is read; for example, a reading between
the upper and lower stadia hairs of 3.45 feet on the rod corresponds to
345 feet on the ground.

c. VERTICAL ANGLES. (l) To determine the horizontal distance and
the difference of elevation between points by stadia, the vertical angle
is usually read to the nearest minute. 'Vith the center horizontal hair
set on the rod at the height of the instrument, the reading on the vertical
arc gives the vertical angle. The difference of elevation may be com-
puted by using the formula-

Difference of elevation D lh sin' 2A
. The horizontal distance may be computed by using the formula-

Horizontal distance D cos2A
In the above formulas, D is the stadia reading corrected by the constants
and A is the vertical angle.

(2) For field work, stadia tables and a stadia computer are used to
computo horizontal and vertical distances. Stadia reduction tables are
presented in table VI, TM 5-236.

40. Stadia costants
The stadia constants are IS. and (c + I).
a. Since it is difficult to place stadia hairs exactly, many instruments

read "long" or short." This difference is expressed by a factor called K.
b. (c + I) is a correction to be added to each stadia reading: f is the

distance from the objective lens to the cross hairs and c is the distance
from the objective lens to the center of the instrument. (c + f) is
usually given by the instrument maker; if not, it easily can be deter-
mined by measuring along the outside of the telescope.

c. K is determined by the following formula: D KS + (c + J) I

where D is the true horizontal distance and S is the stadia distance.
In determining K, several distances may be measured and the mean 0 f
the values of the several K's may be used. The theory of the stadia
is completely explained in Tl\1 5-235.

41. Leveling by transit
The transit is equipped with a striding level placed directly below

the telescope. 'The telescope may be clamped in a horizontal position
and the transit can be used as a level for spirit leveling in determining
elevations.
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Section III. OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT, AA BC, Ml

(BC TELESCOPE) AND DIRECTOR

42. Use of observation instrument AA BC, Ml
The observation instrument AA BC, l\ft (BC telescope) is designed

for use in recognizing possible aerial targets and as a spotting instru-
ment. It may also be used in lieu of a surveyor's transit for orientation
work. Means are provided for measuring horizontal angles to the
closest 1/10 mil and vertical angles to the closest 1 mil. No provision
is made for the use of stadia.

43. Movements of the observation instrument AA BC, Ml
a. HORIZONTAL MOVEMENT. The telescope of the instrument is turned

in a horizontal direction by a worm gear drive. This wor~ gear is pro-
vided with a throwout lever which permits positioning the telescope in
an approximate direction without operating the worm gear. A coarse
indicator of. azimuth, graduated to the closest 10-mil interval, is pro-
vided on the horizontal plate. A fine indicator is provided on the mi-
crometer attached to the operating handle of the azimuth worm drive.
The micrometer is graduated at intervals corresponding to 1/10-mil I

motion of the telescopes in azimuth. f

b. VERTICAL MOVEMENT. l\10tion of the telescopes in elevation is ob-
tained by means of the elevating worm driven by a knob and engaging
with a worm wheel segment. Coarse indications of the vertical angle
are obtained from the elevation scale read opposite the adjustable index.
This scale is graduated at 100-mil intervals. Fine indicat~ons are ob-
tained from the micrometer read opposite its index. This micrometer
is graduated at I-mil intervals. For further information on the BC
telescope, see TM 9-1665.

44. Telescopes.
The observation instrument is provided with two telescopes, the main

telescope having a magnification of 10- or 20-power. and the elbow
telescope having a magnification of 8-power. Each telescope is pro-
vided with colored filters that may be introduced to reduce glare, and
a means of illuminating the reticle for night observation.

45. Survey methods using observation instrument
AA BC, Ml

Survey methods using this instrument are similar to the methods used
with the transit. The results of a survey, are not as precise however,
since the reticle in the BC telescope has mil readings etched on the glass

, to form a vertical and horizontal line rather than using cross hairs as in
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the transit. This introduces small errors in alignment that would be
improbable with a transit. There is no provision for locating the in-
strument directly over a point by a plumb bob as is provided with the
transit so that small errors may be introduced by displacement from a

. precise point. As the angles measured arc indicated in mils the survey
must be conducted with angles measured in mils or the angles converted
to degrees and minutes. ,.'
46. Use of director as a survey instrument

In case of necessity, the director may be used to measure horizontal
or vertical angles. Horizontal angles are indicated on the present azi-
muth dials. The coarse indicator indicates angles to the closest 100
mils and the fine indicator to the closest 5 mils. A reading of 2 or 3
mils may be estimated. A vertical angle is indicated on the present
angular height dial. The coarse indicator is graduated in 100-mil in-
crements and the fine indicator is graduated in 5-mil divisions. A read-
ing of 2 or 3 mils may be estimated. The weight of the director pre-
cludes its use as a survey instrument except to a limited degree.

Section IV. TAPE MEASUREMENT

47. Horizontal taping
a. l\iETIIOD. The tape is held in a horizontal plane while the mcas-

urement is being made, the elevated end being projected to the ground
by use of a plumb bob held in the hand of the tapeman. The distance
that can be covered by a single measurement by this method is limite(l
by the slope of the ground. A man cannot hold the tape above shoulder
height, put the required pull on the tape, and hold the plumb bob steady
enough to make an accurate measurement. Therefore, on steep slopcl'!
the taping must be done in short sections. This is known as "breakin~
tape."

b. ADVANTAGES.The advantages of this 'system are that no correc-
tions need be applied to the measured lengths and no instruments arc
required except the tape and plumb bobs.

c. DISADVANTAGES.The disadvantages of this system are that it is
sometimes difficult to determine the true horizontal plane, in windy
weather the handling of the pluJllb bob may be difficult causing very'
slow progress, and a fractional tape length may be easily dropped 'or
misread.
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48. Slope taping I

a. METHOD. The tape is stretched along the ground and a full tape
length is measured each time. The slope of the tape must be determined
and a correction applied to reduce the measured length to horizontal
distance.
. b. ADVANTAGE.This method is rapid, the chaining pin may be set
directly under the tape graduati6ns and the tape is generally protected
from the wind.

c. DISADVANTAGES.The slope of the tape must be determined either
from the difference in the elevations of the tape ends or by measuring
the angle of inclination of the tape. The slope corrections must then'
be determined and applied to the measured distance.

49. Precision of taping
The precision of taping in artillery survey varies according to the use

to be made of the particular measurement. The degree of precision
needed may be determined by consideration of the effect on the accu-
racy of firing data.

a. In the measurement of a long base line, the tape ordinarily is
leveled by eye and measurements of fractional parts of a foot are made
to the nearest tenth.

b. A short base li~e measurement usually must be more accurate;
horizontal. measuring requires an accurately leveled tape, accurate
plumbing, and readings to a fraction of a foot; for slope measurements
the angle of slope is carefully read and corrections applied.

c. In the ordinary traverse for the purpose of determining the loca-
tions of batteries with relation to some selected point, leveling the tape
by eye and estimating the tenths in fractional measurements is satis-
fac.tory. The precision required depends to some extent on the nature
of the traverse. If a traverse is very long, or if it consists of many
short lengths, the taping must be done with the same precision used for
short base line measurements.

So. Taping methods
a. ALIGNMENT. Alignment' of the tape during the measuring is usu-

ally done by the tapemen themselves without help from the instrument
Inan. If the next station has been selected, it is marked by the rodman;
the rear tapeman lines the head tapeman in by eye. 'Vhen the course
to the next station is selected before the station is established, the direc-
~ion of the course habitually should be toward some unmistakable ob-
Ject. The rear tapeman then lines the head tapeman in on the selected
COurse. During the crossing of low ground, it may be necessary for the
head tapeman to line himself in with the rear tapeman and the last
8tation.



b. TENSIONANDSAG. ,\Vith the tape resting on the ground, a pull of
approximately 12 pounds (measured with a spring balance) must be
exerted for precise measurements. 'Vhen the tape is suspended in the
air for plumbing, the tension should be increased to remove the sag.
An unsupported length of about 100 'feet requires a. pull of about 25
pounds. Unsupported lengths greater than 100 feet must not be used
in a precise survey due to the errors, introduced in measurements. ,,'

c. FRACTIONALREADINGS.Taping usually is done with the zero end
of the tape for~ard. If each foot- of the tape is graduated, the head
tapeman holds the zero on the forwa~d point, while ,the rear tapeman
reads the distance to the nearest one~tenth or one-hundredth of a foot,
depending upon the accuracy desired. If only the end feet of the tape
are graduated, the head tapeman holds the zero mark short of and
within a foot of the forward point, while the rear tapeman reads and
calls out the measurement in feet; the rear tapeman then slacks the
tape 1 foot, holding the new foot mark accurately over the rear point;
the head tapeman measures the fraction of a foot, reading backward
on the graduations of the first foot of the tape. He announces the total
distance, and both tapemen enter it in their notebooks.

d.. BREAKINGTAPE. l\1easurement by breaking tape is done as fol-
lows. The head tapeman pulls out such lengt~s of tape as can be
stretched horizontally. Except for a very short section, the elevated
end should not be held above shoulder height. The head tapeman
should'make the break so that the rear tapeman can hold at a 10-foot
mark. "For a precise survey, leveling of the tape is done' with a hand
level by the head tapeman when the course is going down hill, and by
the rear tapeman when it is running up hill. For a less precise survey,
leveling the tape by eye is satisfactory, particularly when. assisted by
the view of a distant horizon. The mark on the end of the tape section
that is not in contact with the ground must be held accurately, by means
of the plumb bob, over the point marked or to be marked on the ground.
The head tapeman marks each break with a chaining pin. An alternate
method of breaking tape, particularly suitable for the 100-foot tape, is
to drag the tape forward its full length. The head tapeman then comes
back to a 10-foot mark which permits a section at the rear end of the
tape to be horizontaL ..He.marks the measurement on the ground. The
rear tapeman. then. comes forward and holds the same 10-foot mark
over the indicated point. This method permits the recording of only
complete tape lengths during the breaking of the tape; intermediate
points are not marked with the chaining pins.

51. Duties of tapemen .
a. HEADTAPEMAN. The head tapeman points out to the rear tape-

man the line of the next course; pulls out the tape to the limit allowed
by the slope of the ground; determines the necessary height to level the
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tape when running downhill; exerts the proper tension on the tape; and
calls "Ready." 'Vhen he hears "All ;right here" from the rear tapeman,
he marks the spot with a chaining pin if his end of the tape is on the
ground, or, if the course is running downhill, he releases his plumb bob
string and marks with a chaining pin the spot where the point of the
plumb bob falls. As soon as he completes the measurement he calls

. "All right." He leaves a chaining pin at each point. On reaching the

. end of. the course he measures to the station mark, or, if the station
has not been established, he sets the station mark.

b. REAR TAPEMAN.The rear' tapeman aligns the head tapeman.
When the head tapeman calls "Ready," the rear ta'peman" if his end of
the tape is on the ground, holds the proper tape graduation exactly on
the pin on the ground and calls "All right here." He continues to hold
his end of the tape accurately in place until the head tapeman calls "All
right." He recovers the chaining pin which 'the head tapeman has used
in marking the points on the ground. At the end of each course he
counts the pins he has collected and sees that the number corresponds
to the number of measurements recorded. 'Vhen the course is running
uphill, he determines the lengths of the breaks which can be made, and
is responsible that the tape is held level. He uses the plumb bob for
hOlding the proper graduation of the tape over the mark on the ground .
.. c. TAPEMEN'sNOTES. Both tapemen keep independent records of all '
measured distances. At the end of each course, each tapeman adds the
measurements and records the total distance in his notebook before
comparing his results with those of the other tapeman. 'Vhen they do.
not agree, the course must be retaped. No erasures should be made; a
single line should be drawn through an erroneous figure, and the correct
figure should be written immediately above or below it.

52. Training of tapeman
a. TRAINING. Tapemen must be carefully trained in the proper pro-

'cedure. Prescribed methods must be rigidly enforced. Tapemen must
exercise constant vigilance to avoid errors and blunder-so The most
common blunders are .misreading the tape and losing a complete tape
length or a plumbed section.

b. DON'TSFORTAPEMEN. (1) Don't jerk the tape.
(2) Don't pull the tape when it is kinked.
(3) Don't let vehicles run over the tape.
(4) Don't bend the tape sharply around corners.
(5) Don't split hairs in lining in.
(6) Don't allow the chaining pin to be disturbed.
(7) Don't pull the pin until you are sure that it will not be need.ed

again.
(8) Don't break tape oftener than necessary. Each break slows up

the work and introduces another chance for error.
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(9) Don't fail to wipe the tape clean and dry before putting it away.
(10) Don't forget that methodical procedure prevents errors and

makes speed.
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CHAPTER 4,

:-.

METHODS OF DESIGNATING LOCATION

Section I. MAPS

53. General
u. A map is a conventional representation of a portion of the surface of

the earth as a plane surface. Since a spherical surface cannot be repro-
duced as a plane with absolute accuracy, the representation is approxi-
mate only, with characteristics dependent upon the projection employed.

b. There are many types of map projections, some accurate in one
respect, some in another, but none accurate in all. It is important that
a reconnaissance officer have a general knowledge of their characteris-
tics and know where to get more detailed information when desirable,
in order that he may intelligently make use of available nonstandard
maps. All available maps of any theater of operations will probably
be used by the military forces. Certain types, however, have been
found to be best adapted for specific military purposes, and maps are
prepared as far as practicable to serve these needs.

54. Map classification'
a. GENERAL. Maps will vary from crude small scale planimetric

maps to accurate well-prepared topographic maps suitable for enlarge-
ment. They will include various special purpose maps, such as road
maps, railroad maps, aeronautical charts, etc. Large scale topographic
maps suitable for tactical operations of small units may be expected
only in isolated areas of limited size. Except in certain parts of \Vestern
Europe, topographic maps to scales as large as 1 :20,000 will not be
found.

b. TYPES OF MAPS. :Maps fall into classification according to scale.
The use of the various types of maps depends upon the character of the
theater of operations, type of operations; and nature of the opposition
encountered. Although listed below under various groups of scales for
convenience and clarity, maps are normally designated by their specific
scales. Designation of maps by general terms descriptive of a range
of scales or by purpose or use is not precise and is confusing.

(1) $mull SC(1J~ maps. Mar~ of small scale varying from 1: 1,000,-
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000 to 1 :7,000,000 are intended for the general planning and strategical
studies of the commanders of .larger units. Various general maps have
been designed for these purposes. '
_, (2) Intermediate scale maps. Maps of intermediate scale, nor~ally
from 1:200,000 to 1 :500,000, are intended for planning strategic opera-
tions, including the movement, concentration, and supply of '.:,troops.
The Strategic l\1ap of the United States, 1 :500,000 has been designed
for these purposes. Maps of a scale of about 1 :250,000 are particula.rly
applicable to movements of armored. forces and for maps of maneuver
areas.

(3) Medium scale maps. Maps of medium scale, normally from
1:50,000 to 1: 125,000 are intended for strategical, tactical~ and adminis-
trative studies by units ranging in size from the corps to the regiment.
The United States Geological Survey Map, scale 1 :62,500, with wooded
areas and road classifications added, has been found suitable for these
purposes. For strategic areas, the War Department produces maps of
this type. 'Vhile not suitable for all purposes, the scale of 1 :62,500 has
been found to be the most advantageous for recording topographical
detail for future use. For campaign, maps of this scale can be used for
the pu~pose intended or may be enlarged or reduced accordingly to the
existing needs.

(4) Large-scale maps. l\1aps of large scale, normally not great~r
than 1 :20,000 are intended for the technical' and tactical battle needs of
infantry and artillery units. It is unlikely that maps of this category
will be found to cover extensive areas. The battle map has been de-
signed for this purpose.

c. AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHS. . Dependence for topographic information,
particularly in the earlier stages of campaign, may have to be placed on
aerial photographs, photomaps, or provisional maps. In' addition to
furnishing information for these maps, aerial photographs are always
of value in supplementing information on existing maps. The aerial
photograph provides the best obtainable means of securing the latest
information of enemy terrain, and the larger scale photographb, partic-
ularly when examined stereoscopically, offer detailed information of
the terrain which can be secured by no other means.

55. Map substitutes
In order to provide a map suitable for technical military use, experi-

ments have been conducted in rapid map making using aerial photo-
graphs. .

a. The vertical aerial photograph is a valuable instrument for con-
veying topographical information.

(1) It possesses, in picture, a wealth of detail which no map can
equal.. .

(2) It possess accuracy of form.
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(3) With freedom of flight, an aerial photograph may be prepared in
a short time and reproduced in quantity by lithography.

(4) It may be made of an area which otherwise is inaccessible because
of either physical or military reasons.

b. The vertical aerial photograph is inferior to a good map in the
following respects:

(1) Important military features are sometimes obscured or hidden
by other detail.

(2) Neither absolute positi~n nor absolute elevation can be obtained.
(3) Relative relief is not readily apparent.
(4) Displacement of position caused by relief and camera tilt usually

do not permit the accurate determination of distance or direction.
c. The ideal battle map includes the most accurate topographic map

supplemented by the most recent aerial photographs. At the present
time, the best known battle map is one which gives control and detail
by photogrammetric methods. The multiplex and stereo-comparagraph
arc used to add contours, grid lines, and battle positions ~o the map as
rapidly as possible to produce the finished battle map.

Seetion U. PROJECTIONS

56~ General
Theoretically the earth is an oblate spheroid in shape; a figure formed

by rotating an ellipse around its shorter axis: Because of the con-
tinents and islands, the actual surface is irregular. The distance from'
the center of the earth to a point at sea level on the equator is 3,963.3
statute miles and the distance from the center of the earth to either of
the poles at sea level is 3,950 statute miles. This difference is so slight
that the earth may be mentally pictured as a round ball or sphere which.
rotates .on a line or axis passing through its center. The imaginary
intersections' of this 'axis with the surface of the earth are called' the
North and South Poles. Circleg on the earth's surface;.cut by imagi-
nary planes passing through the poles, are called meridians of longitude.
Circles cut by imaginary planes at right angles to the axis are called
parallels of latitude. The parallel midway between the poles is caned
the Equator and divides the earth into the Northern and SOuthern
Hemispheres. .. '.' <:rJ1

v,

57. Map projections
a. No map is accurate in every detail; if it is accurate in an east and
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Figure 22. Origins oj latitude and longitude,

we:::;tdirection there is di~tortion north and south, and vice versa. Then.
are many methods of representing a part of the earth's :urface approx-
imately and, in determining a method of projection, it is necessary to
select one that best mcets the requirements the map is to fulfill. Th.
most dcsirable fcatures of a good map are as follows:

(1) Area f'hould be represented in their true shape.
(2) Areas should retain their true relative size.
(3) Distances on the map should keep a constant ratio to the same

dLtances on the ground.
(4) Direction of line and size of angles on the map should be prc-

::;erved.
(5) Great circle ....should be represented by straight lines.

ITO one of these propertief' can be secured without sacrificing SOIllC of
thc others. Tn determining the type of projection to be employed, it is
therefore neces ary to decide which feature most nearly satisfies tlH~
conditions under which the map is to be used.

b. From a military standpoint, it is desirable to have a projectioll
that gives a minimum of distortion in the representation of distanceK,
and angles at all part. of a map. It is customary in con~tructing maps
to project the portion of the earth's surface under consideration to a
eylindrical, conical, or other surface which can be developed into a
plane; or to plot it to some system of developed lines which on a plmw
surface hear homologous relation to the latitude and longitude linCH
of the earth' .. 'U fa e, It i. in thif) lattGr GategQry that military mapH.
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belong. Such a system of lines designed for the purpose of construct-
ing a map on a plane surface is called a.projection.

58. Types of projections
a. MERCATOR PROJECTION. The Mercator projection is constructed

by projecting radially the meridians and parallels onto the surface of
a cylinder which is tangent to the earth at the Equator and then develop-
ing this cylinder on the map. The meridians and parallels all appear
as .straight lines, meridians being equally spaced while the distance
between parallels increases toward the poles. The l\iercator chart is
used to a great extent in navigation, as the bearing between any two
points as shown by this chart is the course a vessel would follow to
arrive at its destination by steering a constant course. (See figs. 24 and
25.)

b. CONIC PROJECTION •. In the conic projection, a cone is assumed to
be tangent to the middle parallel of the map, the apex of the cone lying'
in the prolongation of the earth's axis. The cone is developed by first
drawing a vertical line as the control meridian of the map. Selecting a
suitable point on this line, the slant height of the cone tangent to the
parallel of latitude is then laid off on the side toward the pole, thus
locating the apex of the cone which serves as the center of a series of
circles representing the parallels of latitude. The latter are drawn
through points, corresponding to proportional intervals of latitude,
previously laid off on the central meridian. . After subdividing the mid-
dle parallel to correspond to proportional intervals of longitude, straight
lines representing meridians are drawn from the apex of the cone to

\

...."', .•
Figure 23. True picture •
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the. e suhdivisions. The (listortions in this projection are so small that
it becomes apparent only on maps of very brge areas. (See figs. 26 and

27.)
c. POLYCO. 'IC PRO.J ECTION. (1) The ordinary, or American polyconie

projection, one of the subdivisions of the general division of polyeonie
projections, hns been adopted as :--tandard for all military maps of the
United States. Although the polyconic projection is by no menns the
most accurate or de. irahle form of projection, it has been adopted
because of the comparative mnthcmatical simplicity of construction and
the fact that a table for its use ha: been calculated for the whole eartl!.
In principle the polyconic projection is a modification of the conic pro-
jection. Every parallel of latitude is represented on the map by the
developed circumference of the base of a right cone tangent to the earth

at that parallel.
(2) It is apparent that as the parnllels npproaeh the Equator, tll<'

shapa of the cone approaches that of a cylinder and the Equator appears

Figure 21,. M crcatur prujectiun. Fi(/" 1'1' .!tJ. /'id /11'1' /Irojcdl.d
froll/: 8/1!t.('((' l>/J uwrca[{Jr

projectiun.



on the projection as a straight line. The meridian through the center
of the area is called the central meridian and is .JlOwn as a __ traight line
perpendicular to the Equator. The other meridians are curved lines
converging as they go from the Equator toward the poles. The parallels
arc spaced on the central meridian true to scale and are drawn through
these points with the proper radii. Every parallel is then graduated
true to scale and the meridians are drawn as curve. through the point.
of equal longitude.
~A
row areas (east to we. m error in a map whose width is
1 0 This is smaller than the ex-
pected expansion or contraction of map paper. The polyconic projec-
tion is not satisfactory for wide areas (east to west) ; in a map of the
entire United States, the distortion on the ea<:.:tand we t edges is as great
as 7 percent. On the other hand, no additional distortion i introduced
by extending the map north and south. (See fig.. 43 to 47.) The length
of the map (north to south) may tl'i'ercfore be of any extent. ( ee figs.
30 and 31.)
I d. ZONE POLYCONIC PROJECTION. The only distortion occurring in

polyconic projections is in clistances running north and south and dis-
placed cast or west of the central meridian. It i. zero at the central
meridian and increases as the distance from the central meridi:ln i: in-
creased. (See figs. 43 to 47.) In order that this distortion may he
reduced to a minimum on military maps, the United tates has been
divided for the purpose of projection into narrow north and south zones
each go of longitude in width. The projection of each individual map
or sheet of an area in the zone is represented as a corresponding section

fi'ifjure 2(1, Cunic prujection.

)

3
/

Fiuure .il'. j'ietun'. jlrujl'dl'd from
sphere by CII1Iic projection.
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of the zone projectio~. For convenience in describing the location of
points on the map and determining the distance and direction between
poihts, the military grid system has been superimposed upon the 'zone

. polyconic projection. The difference between ,the proper section of the
zone projection and a local polyconic projection of the same section is 80

small that it may be ignored and the local polyconic projection used.
e. LAMBERT PROJECTION. (l),:Most French and British maps are

?ased on the Lambert projection. The Lambert conformal c~:miepro-
Jection is a secant cone type of projection which intersects the earth at
two parallels of latitude. Along these two parallels the' scale is exact;
between them the scale is slightly shortened and outside of the parallels
the scale is somewhat too large. This gives a balance of scale over the
whole 'projection and makes it possible to cover a ,vide extent of latitude
with minimum distortion. Tables of scale variations have been com-
puted for every minute of latitude so that these variations may be taken
into consideration in any computations and full allowance made for
them. Thus computation of distance may be very accurate in all parts
of the projection.

(2) \Vhen using grid coordinates taken frOln a Lambert projection
for the computation of azimuths \and distances, it is not necessary to
make any correction for magnification of scale.

(3) The meridians will all intersect at a point at the apex of the
cone. When the conical surface is split along an element, it can be
unrolled in a plane and the parallels become arcs of concentric circles.
'Vhen the conical surface is developed in a plane it forms a sector of a
circle.

(4) This intersecting type of projection provides a better map' than
.does a tangent cone projection becam:e of its uniformity of scale. (See
figs. 28 and 29.)
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CHAPTER 5

COORDINATE SYSTEMS

Section I. GEOGRAPHIC COORDINATES

59. Reference planes
In order to define positions on the earth's surface it is necessary to

have fixed reference planes and surfaces. The surface of mean sea level
has been adopted as the surface of zero altitude. The meridian passing
through Greenwich Observatory, near London, is usually taken as the
reference meridian from which longitude is measured in degrees, minutes,
and seconds, halfway around the globe, positive to the west and negative
to the east. The Equator is ta~~enas the reference parallel from which
latitude is measured in degrees, minutes, and seconds, to the polm~,
positive to the north and negative to the south of the Equator. (See
fig. 32.) Geographic coordinates (latitude and longitude) are us~d to
designate the location of points on the earth's surface by reference to
these fixed initial planes. 'Vhile th,.ealgebraic signs of the latitude and
the longitude show whether they are north or south, east or west, the
letters N, S, E, and 'V, are usually used, being placed after the figureR..
For example, the geographic coordinates of the Capitol at Washington
are latitude 38° 53' 23" N., longitude 77° 00' 34" 'V.

60. Foreign maps
Most foreign maps use the Greenwich meridian as the meridian of zero

longitude. :Uowever, many foreign maps are based on some other meri-
dian as a prime meridian. The Corps of Engineers will usually transfer
the given longitudes to standard longitudes based on the Greenwich
meridian as the prime meridian when a map is to be reproduced by them.
A map issued by some other source must be examined to determine the
prime meridian used. Longitude is an inherent part of time computa-
tions, so that it is essential that reconnaissance officersbe given a source
of information for transferring longitude based on one prime meridian
over to longitude based on the Greenwich meridian as a prime meridian.
The table on page 41 gives the longitude from the Greenwich meridian of
the prime meridian used on some maps of the countries listed. Any map
used should be checked to determine a di::;crcpancy between standarll
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Amsterdam, Netherlands
Lisbon (Observatory of Castelo de S. Jorge), Portugal
Naval Observatory at Genoa, Italy
Copenhagen, Denmark
Athens, Greece
Helsinki, Finland
Pulkovo (near Leningrad), U.S.S.R.
San Fernando, Spain
Singhawang, China
Istanbul, Turkey

longitude and the longitud~ listed o~ the foreign map. If a discrepancy
is found, the meridian used as a prime meridian should be determined.
The correction to transfer to standard longitude may be found in the.
table following. Any celestial observations made may then be based on
standard longitude from the Greenwich meridian.

Prime Meridian used by Geodetic Section, Army Map Service
Meridian Accepted value

Paris, France 2° 20' 13.95" E
Madrid, Spain 3° 41' 14.55" W
Monte Mario, Rome, Italy 12° 27' 07.06" E
Batavia, Netherlands East Indies 106° 48' .27.79"E
Padang, Sumatra, Netherlands East Indies 100°22' 01.42" E
Midden Meridian of S. Sumatra, Netherlands. East Indies 103° 33' 27.79" E
Ferro, Canary Islands 17° 39' 46" E

(17° 40' 00" E used by Germans)
4° 53' 01.978'~E
9° 07' 54.806" W .
8° 55' 15.929" E
12° 34' 40.35" E
23° 42' 58.5" E
24° 57' 16.5" E

30° 19' 38.49" E
6° 12' 20" W

108° 59' 41" E
28° 59' E (approximate)

61. Parallels and meridians
Parallels and meridians of latitude and longitude are measured by

two systems: .
a. SEXAGESIMALSYSTEM (DEGREES,MINuTES, AND SECONDS). This is

the predominant system and is the system used by the United States.'
This system is used also. by British, Dutch, Chinese, Scandinavian,
German, Italian, and Japanese cartographers. , ,.

b. CENTESIMAL SYSTEM (GRADSAND' DECIMALFRACTIONSTHEREOF).
T~is system is used in France, and by countries whose cartographic'.
practices were influenced by the French. The basic relation between
grads and degrees: 100 grads equals 900

• l\laps issued to using person-
nel by the Corps of Enginers will: usually be converted to standard
longitudes and will be converted' t9 standard systems. However, it is

.pm;sible to enco,unter unconyer,ted malJs in the field and it is necessary
that the reconnaissance offic~~.~nder~tand how to convert data.

l", :: .>.,-'

62. Convergence of .meridians
.a. The distance between two adjacent meridians is greatest at the

Equator and gradually decreases in a nbrth or south direction until it
becomes zero at the two poles .. The angular amount by which meridians
approach each other is called the convergerice of the meridians. For
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example, the convergence of the meridian of longitude 720 with that of
longitude 730 at the pole is 10

; but at the Equator all mcri<.lians are
parallel and the convergence is zero. It is thus apparent that the
amount of convergence of meridians is a function of the latitude.

b. In figure 33, P represents the pole, FA the seventy-third meridian
and PE the seventy-fourth meridian. CD is a ~traight line perpendic-
ular to FA. At the point A \vhere CD intersects the seventy-third
meridian the true azimuth of CD is the angle PAD. The azimuth of
CD at A is 2700

, that of the same line at B is less than 2700 by the
amount of the convergence of the two meridians.

c. The azimuth of the line BA is commonly called the back azimuth
of the line AB. The bark azimuth of a line differs from the forwarc!

Fi(Jure ;j~. (;luue Iilwwilt!J [aLiLw),eli und lUlI(J'itudcli,
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Figure 33. Convergence 0/ meridians.

c'

azimuth by 1800 plus or minus the convergence of the meridians through
the two points at the ends of the line. The true back azimuth and the'
true forward azimuth of a line differ by exactly 1800 only when the
line is due north of south or along the Equator.

d. The formula for the amount of the convergence of the meridians
, between any two points is:

Convergence (in angular value) difference in longitude of the two
points (in angular value) X sine of the mean latitude of the two points.
The value of the convergence obtained by the use of this formula will
be expressed in terms of degrees, minutes, or seconds, according to which
unit is used to express the difference'in longitude.

Section II. MILITARY GRID SYSTEM

63. Gen'eral
The length and direction of a line joining two points can be computed

from their geographic coordinates, but the computation is long and
difficult. In a Rystcm of rectangular coordinates, however, if the absris~
Sas (X) and ordinates (Y) of two points are known, the determination
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of the length and direction of the line joining them requires only the
solution of a right triangle. Lik~wise, in such a system the position of
a point may be determined if the distance of the point from two refer-
ence'lines intersecting at right angles is known. The two distances
which locate the point are measured parallel to the horizontal and ver-

. tical axes and are known as the "X" and "Y" coordinates, respectively.
(See fig. 34.) The unit of linear measure in the American military grid
system is the yard. All measurements in feet are changed to yards
before calculation is commenced.

64. Military grid system
a. For the above reasons, a system of rectangular coordinates, known

as the "Military Grid" system, has been adopted as standard for mili-
tary maps of the United States. In this system, the area of the United
States and part of Alaska is divided into nine north and south belts or
zones. Each zone is 9° longitude in width. In the polyconic projection
of each zone the central meridian of the zone is the Y axis of that zone
and the parallel of 40° 30' north latitude is the X axis of all zones.

b. \Vith the intersection of the X and Y axes in each zone as an
origin, a system of lines parallel to each axis is drawn, forming a network
of squares on the map. The distance to each axis is drawn, forming n.
network of squares on the map. The distance between grid lines, in even,
,thousands of yards, varies from 100 to 50,000 yards, depending on the
scale of the map. To avoid the use of negative coordinates, the geo-
graphic 0rigin of the grid system for each zone is given the coordinates:
,X ==1,000,000; Y 2,000,000.

c. To avoid the confusion which would result when operating in areas

'8000
lO5OOO

102

104

lOt

100

Figure 34. Rectangular coordinates.
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Limiting Meridians
68°30' .77°30'
76 30 85 30
84 30 93 30
92 30 101 30

100 30 109 30
108 30 117 30
116 30 125 30
124 30 133 30
132 '3D 141 30

Central Meridian

73°'Vest
81 'Vest
89 'Vest
97 'Vest

105 'Vest
113 'Vest
121 'Vest
129 'Vest
137 'Vest

lying in two adj acent zones, it was decided to have zones overlap one
another by 10• The designation of zone~, their central meridians, and
limiting meridians are shown in the following table:

Demgnation (zone) United States

A
B
C
D
E

,F
G

.Il
J

Foreign possessions: .
Canal"Zone 81 \Vest
Hawaii 158 'Vest.
Philippine Islands 122 East

The zo~~s A to G are shown graphically in figure 35-
d. The military grid appears registered on gridded maps in two series

of parallel lines at right angles to each other. The central meridian of
the overlap between adjacent grid zones is the dividing line between the
Zones. Any map which falls within the 10 overlap between grid zones
always shows in solid black lines the grid of the zone to which the map
pertains. The grid of the adjacent overlapping zone may als'o appear
registered by means of grid intersections (small crosses) on the' face of
the sheet and ticks around the border lines. The scheme is useful in
effecting transition of data from one zone to another .. The lines of the
overlapping zone when needed may be struck in by simply joining the,

,registration points.. Since the grid lines of each zone are all parallel to
the central meridian of the zone and since meridians converge to the
poles, the lines of overlapping grids will always cross at distinct angles.
(See fig. 36.)

e. The system of north and south grid lines on a griddcd map is referred
to as the Y lines and the system of east and west grid lines is referred
to as the X Jines. All Y lines are parallel to the central meridian of the
grid zone in which the map falls. All X lines are at right angles to this
central meridian. The base directions established by the Y lines are
known as "grid north'" and "grid south." The base directions estab-
lished by the X lines are known as "grid east" and "grid west."

j. The distance of each north and south grid line, grid cast of the zero
point or origin of coordinates, is marked in thousands of yards normally
along the south border of a gridded map. The distance of each east and
west grid line, grid north \of the zero point or origin, is marked in
thousands of yards, normally along the west border of a gridded map.
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The numbers which identify the north and south grid line and the ea:-;t
and west grid line which intersect at or nearest to the ~outhwest comer
of a gridded map are written out in full in yards. In marking all other
grid lines, the digits common to the sheet may be omitted. 'Vhen the
grid of an overlapping zone appears registered by ticks and grid intcr-
section on a map, the ticks of the north, south, cast, and west, grid lines,
respectively, which intersect at or nearest to the southeast corner, are
marked in full yards. No other grid lines of the overlapping zone are
marked.

(J. In any system of rectangular coordinates, if the abscissas X and
ordinates Y of two points are known, the determination of the length
and direction of the line joining them requires only the solution of a
right triangle. Likewise, in such a system the pO:-iition of a point may
be determined if the distance of the point from two refercnce lines inter-
secting at right angles is knO\Yl1. The h\"o distances which locate the
point are measured parallel to the horizontal and ycrtieal axes and are
known as the "X" and "Y" coordinates, respectively.
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h. A complete explanation of the l\1ilitary Grid System with table$
giving grid coordinates of the intersection -of every 5' of latitude and
every 5' of longitude within the United States and with formulas for the
conversion of geographic coordinates into grid coordinates and vice
versa, may be found in Special publication No. 59, Grid System for
Progressive Maps in the United States, United States Coast and Geo-
detic Survey. Tables for converting geographic into grid coordinates in
the vicinity of the Canal Zone have been prepared by the Corps of
Engineers. However, no tables are available for this conversion in
Hawaii or the Philippine Islands and it is therefore necessary to com-
pute the grid coordinates for given positions. Special Publications Nos.
5 and 8, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, or Tl\1 5-235, pro-
vide the necessary data for this computation.
i..In this manual the term "military grid coordinates" refers to thoBe

coordinates computed or scaled from the zone polyconic type of projec-
tion.

65. Determinaton of grid coordinates
There a~e several methods of obtaining the military grid coordinates

of a point: '
\ a. The conversion of the geographic coordinates (lati~udc and longi-
tude) to military grid by interpolation in Special Publication No. 59,
United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, subject: "Grid System for

WEST

,. ,
-0' 'NORTH POLE (True North),....... ,
" ~NORTH MAGNETIC POLE
, " .....~,,' (Moonetic North 1c)/ \\~

, A \ \,, \
. , \. I EAST

1 '.: I
I ,;/
I I ....1

...' I ....,........ ' . .. .. "'-- ..... -_.-----, .,
\ I I
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\ '

\ '
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Figure 38. Geographic position 0/ M a(Jnctic Pole.
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Progressive Maps in the United States." The tables in this text show
the grid coordinates in yards of the intersection of each fifth minute of
longitude with each fifth minute of latitude within the whole area
covered by the grid system in the United States.

I~ J. THe e8Bv~;ijQD of. geQgr~pbie eeeldintttM teJ militltf' ~l'iti eaer-
';.,1 ..diu~tes by jfJllnwlft B:fl eJffllaifted in pmag1ul'h ll1j, Tl\4" a 235.

c. The scaling of the coordinates from a grid map.
d. The running and the computation of a traverse, using several

known points as a basis to determine. the coordinates of an unknown
point (ch.6).

e. Tho determination of position of an unknown point by intersection
(ch. 7).

f. The determination of position of an unknown point by resection
(ch.8).

Section III. AZIMUTH

66. General
Azimuth is the most convenient and commonly used method of ex-

pressing direction. For most military purposes, azimuth is the hor-
izontal angle measured in a clockwise direction, from the north point of
a north-south line through the point of measurement, to the point to
which the angle is measured. In the Southern' Hemisphere it is some-
times simpler to reckon azimuth as being measured from the South point
rather than the North. There are three main methods of determining
direction namely by compass, by celestial observation, and by map. A

. direction determined by compass is a direction referred to magnetic
north and an azimuth determined by compass is known as magnetic
azimuth. A direction determined by celestial observation is a direction
referred to true north and an azimuth determined 'by celestial observa-
tion is known as true azimuth. A direction determined by an oriented
map with the grid lines' shown is referred to grid north and an azimuth
determined by an oriented map using grid lines is known as grid azi-
muth.

67. Relation between azimuths
a. Grid north, magnetic north, and true north are rarely the same

direction. Magnetic north is determined by the position of the magnetic
pole on the earth. This magnetic pole does not coincide with the north
pole of the earth (see fig. 38) and so m~~~<:;~i,qnqt~h varies from true
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north according to the observer's position on the earth. imilarly, the
south magnetic pole is not at the South Pole of the earth.

b. The north point determined by cele tial observation is always
true north irrespective of the observer'~ position on the enrth.

T

Figure 39. Divergence oj truc dircction /rum arid direction.
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c. Grid north is established on a map by drawing the north-south
grid lines parallel to the central meridian of the map. The grid line

. coinciding with the central meridian of the map will then be lying in a
true north-south direction and grid north and true north will be the
same direction along this line. However, along the edges of the map
the north-south grid lines will be parallel to the central grid lines but
true north will be parallel to a meridian at that point and so will differ
from grid north for that point. This divergence results in a difference
between the grid azimuth and true ~iimuth of any line except a north
and south line "011the central meridian. Referring to' figure 39, it is
readily apparent 'that at all points east of the central meridian, grid
north is east of tru~ north and the grid azimuth is less than the true
azimuth, while at .aU points west of the central meridian, grid north is
west of true north~'and the grid azimuth is greater than the true azimuth.
The difference bet~een the true azimuth and the grid azimuth of a point
at the apex 'or"th';triangles is the angle between Y and T in eaeh case.

d. The general formula for the difference between true azimuth and
grid azimuth is:"'Divergence or dedination (in' angular value) equals
difference in longitude between the central meridian of the zone and the
point for which the r)ivergence 1'S desired (in angular value) times- sine

y *v2°'S
6.4d .-- o~
"~ ~o

; ,.' ". z
,.. ~\ ...t:~.> z

. Figure 40. Relationship between three base' directions on a m.ap, showing corrc-
.~8pcJndin(J (lzimuths and back azimuths 0/ line OA.
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'N_O_E"
AZIMUTH- BEARING

\ \ BEARING. AZIMUTH

N_--.-W
AZIMUTH • 360.- BEARING
BEARING" 360" AZIMUTH

of the latitude of this point. The value of the divergence obtained by
the use of this formula is expressed in 'degrees, minutes, or seconds,
according to which unit is used to express the difference in longitude.
It must be remembered that this formula is accurate to within a few
seconds only (depending on the difference in longitude between the
central meridian and the observer's station) and that if a more precise
value is desired, table L, TM 5-236 (corrections for the reduction of
geographic azimuths to grid azimuths), is used. However, since for
.most practical artillery purposes it is sufficiently accurate to determine
azimuths to the nearest half minute, the formula is sufficiently accurate

. and saves making a difficult interpolation of table L, TM 5-236.
e.. The back azimuth of a line is the azimuth of the line extended in

the opposite direction. It is the azimuth plu's or minus 1800

• Thus
in figure 40, the azimuth of the line from 0 to A (or OA) differs from
the azimuth of the line from 0 to A' (or OA') by 1800 and the azimuth
of the line OA' is equal to the back azimuth of the line OA.

No.

W90. 90"E

S_-_W
• AZIMUTH al80"tBEARlNG

BEARING -AZIMUTH -180'

" S_-_E
AZIMUTH a leO.-BEARING
BEARING :180~AZIMUTH

s

w
t.ZIMUTH 3200

Arrows indicate the direction of measurement of the beari"9s in each QUadrant from O'to 90.

~... Azim.Jths are measured in a clockwise direction from OO(north point)" to 360°
I. BEARING N 45- E

AZIMUTH 45-

AZI~TH 105-

1I1t'06~2.AZIMUTH 210-
BEARING S 30- W or N 150- W

Figure 41. Relationship between azimuths a1ld bcari1l(Js.
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68. Declination
Declination is the difference in direction between true north and

either magnetic north or grid north. Hence, there are two declinations,
magnetic de'clination and grid declination.

a. MAGNETIC DECLINATION. Magnetic declination is the difference
in direction between true north and magnetic north. In some localities,
the compass needle points east of true north; in these localities. the
magnetic declination is east. For instance, the compass needle in a
certain area points 100 east of true north; the magnetic declination in
that area is, then, 100 east. In some localities the compas~ needle points
west of true north; in these localities the magnetic declination is west.
Since the magnetic pole is not fixed, but is subject to cycles of changes
of position due to obscure causes, the magnetic declination in anyone
locality is subject to change, the amount of which can be predicted from
the records of past variations. On the margin of standard military
maps is shown, in a diagrammatic form, the average'magnctie declina-
tion for the locality illustrated by the map at a stated date; also its
annual change and whether increasing or decreasing.

530000
N

831

836

835

B

834

833

832000
s

Figure 42.
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b. GRID DECLINATION. Grid declination is the diffcl'enec 111 direction
bctwcen truc north and grid north. (ec .fig. 40.)

69. Bearing
Bcarings arc used to cxpre:--s diretti()n~ a~ determined by a c()mpa~s

or celestial obi-'crvation. The bearing of a given line is the angle and
direction which the line makes with re pect to the north or south base
direction line. The direction is indicated by giying the angle from the
north or south toward a basic direction either cast or ,ye t, such as north
GO° east. However, the anglc may be greater than 90° in which case
the angle is expressed in the same way but the ea~t or we:--t,dil'cction is
an exprcssion of direction of rotation. Tn w::ing formulas for solution
of celestial observations, it is pos~ible for the solution to be indicated
as an angle over 90° measured from the elevated pole (North Pole in
t he Northern Hemisphere, South Pole in the Southern Hemisphere) in
an easterly or westcrly direction, such as north ]20° cast. This means
that the angle was measured from the north, ]20° toward thc cast.
However, 1200 causcs the angle to pass the ea:--t point, and progre.'s 30°
beyond, and toward the south. In this case the term "cast" is merely
a direction of initial rotation. Figure 4] illw::trate:-- bearing:-- and azi-
muths and the relationship between the two. Beal'ing~ are not as con-
venient as azimuths for military purposes and so a bcaring is usually
eonvcrtecl to azimuth to simpli fy recording, transmis:--ion and plotting.

70. Computation of grid azimuth and distance
a. BEARINGS. The direction or azimuth of a line is measured III n

Figure 43.

Thc earth is difficult to rcpresent on a map bf'cause it is a sphere, and a map i:- a
flat plallc.



clockwise direction from the north or south point, but in the Northern
Hemisphere is .usually measured from the north. In this manual, azi.
muth will be considered to be measured from north except when speci.
fically stated otherwise. Azimuth may bc expressed in degrees clock.
wise from 0° to 360°, or in mils from 0 to 6400. In figure 42, the angle
exrepresents the azimuth of the line AB. . The bcaring of a line is the
horizontal angle which it makes with a north and south line; when
making computations, the bearing is usually expressed in a value less
than 90° and, therefore, it is sometimes measured from the north and
sometimes from the south, clockwise or counterclockwise. In figure 42,
the angle f3 represents the bearing of the line AB. ,The bearing of a
line is always the angle whose tangent is AX/ AY.

It is good practice, in determining the azimuth of a line whosecoordi.
nates .are given, to draw a rough diagram similar to the one in figure 42,
and to note by inspection the quadrant iOnwhich the line being calcu.
lated lies and the approximate azimuth of the line. In converting bcar.
ings to azimuths, it should be remembered that bearings in the first and
fourth quadrants are measured from north, and bearings in the second
and third quadrants are measured from south.

b.Ay CORRECTIONS.The azimuth and distancc computed from thc
coordinates of the United States military grid system will not be exact
due to the fact that Ay contains the error of the polyconic projection
commonly known as the magnification of scale error. ThQ QFF8F sf the

~"peIYQQJ,;J,jc pt'QJQ~tiQz;;), i~ :il rc<wlt of pI=Q~eetiflg Q ~lUH~d sHPfaee emto-n.
Co The correction for magnification of scale is dependent upon thc

distance of a measured line from the central meridian of a grid zone.
An aCC'lrate value of Ay, as .it would be measurcd on the ground, is
obtained by applying a correction taken from table XLIX, TM 5-236.
This correction is based on the fact that the military grid distance, in
a north and south direction, is always greater than the ground distance.
In other words, wh,en it is. desired to convert distances computed from .
militarY grid coordinates into true distanccs on the ground, Ay is first
corrected for magnification of scale by subtracting the value given in
table XLIX, TM 5-236. If, on the other hand, it is desired to determine
the map coordinates of a point, Ay as actuallY.fmeasured on the ground
is corrected for magnification of scale by a{J{J[ng the value given in'
table XLIX, TM 5-236. In correcting Ay~t"!points in the 1° overlap,
between zones, care must be taken to obtain th"ccorrection for the proper.,
zone for the map which is being used.

c. CALCULATION.Given the military grid coordinates of two points,
A and B, as shown in figure 42. Compute the azimuth and distancc.
from A to B. (Latitude 30° 50' N; Longitude 77° 30' Wi Zone A)
Coordina tes:

NOTE: A is used as the symbol for difference.
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Figure 44.

The sphere would appear U:5:5ho\\"u if divided illto eight equal sect ions.

X
A 529,593.1
B 534,784.7

6.x -5,191.6 yards 6.!J
6.y correction (table XLIX, T1Vr5-236)

Corrected j"y

y
836,685.3
834,807.0

1,878.3 yard:-;
.;~ yard~

] ,874.0 yard.~

Tangent bearing (f3)

Log 5191.6 (6.x)
Log 1874.0 (6.y)

Log tan bearing (f3)
Bearing (f3)

Subtract from

Azimuth AB
AB

Log 5191.6 (6.x)
Log sin 70° 09' 18" (f3)

Log AB
AB

6.!J
3.71530
3.27277 (f'ubt met)

0.44253
70° 09' 0 " (E of . ') quadrant IT

180° 00' 00"

109° 50' 52"
6.x/f'in fJ
3.71530
9.97341 (:,lIbtr:lrt)
3.741 9
5)519.4 yards

N OTIC A B may aIso be obtained by the use of 6.y in the !'qll:! t ion, An

6.lI/cOS f3.
d. COMPUTATION OF DISTANCE. For prccisc work, n11 dist nnrcs mll:.d~

ho corrccted for magnification of seale. A:, noted abon~, the error in
tho north-south direction is appreciable as soon as onc works away from
tho ccntral mcridian of the zonc. This elTOl' may be ('aleulated by
trigonomctry in pcr cent (or yards errOl' pel' 100 yards) b~r determining
tho convergence of meridian. by the formula in paragraph 62d, OJ' it can
he found by duuble interpulatiun frum table .. LIX, T.M 5-23(j, in terms

7
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of yards error per 1,000 yards. The distortion appears in the north-
south vcctor of any linc whcn wc arc working with military grid coordi-
natc:;. The distortion dccreases with increa~ing latitude, but increases
,,'ith longitudinal differcnce between the point \lnder discllssion and the
central meridian of the zone. It actually rang<'s from zero at all points
on the ccntral mcridian to 2.754 yards perl ,000 yards in the north-south
direction at 240 north latitude, and at the edge of the zone or 40 30'
from the central meridian. One thousand yards on the ground in a
l,lorth-south direction when placed on the map (or wlwn obtaining the
military grid coordinates of the point) must be foitrctchcd by this dis-
tortion or by thc magnification of scalc correction, to make it fit the
map. Likcwise, in taking coordinatcs from thc map, to obtain ground
distances, or azimuth, the 6.y, or the north-south vector of the line must
he shrunk by the same correction. For cxamplc, ] ,000 yards in a north-
south dircction on the ground at latitude 240 north, and longitude 76

c

30' west, would actually have to be stretched until it was ],000 + 2.754
] ,002.754 on the map. Similarly, if we took the distance from the

map in order to obtain the ground distance. thc map distancc of 1,002.754

\
I
I

Figure 1,6.

1f the section :-ihown all thl' Il'ft i:-; f1attl'Ilcd to appeal' as a IlIap on a flat plaue, tllf'
north-~ol1th linl"'~ at, thl' I'd~1' of thl' :-iP('tioIl will cl'll<:k llIld !>I'<:ome dist.orted u

:-;11O\\'0 011 the rill;ht.
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yards would have to be shrunk by 2.754. yarcL) in order to obtain the
proper ground distance of 1,000 yards.

e. USAGE. The use of magnification of ::::ra]e rOlTrrtions hould b<'
understood by survey personnel so that in work of pre('i:-:c nature the

'Yhell t I}(, ~rid :-;y:-I C'1ll is pl:l<'C'd Oil till'
l!lap of a military ~rid zonC', Ihl' north-
:-Ollt h ~rid di:-tall('l':- will 1>1' ~1'('atC'r
thall the true distancl's (1) thl' ~I'()lllld.

FiullfC .W.

The eal:it and we.'!. sides of (':I<.:h zone
have t!l('sp di:-;turt iO!ls which ar(' called

magllification uf scalp errurs.

Figure 4'1.
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I))'o])er cOITceLions can he made. Howcn.'r, \rhen a rapid :-:urn.'v is
being made or when the area of tllC sUlTey 'is near the (Tllter of the ~'one,
the cOITections may be f'mnller than the cxpected ('1'1'01':-: in the :-:urvey,
in whieh ca:-:o the ('oITedions for magnifi('ation of :-:('al(' are :-:lllH'rfluous.
It is advi:-:a!>Jo to e:-:timate lllentaJl~' tIle pcr('cntage of errol' that lllight
be expected conf'iderillg the method u:-:ed ill mca:-:uring di:-:t:llH'cS and
angles. For example, the average e!Tor for a ba:-:e line mca:-:urcd with
a steel tape using plumb bobs and ordinary carc i:-:about l' in .'),000' 01'

0.2 yards in 1,000 :van]:..;; therefore, if the magnificatioll of s('ale COI'l'('('-

LiOll is less than 0.2 yards ill 1,000 yanb, it might a:-: well 1)(' ignol'('d.
However, jf very pre('j:-:e measurcment i:-: being lllade, it :-:hould 1)(' in-.
elUded. In a highly mobile ::.:ituation, the ina(Tur:l<'y of lll('a:-:urelllcnt
due to rapid work will u:-:uall.v prcclude the Ilec('ssit~. of making a ('01'-

rection for l11ngniflcation of ::.:cale.

71. The World Polyconic Grid
The \Vorld Polyconi(' Crid is an (.xtcnsion of thr 1 . S. l\lilitary nrid

R

I J LAC f

"'if/life t,n. lI"irle-oll(J/e !i/W!IJ ll'i!h [lIJill!-t!(.'iona!im, (Jrirl Will!( rI IJII 1'!.
(.VIJ!e CIJllillluti()1I tiC!;;>.)
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System to cover those parts of the world not gridded by the British and
areas not previously gridded by the United States. The world is di-
vided in an east and west direction into five north-south divisions called
"Bands." Each band is made up of nine zones in the same way' as is the
U. S. J.\;Iilitary Grid System. The nine zones A to J in the U. S. Mili-
tary Grid System are included in and comprise the total width of Bancl
1. Band I, hmvever, takes in all the area between Latitude 72° north
and 700 south and takes in the same width as Zones A to J, that is, longi-
tude 680 30' west to 1410 30' west. Each band is divided at the equator
and designated as Band 1-N for the north half and :Band 1-8 for the
south half. Band II is the next band west of Band I and takes in the
area from Longitude 1400 30' 'Vest to 1460 30' East. Bands III, IV,
and V are the next succeeding bands in a westerly direction. However,
where a foreign grid system has been established such as in the Euro-
pean and African area the grid system of that area is used instead of
the 'Vorld Polyconic Grid. Each band is divided into nille standarcl
size .zones lettered from A to J in the same way as Band 1. Figure 48
shows an outline of the bands throughout the world. The portions that
are shown blank ar~ sections of the world covered by some other type
of grid .and for which gridded roaps are available. The Corps of Engi-
neers have prepared a publication entitled "Grid System for :Military
l\1aps for 490 to 72d north latitude," which gives the grid coordinates
for 5-minute intersections to amplify the data contained in Special Pub-
lication No. 59, United States Coast and Geodetic Survey, "Grid Sys-
tem for Progressive l\Iaps in the United States."

Section IV. LOCAL PLANE COORDINATES

72. Local plane coordinates
In certain localities or instances, standard grid system maps or data

may not be available. In such cases, it is necessary to establish a sys-
tem of local plane coordinates. Local, plane coordinates are a system
of coordinates similar to the military grid coordinates except that the
point of origin of the system is some local point rather than a specified

. zone point. This local point is ordinarily given grid coordinates such
as X . 100,000 and Y 200,000. A true north-south line is deter-
mined through this point and a grid system with resulting rectangular
axes is superimposed on the map. Inasmuch as the local plane coordi-
nate system is wmally used for a relatively small area, no correction A

are necessary for magnification of scale. This system may !ogically
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be expected to be used' when units arc.~'e:~inning operations in a new
territory where maps or a standard grid system arV.Iiut available. The
local plane coordinate system may be expanded from the initial system
as the situation demands.

Section V. POINT DESIGNATION GRID

73. Point designation grid
a. Aerial photographs are used initially in territory that is unmapped

or for which maps are unavailable. The printing of accurate fire-control
grids on photomaps usually is. impracticable because of distortion and
the difficulty of reproducing a photo to a desired scale. Therefore, an
arbitrary grid, knmvn as the point-designation grid, is sometimes used.
This grid has no relation to the actual scale or orientation of the photo;
it serves only for point or target designation and normally is not suitabJe
for measurement of distance or azimuth. For convcnicnc.e,tl~e dimen- ..
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M
Fl:gure 60. Reading coordinatel on a point-designation grid.
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-sion of.the grid ';4l:quare-is+:& inches;. the 1:26:000 scale-may.-Ulen-be
used for determinm&\land plotting the coordinates of points.-
~-he-peint--designation-grid may' be-printed on-.the-ph()to--{a~the

J..t:-case with the wide-an'gle photo, fig. 49) or, for photos without-tne grid,
()Va transparent template with the grid printed on it)naY'b~ used. It is

essential that all concerned place their templates on the photo in exactly
the same manner; standard markings o,o.-the'photo permit such identical
placing. l\Iany photos have collimruon ticks in the center of each side
of the photo from which thec;nter may be found. The grid is designed
to have its.two ccrl'trallines, the AA line and the JorI111line,pass through

..---:--the-,'eenter'Df.the photD.--_ .....
c. To determine the coordinates of a point (fig. 50) the intersecting

grid lines to the left and below the grid square in which the point is
located are first indicated by two letters; then the two numerical co-
ordinates are read to the right and up, in that order, just as for the fire-

-: .... control grid. For example, using a 1:~OO scale to the nearest ten
yards, the coordinates of the point in figure 50 are KN7763. If less
accuracy is sufficient, the coordinates are KN86.

10

7

o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Figure 61. Diagram of basic grid Of).
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Section VI. JAN,GRID

74. Jan grid
a. A standard grid, known as the JAN (Joint Army-Navy) grid, is

employed by the Army when operating jointly with the Navy and at
such other times as necessary. The JAN grid permits the prompt and
accurate transmission between the Army and Navy of information in-
Volving the location of points and areas. The grid may readily be
established or changed for the purpose of security by a brief message.
It is adaptable to any scale or projection and may be used without car-
tographic calculation, printing, or lithographic preparation.

b. \Vhen not operating with. the Navy, the JAN grid is well suited for
Use by the Army in designating coordinates on maps or charts showing
only latitudes and longitudes. A rectangular grid is, in general, printed •
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Figure 52. Grid exteT/sion.
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.on tactical maps or military maps of large scale. Maps at the scale of
1:500,000 or s'maller, as well as aeronautical and hydrographic charts,
generally show only latitudes and longitudes. Such maps or charts are

.frequently used in large scale operations for strategic, logistic, and
supply purposes. Reference to position by latitude and longitude is
cumbersome and does not provide the security afforded by the use of an
arbitrary grid which may be readily changed.

c. The basic grid in this system is bounded by meridians and parallels
of a designated length which are subdivided into ten equal lengths by
intermediate meridians and parallels forming one hundred grid areas.
(See fig. 51.) The origin of coordinates is always at the southwest cor-
ner. The base lines extend for the same prescribed number of minutes
of latitude or longitude or of nautical miles (l minute of latitude is
1 nautical mile). In the latter case, chart or map scales are used to
measure base lengths.

d. The JAN grid is established in an area by designating the coordi-
nates of the origin (or base point), 'which generally must be expressed
in longitude and latitude, and by prescribing the length of the base
lines. Assuming a point or origin at 240 west longitude and 300 north
latitude 'and side lengths of 100 minutes of longitude and latitude, the
basic grid may be established by the message: "Establish JAN grid
origin 24'V30N sides 100 minutes." The basic grid is changed by
'selecting new origin and base line8. .

e. Coordinates of points are given in the conventional manner without
separation. In figure 51, the coordinates of point "e" are 52 and would
be expressed in a message as' "JAN' point 52." Similarly, point "D"
would be expressed as "JAN point 8359." To refer to an area within a
grid, the word "area" precedes the coordinates of the southwest corner
of the area. The size of the area is denoted by the number of significant
figures employed. The area' 47 would be the area "A" bounded by one-
tenth of the base line lengths. The area 1645 would be the area "B"
b"oundedby one-hundredth of the base line lengths. The foregoing areas
would be expressed as "JAN area 47" and "JAN area 1645," respectively .
. f. ,\Vhen it becomes necessary to extend the grid to cover adjacent

areas, the standard grid extension shown in figure 52 is employed. It
will be noted that the basic grid as initially established becomes the
central grid "lr!" of an alphabetical system of equivalent grids (grid
square lr! is the square shown in fig. 51 reduced in scale). 'Vhile the
grid extension is constructed on the basic grid "A!," the origin of coordi-
nates for points or areas in any lettered grid of the system is always the
southwest corner of that grid. Grids are identified within the system
by prefixing the appropriate grid letter to the coordinates. For exam-
ple, point "Z" in grid "G" (fig. 52) is designated "JAN point G7025."
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Section VII. THRUST LINE METHOD

75. General
. The thrust line for encoding maps has proved very successful, and

has unlimited possibilities. By prearrangement, all units using the
thrust line must know the starting point, a secondary point, the two
directions from the thrust, and the unit of measure. The thrust line ,
used. for designating locations of friendly units should be distinct from
that used in designating locations of hostile elements.

76. Exa'mple
a. A line i5 located from RJ 109 (see fig. 53) through grid intersectiun

1015-1832. RJ 109 is the starting point and all locations are read out-
ward from this point. The thrust line need not stop at the grid inter-
section but can be extended for any distance necessary. All locations
to the right of the line are in ".ill" direction and all locations to the left
are in "Q" direction. Other letters for these directions may be used.
The unit of measure usually is in miles. This unit of measure can be
anything the commander desires, but with maps having a graphic scale
on them, the units of measure are usually used. l\Iaps having only a
'representative fraction or aerial photographs generally use 1 inch for
the unit of measure.

b. To locate positions by this thrust line a perpendicular must first
be dropped from the desired location to the line, then the distance from
the starting point to this intersection measured, giving the direction of
the position, and then the distance in that direction using the same unit
of measure as used along the thrust line. For example: To locate
point "A."

c. 'Ve find that point "A" is five and four-tenths units down the
thrust line, and in ".ill" direction two and five-tenths units. This is
transmitted as '541\J25. One decimal point is assumed at all times and
need not b0 transmitted.

1015

\,
\

@
A

This Direction
.. i,"M"

Fi(/ure 53. Example 0/ thrust line method.
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SectionVIII. MAP TEMPLATESMl AND M2

77. Map "templates
a. A map template is a transparent plastic sheet printed and per-

forated as shown in the accompanying drawing. This template is used
for designating spedfic locations on a map or photomap. Map tem-
plates are of two types, 1\11 and 1\i~, exactly alike with one exception;
template 1\11 has printed upon it XX and YY axes, while M2 docs not.
They are employed similarly. (See fig. 54.) .

b. I~ order to use a map template, certain instructions must be given
in the unit SOl (Signal Operating Instructions) in order that all incli-
viduals in the unit using the template will operate upon a common basis.
These items must be changed frequently, since they provide security
in transmitting data by radio in the clear. The items are:

(1) A letter code designating maps used.
(2) A figure code designating reference points on the maps.
(3) A figure system designating a numbering system for the template

reference holes.
(4) -Designation of a horiz('ntal or vertical line on template to he

used as an orienting line.
c. To determine the coded designation of a point on the map-
(1) Place template on the map so that one reference hole of template,

indicated by roman numeral, is over a stated reference point on the map.
(Note the code letter of the map, the code number of the reference point,
and the code number of the template reference hole.)

(2) Rotate template until orienting line crosses a second reference
point on the map. (Note the code number of the second reference
point.)

(3) Find the large lettered square in which the point is located.
(4) Find the small numbered square within the large lettered square

in which the point is located.
(5) 'Vrite code designation as follows:

4267 A 5 Q 100
42 1st map reference point used.

67 2nd map reference point used.
A Code name for map.

5 Code number for template reference hole used.
Q Template lettered square.

100 Numbered square within lettered square.
d. Knowing the code designation of a point, to locate that point on It

map the reverse process is used, as follows:
Given: 2545 C 6 N 63
(1) Use map C.
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(2) Place template reference. hole 6 over map reference point 25.
(3) Rotate' template until orienting line falls on map reference

point 45.
(4) Locate lettered square N.
(5) Locate exact point by finding small square 63 within lettered

square N.
e. For simplicity, the second reference point may sometimes be

omitted, and the SOl then states that .the horizontal template lines will
be placed parallel to the E'V grid lines of the map used. This method

, sacrifices accuracy and security to a moderate degree. For further
security the code number for the template reference hole can be desig-
nated as the middle (or initial, or final) figure of a three-figure group, in
,which case a code designation might be transmitted as 2545 C 464 N 63.
In this example, the number 6 of the three figure group 464 is the critical
code figure referring to the template reference hole.

Section IX. BRITISH GRID SYSTEM

. 78. Description
a. The British Grid system has a basic property which requires that

it be broken down into comparatively small areas. This property is
the adaptability for accurate surveying without making various grid
corrections which are common for large grid areas such as those used
in the United States Military grid system. In addition to the areas
being rather small they must also be relatively long and slender, with
the long axis of the area being either in the direction of a meridian or a
parallel. The general shape of a country, continent, or other large area
to be gridded usually lends itself to a subdivision in one direction or
the other. For example, Netherlands East Indies is easily divided into
long slender areas running east and west, while East China is more
readily divided into areas running north and south.

b. Each area is named as a zone or belt; for example, Netherlands
East Indies Z{")neof Australia Belt No.5. All Briti~h grids are printed
in a fixed color throughout any certain zone, the colors for a series of
zones being selected so that no two adjacent zones will be in the same
color.

c. A grid zone is ordinarily divided into squares of 500,000 meters on
a side. This basic square is assigned a letter, the letter being alpha-
betical and reading from left to right and down within a zone. Each
500,000 meter square is further divided into 100,000 meter squares, each
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of which is also designated by a letter. Thus' a 100,000 meter square
of a zone may be identified by two letters. However, some zones are
so long that there will be more than one 500,000 meter square assigned
the same letter, while in a few zones no letters are used. See figure 55.

d. On maps of scales of 1/250,000 to 1/500,000 the letter identifying
the 500,000 meter square and the 100,000 meter square letter are both
shown on the face of the map. Ordinarily on maps of scales of 250,000
and larger only the 100,000 meter square letters are shown, although
the letter identifying the 500,000 meter square may be indicated by a
grid index diagram in the margin.

e. The frequency of the grid lines is controlled by the scale of the
map in question. On maps of scales from 1/20,000 to 1/100,000 the
grids are 1,000 meters apart and on smaller scales they are fixed on a
10,000 meter spacing. However, grids on the 1/100,000 scale maps are
sometimes on a 10,000 meter spacing.

79. Use
a. ~oint identification by grid reference indicates, in order first; the

500,000 meter square, the 100,000 meter square, the abbreviated east-
west coordinate, and the abbreviated north-south coordinate. The pro~
cedure is as follows:

(1) Indicate the letter identifying the 500,000 meter square, as shown
100,000 m.""

C 0 E

H J K

N 0 P

5 T' U

X Y ZH

8

G

M

R

W

H
A

Enlargement of Square H
showing 100,000 meter squares.

F

L
~Q

Point ....
noted HV74

500000 met.rs

10.000 m.t.rs
H

Arrangement of 500,000 meter squares

v I
I

/
Desig

.....
Vo

01234867890

Enlargement of Square HV
Showing 10,000 meter sQuares

Figure 55. British grid system.
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directly on the face of the map or as indicated by the grid index diagram.
. (2) Indicate the 100,000 meter square as shown on the face of the
map, normally by a large open block letter printed in the same color
as the grid lines.

(3) 'Vrite the east-west coordinate in the same manner as is done in
the use of the United States 1\lilitary grid, omitting the small figure or
figures which precede the actual grid number. The grid value will r,e
carried out by estimation or measurement to the minimum value de-
sired. The hyphen or dash between x and y coordinates, always usod
in the United States :Military grid references, is omitted in British grid
references. See figure 55 for illustration of point designation.

(4) 'Vrite the north-south value in the same manner. The small
numbers which precede the large figure at the end of the grid lines repre-
sent the total distance from the false origin of the grid coordinates,
and are always omitted in point designation.

b. British maps and American reproductions of British maps employ-
ing the British grid systems, invariably contain at some place in the
margin, full instructions for the expression of grid references. In a few
British grid zones, the yard is used as a unit instead of the meter. The
entire 'procedure in grid reference, however, is identical in either case.

Section X•. AIR DEFENSE GRID

80. General
The purpose of the Air Defense Grid is to satisfy the requirements

of air defense in world wide application and to permit easy transmission .
of accurate positional information. The Air Defense Grid divides aUlI
subdivides all the earth's surface to latitude 80° north and south in
such a way as to keep the grid divisions and subdivisions approximately
square. This is accomplished by changing the size of the grids in de-
grees and minutes of longitude several times between the Equator and
the Poles. The only large variations in shape occur between latitudes
72° and 80° Nand S where the top of the grid lines converge consider-
ably toward the poles, but it was felt that due to limited operation in
this area it would be less confusing to allow the grids to converge more,
rather than to add another change in grid size. Figure 56 illustratcH
the converging meridians and successive changes in grid .lengths ..

81. Designation
This grid system is based entirely on lines of longitude and latitude
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and can be placed on any map having longitude and latitude, regardless
of type of projection, as can be seen in figures 57 to 61 where several
types are illustrated. The fi~st four successive subdivisions of the grid
squares are identified by letters starting from the upper left corner of
each grid square and running from left to right consecutively, omitting
the letter I, as shown in figures 56 to 61 inclusive, and are divided on
the basis of degrees and minutes of latitude and longitude. Points in
the fifth subdivision are identified by four coordinate numbers, the first
two along the x axis (longitude) and the last two on the y axis (lati-
tude). The first digits of the x and y axis are shown on the grid and
the second digit of each is estimated.

82. First division
The first division of the earth's surface is shown in figure 57 in large

shaded block letters:
A from latitude 60° N to 80° N, longitude 0° around the world to 0°.
B from latitude 40° N to 60° N, longitude 0° around the world to 0°.'

AIR DEFENSE GRID

Figure sa. Spherical presentation 0/ the first and second divi.\ions.
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.C from latitude 40° N to 40° S, longitude 0° to 120° E.
D from latitude 40° N to 40° S, longitude to 120° E to 120° vV.
E from latitude 40° N to 40° S, longitude 120° 'V to 0°..
F from latitude 40° S to 60° S, longitude 0° around the world to 0°.
G from latitude 60° S to 80° S, longitude 0° around the world to 0°.

83. Second division
The second division shown in figures 57 and 58 with solid block letters

is a division of each of the above shaded letter divisions as follows:
Shaded letter A grid area is subdivided into one row of eight grid

squares, lettered from 'A to II inclusive. Shaded letter B grid area is
subdivided into one row of twelve grid squares lettered from A to :AI
inclusive. Shaded letter C grid area is subdivided into twenty-four
grid squares, four rows with six grid squares each, lettered from A to Y
inclusive,- omitting the letter I. Shaded letter D and E grid areas are
subdivided in the same way as shaded letter C. Shaded letters F and
G areas are subdivided the same as shaded letters B and A, respectively.

84. Third division
IThe third division, figure 59, is made by subdividing each one of the.

AfR OEFENSE: GRID

.............. ., ...
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solid block letter grid squares, made in divisions two into twenty-five
grid squares. There are five rmvs with five grid squares each, lettered
with hollow block letters from A to Z, omitting the letter I.

85. Fourth division
The fourth division known as basic grid, figure 60, is accomplished

by subdividing each one of the hollow block lettered grid squares in
division three into twcnty-five basic grid squares, five rows with five
grid squares in cach and lettered from A to Z inclusive, omitting the
lettcr I. The length of sides of the basic grid squares in dcgrees and
statute miles are shown in paragraph 89 and appendix II.
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86. Fifth division
The fifth division, figure 61, is made by subdividing each on'e of the

basic grid squares in division four into one hundred squares, ten rows
with ten grid squares in each, and numbering the x and y axis. The
division can be made by simply stepping off ten equal parts on all four
sides of the grid and drawing in the lines parallel to longitude and lati-
tude lines.

87. Report
To make a position report the four letters of each of the four divisions,

and the four numbers of the fifth division are used. The full designa-
tion of point X, figure 61, is EBP'V 5518. For local operation some of
the larger division letters may be omitted.

88. Laying out
a. To layout a grid for local operation anywhere between latitude 40°

.N and S, refer to figure 58 (division two solid block letters) to deter-

Figure /59. Division three.
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mine in which grid square the area to be gridded lies. This grid area, '
20° on a side, is then laid out with pencil on a map. Next divide this
square into twenty-five grid squares 4° on a side and letter the sub-
divisions as illustrated by hollow letters in figure 59. Only one or two
of the division 3 (hollow letter) grid squares are normally used for local
operation of the letters. The division threc grid square to be uscd is
then divided into 25 basic grid squares, 48' on a side. Each of thcse is
then further subdivided into 100 grid squares as shown in figure 61.

b. The r.rocedure' for laying out a grid in the area betwecn latitude
40° and 60° N or S is identical except that the sccond division grid area

AIR DEFENSE GRID

Figure 60. Division four.
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, lengths are 30° longitude by 20° latitude. This makes the third division
grid areas 6° longitude by 4° latitude, and the fourth division grid area
72' longitude by 48' latitude.

c. The procedure is identical for laying out a grid in the area between
latitude 60° and 80° N or S except that the second division grid area
.lengths are 45° longitude by 20° latitude. This makes the third division
grid area go longitude by 4° latitude, and the fourth division 108' longi-
tude by 48' latitude.

89. Length of sides
a. The following table shows in angular measure the length of the

AIR DEFENGE GRID
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sides of division 3, and basic grids division 4 in different areas of the
world:

Division one Latitude Division 3 Division 4
Basic grid

<Shaded letters) Long. Lat, Long. Lat.
A & G 60° 80° N & S 9° 4° 108' 48'
B & F 40° 60° N & S 6° 4° 72' 48'

C, D & E 40° N 40° S 4 ° 4 ° 48' 48'

b. The following table shows length of basic grid (fig. 60) base lines
in statute miles (see app. II also):

Latitude Miles Miles Miles Miles
Degrees for for for for
Nand S 4S' lat. 48' long. 72' long. lOS' long.

(Equator) 0 54.963 55.338
'4 54.966 55.204

8 54.974 54.803
12 54.987 54.136
16 55.006 53.208
20 55.029 52.021
24 55.056 . 50.582
28 55.086 48.898
32 55.121 46.973
36 55.157 44.822
40 55.194 42.450 63.676
44 55.234 59.808
48 55.273 55.646

li,;t- ..-_ 52 55.311 51.211
56 55.349 46.525
60 . 55.384 41.609 62.413

64 55.417 54.731

68 55.446 46.778

72 55.472 38.594

76 55.493 30.218

80 55.509 21.692

For example, the size of a basic grid square at latitude 28° N or S is
55.086 by 48.898 miles. A basic grid square at latitude 48° N or S is
55.273 by 55.646 miles. A basic grid square at latitude 640 N or S is
55.417 by 54.731 miles.
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CHAPTER 6

METHODS OF DETERMINING POSITION-
TRAVERSE

Section I. GENERAL

90. Location of points
a. There are three methods of determining the location of a point hy

means of ordinary surveying instruments: transit traverse, intersection,
and resection. In all three. of these methods either the transit may he
used and the coordinates computed from the notes, or the plane table
may be used and the coordinates scaled from the plot.

b. Gun positions are usually selected without regard to known points,
and may be in locations not visible.to such points, so that it will bC)
impossible to locate the gun position either by resection or intersection
and the coordinates will have to be determined by means of a transit
traverse.

Section II. TRANSIT TRAVERSE

91. Conduct of traverse
a. The nearest point of \vhich the accurate coordinates are known,

or can be determined, and from which a route to the point to be located
can be followed without great difficulty is chosen from which to start
the traverse. In settled communities normally it is possible to follow
paths or roads so that very little brush cutting is necessary.

b. An initial azimuth must be determined at the starting point. If
another point, as distant as possible, but preferably not less than 1 mile
distant, of which the accurate coordinates arc known, is visible from
the starting' point, the azimuth can be readily computed. If no point
is visible from the starting point, an initial azimuth must be determined
by either a solar observation or an observation on a stellar body.

c. The traverse must be closed if possible; that is, after re~ching the
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position to be located, the traverse must either be continued to another
known point or run back to the starting point by a different route. The
linear error in closure is adjusted throughout the traverse by applying
the proper proportion of the error to the points located, according to
their distance from the starting point.

d. \Vhen, because of lack of time the traverse is not closed, another
azimuth determination must be made at the end of the traverse to check
and adjust the cumulative errors in the transit work; also, the computed
position of the point located must be checked as carefully as possible
from the map in order to detect any large error that may have occurred
in the traverse. In locating a gun position, when the traverse is not
closed and time does not permit of azimuth determination. at both ends
of the traverse, the azimuth preferably is determined at the gun position
where it may be used for orienting the gun. In this case the azimuths
of the other lines of the traverse must be determined by working back-
ward from the gun position to the starting point.

92. Terminology
To avoid using unfamiliar terminology in presenting the subject

matter of the paragraphs below, definitions of a few of the more common
terms used in surveying are given.'

a. DIRECT OR NORMALPOSITIONOF TRANSIT. 'Vhen the instrument is
so placed that the upper clamp and its tangent screw are nearest the
observer, and the focusing screw of the telescope is on top of the tele-
scope. The telescope level bubble tube is below the telescope.

b. REVERSEDPOSITIONOF TRANSIT. 'Vhen the instrument is turned
.1800 in azimuth from the direct position and the telescope plunged
(turned over about the horizontal axis) it is said to be reversed. The
direction of pointi~g is the same, but the telescope level bubble is upside
down. This operation is called "reversing the instrument."

c. PLUNGINGTHE TELESCOPE. Inverting the telescope about its hori-
zontal axis.

d. TRANSIT STATION. A permanent or semi-permanent point set~n
the ground. It marks an angle point or corner in a traverse, but may
also be used to prolong a preceding course .. The purpose is usually
accomplished by driving a stake in the ground, a tack being set in the
top of the stake to mark the exact point. This is done by the front
rodman or chainman, or under his direction. For temporary transit
stations, a nail driven into the ground through a piece of paper may be
Used.

c. TRIANGULATIONSTATION(~). As used in this manual, a permanent
reference point with known coordinates, either military grid or geo-
graphic.

j. FORBSIGHT. Pointing the telescope on the next station of the tra-
Verse.
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g. BACKSIGHT. Pointing the telescope on the last preceding station
of the traverse, usually with the telescope "plunged."

Section III. ORGANIZATION AND DUTIES OF TRANSIT

TRAVERSE PARTY

93. General
A transit rarty for the running of a traverse should consist of an

instrumentman in charge, a recorder, two chainmen, and two rodmen.
In case of necessity, one of the chainmen may also perform the duties
of front rodman and the instrumcntman may act as his own recorder.

94. Duties of instrumentman and recorder
a. T~e instrumentman is in charge of the party and is responsible for

the carrying through of the traverse. Before running the traverse he
gives careful consideration to the. necessary precision of the results
required, studies the terrain, and selects the best route to his objective.
Time is usually the controlling factor in the degree of accuracy attain-
able. If time is available, measurements of distance are made by tape,
but if speed is essential, stadia measurements may,be used. The instru-
mentrr..an sets up and levels the transit and measures off the angles of
the traverse and checks the measured distance to the last station by a.
stadia reading. Occasionally he reads the magneti~ bearing of a tra-
verse line as a check against a large mistake in reading or recording
angles in the traverse.

b. The recorder is responsible for keeping the records of the traverHC
in the field notebook. These records must be legible and clear, and must
follow the form indicated in paragraph 102. He gets the di~tances be-
tween stations from the chainman if the tape is being used, or from the
instrumentman if stadia is used. He keeps a rough sketch of the tra-
verse showing distances and angles, as he goes along. This sketch
serves. as a check on the values recorded in his notes. In addition to
keeping these notes he renders such assistance to the instrumentman n~
the latter may direct.

95. Duties of front rodman
The front rodman sets his rod over the next transit station 'as indi-

cated by the chainmen, plumbs it, and waits until given the signal hy
the instrumentman that he is ready to proceed to the next station. lIe
marks the station, and then proceeds to the next station, which has, in
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the meantime, been measured by the chainmen. If the' stadia is being
used instead of tape, he sets up at positions indicated by the instrument--
man.

96. Duties of the rear rodman
The rear rodman sets his rod over the last station vacated by the

transitman, plumbs it, and waits until given the signal by the instru-
mentman that the latter is through with him. He then picks up his rod
and proceeds to the station occupied by the transit, identifies this sta-
tion, and sets up and plumbs his rod as soon as the transit lias been
set up at the next successive station. The instrumentman, if ready to
proceed before the rear rodman arrives, may mark the station position
for him. The rear rodman usually carries a stadia rod which is used to
check the distance measured by the tapemen. He holds his stadia rod .
with the narrow edge toward the transit when the transitman is reading
angles. On a prearranged signal from the instrumentman he faces the.
stadia rod toward the transit so that the distance may be read. If using
stadia-measured distances alone, tapcmen are unnecessary.

97. Duties of the tapemen
a. The tapemen carry the following equipment: 1 steel tape (usually

100 feet in length), 11 marking pins or arrows, 1 plumb bob, a number
of nails, a pencil, and a writing pad. The tapemen, before measuring
the distance to the next station, pick out a point on which to align them-
selves. The rear tapeman then holds his end of the tape at the last
station (now marked by the front rodman's rod) and aligns the front
tapeman up with the selected point. The front tapeman makes certain
the tape is straight and tight, and then puts a marking pin in the ground
at the 100-foot mark. He then proceeds toward the next station pulling
the tape with him until the rear tapeman, who is holding the other end
of the tape, calls out that he has reached the marking pin. The front.
tapeman then aligns himself with the last marking pin and the front
rodman's rod and puts down another marking pin. The rear tapeman
then picks up his marking pin and they both proceed to measure another
100 feet length.

b. Transit stations are located at even tape lengths, when convenient,
in order to simplify the work of the computer. They are selected at
Points affording not only an unobstructed view back to the transit but
also a clear view forward to the next station. Each station is marked
as described in paragraph 92d. One tapeman then goes ahead to locate
the next station while the other tapeman stays by the station just'
measured until the front rodman has arrived 'and located it.

c. In locating transit stations the tapemen must bear in mind that it
is desirable for the instrumentman to be able to see the lower part of
the rod when sighting. This is especially important on short sights, for
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errors due to sighting the upper part of a rod which is out of plumb may
appreciably affect the accuracy of the line.

d. Before beginning a measurement, the front tapcl~an checks his
marking pins and makes certain he has ten; the eleventh pin occupies
the last station. At the end of the measured line, he counts the number
of pins he has left and subtracts from 10. He then checks with the rear
rodman who should have the difference, one pin being always in the
ground. This double check may appear unnecessary, but errors of 100
feet in measured distances due to careless checking of pins are not un-
common. If the front and rear tapemen do not agree on the measured
distance, it is remeasured.

e. 'Vhen the ground has a decided slope, it is necessary that one end
of the tape be held above the ground in order that the tape is horizontal.
A plumb bob is used to refer the elevated end to a point on the ground.
Very steep slopes require "breaking" the tape. '

f. Errors in measuring are generally due to failure to keep the tape
horizontal and to careless plumbing. Tapemen must understand that
the accuracy of the traverse depends on their work just as much as on
the instrument work.

Section IV. TRANSIT TRAVERSE PROCEDURE

98. Initial data required
a. GENERAL.Before beginning the computation of a transit traverHe

it is necessary that certain information be available. Generally, this
consists of the coordinates of some station on the traverse and the
azimuth of a line from some station on the traverse. vVhen using mili-
tary grid coordinates, it is also necessary to know the latitude and
longitude of a midpoint of the traverse in order to determine the cor-
rection for magnification of scale if a very precise survey is being made.
The starting point and the route of the traverse are often influenced hy
the required information.

b. COORDINATES.The military grid coordinates of some prominent
point in the vicinity are frequently available. Lacking such data, the
grid coordinates of some knO\vn point established by some higher head-
quarters or the Corps of Engineers are usually available. These data
shou'ld be supplied by the' staffs of higher commands. In cases where
coordination with other artillery units dictates the use of local plane
coordinates, the coordinates are obtained from the reconnaissance
officerof the other unit.
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c. AZIMUTH. 'Vhcn two intervisible known points or triangulation
stations have militai-y grid coordinates or latitude and longitude known,
the military grid azimuth from one of these stations to the other can be "
computed. This obviates an astronomical determination of azimuth.
If two intervisible stations, whose local plane coordinates are known, are
available, the grid azimuth (local plane) can be computed. Lacking
conditions where two known intervisible stations are available, military
grid azimuth or local plane grid azimuth is determined astronomically.

99. Measurement of angles
a. The standard method of measuring the angles in a transit traverse

is the deflection angle method. In this method deflection angles be-
tween the lines of the traverse are measured instead of direct angles:
The method of measuring deflection angles may be understood by refer-
ring to figure 62.

b. In figure 62, A, B, and G represent stations 1, 2, and 3, respec-,
tively, of a transit traverse. The deflection angle between the line AB
(station 1 to 2) and line BC (station 2 to 3) is the angle PBC; that is
the angle between AB prolonged and BG. This also represents the dif-
ference between the azimuth AB and BC. The direct angle between
AB and BG is the angle ABC, which is the supplement of the deflection
angle. The method of measuring this deflection angle is as follows and
is the procedure at each station: '

(l) Set up and level the transit over station B.
(2) Set the A vernier to read zero. Invert or plunge the telescope

and, using the lower motion turn the telescope to sight on the preceding
station A. '
.~.,f3) Plunge the telescope to the normal position and note whether the

next station is to the right or left of sight. Then" llsiv(J the upper '1Nf)li~n~
oill/1, direet thG tB]QgQQfl8 8H the nExt station e and I rem d the reading C'I
of yenjcr-A. If the station is on the right, the deflection angle is plus,
if on the left it is minus. This is entered in the notes as well as shown
on the sketch of the traverse kept by the recorder.

(4) Leaving the upper motion clamped, loosen the lower motion, and
turn the telescope to sight again on the preceding station A, using the
lower motion only, and clamp. " "

(5) Loosen the upper motion, plunge the telescope and direct it on
the forward station C, using the upper motion only. Read and record
VernierA. This completes the measurement of the deflection angle,
giving two readings, one read with the telescope direct and the other
with the telescope reversed. The last reading, divided by two, is the
angle used and should check the first reading within 1 minute if the
transit is in good adjustment. l\lore accurate results can. be secured
by repetition of this operation, making six measurements .of the deflec-
tion angle, three with the transit erect on the backsight and three with
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the transit reversed. Dividing the last reading by six should give an
average angle that is accurate to 1;6 minute. .

(6) At the initial station of the traverse, or wherever the orienting
line is to be obtained, the deflection angle between the forward station
and the orienting line is measured.

A
Figure 62. Diagram of angle.
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(7) If, when the transit was set up at B (fig. 62) and pointed at A,
the vernier A reading was zero; and after the telescope has been plunged
and pointed on C the same vernier read 15°, the deflection angle PBC
should then be an angle of + 15°. If the azimuth of AB was 5°, the
azimuth of BC (C being to the right of BP) should be 5" + 15° 20°.

(8) If station number 3 was D instead of C and the angle DBP was
15°, the second vernier reading vwuld have been -15°, and the azimuth
of BD would be 5° _15° 350°.

c. Assuming that the orienting line has been established at station 1,
the instrumentman sets his transit up over station 1 and measures the
deflection angle between the orienting point and station 2. This opera-
tion establishes the azimuth of the leg from station 1 to station 2. He
proceeds to station 2 and measures the deflection angle between the
line from station 1 to station 2, prolonged and station 2 to. station 3, etc.

d. Another method of measuring the angles in a transit traverse is
that of direct angle measurements. This method consists simply in ,
measuring the angle in a clockwise direction at each station directly
from a backsight on the preceding station to the station ahead. If
desired the angle may be doubled, or repeated any number of times. It
is customary to measure the angle by repetition when accurate work is
desired. Care must be taken not to read the wrong angle as is easily
Possible in such a case as station C, in figure 63. Hmvever, by always
measuring the angle in a clock,,\'ise direction, mistakes are obviated. In

. this figure, let A represent a triangulation station and D a directing
point (DP) at the gun position whose position is to be determined. The
transit is set up at A, the angle to AB from some reference line of known
azimuth is read, and' the distance to station B is determined by tape
~neasurement and checked by stadia. The transit is taken to B and the
Interior angle between the courses AB and BC is measured and the dis-
tance to C is determined. C is occupied in a similar manner. To check
the work, the traverse is made to close by returning to the starting point,
A, by another route, which in this case includes one additional station,
station E. :Nlethod of procedure at each station:

(l) Set up and level the transit over the stake marking the station.
(2) Using the upper motion, clamp vernier A to 0°.
(3) .\Vith the telescope in the direct position, direct the line of sight

on the preceding station with the lower motion, using the lower slow
motion screw to make precise setting, and clamp. At the first station
it is necessary to measure the angle between the line to the forward
station and a line whose azimuth is known in order to secure the data
for computing the azimuths of the courses of the traverse.

(4) If using stadia, read and record the intercept on the rod and the
corresponding vertical angle.

(5) Loosen the upper motion and direct the telescope on the forward
station with the upper slow motion, and clamp.
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(6) Read and record vernier A.- In very accurate work, the angle
must be measured by repetition; that is, the angle is measured several
times and the mean of the readings used.

(7) Read and record stadia intercept and vertical angle to the for-
ward station ..

100. Measurement of distances
a. The distance between points on the traverse is measured in two

ways; by use of the steel tape as described in paragraphs 51 and 52, or
by stadia. It is suggested that a combination of both methods be used,
the stadia distance being used only as a check on the distance measured

. with the tape. This sometimes prevents the intmduction of a larger
error in chaining into the traverse calculations.

b. If distances are being measured by stadia only, the instrumentman
and recorder must bear in mind that on slopes the vertical angles must
be read and stadia distances converted to horizontal distances by the
use of table VI, Tl\l 5-236.

Section V. FIELD NOTES

101. General
There are several different recognized methods of keeping field notes

for transit traverse. Any system that is easily kept and easily read is
satisfactory, but the best form of field notes is a combination of the

tt

Figure 63. Direct angle traverse.
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tabular and the sketch book type of notes. In this system the ordinary
field notebook is used. One page of the book is used to keep the notes
in a tabular form as shown in the follm,,-ing paragraph, the page directly
opposite in the notebook is used to make a simple field sketch of the
transit traverse as it progresses. In this way a check is made of the
note keeping and the making of large mistakes is prevented.

102. Example of field notes
a. Traverse from No.7 to gun directing point (DP) military grid

coordinates of No. 7: X =, 675,578.0 ,.
Y 1,580,779.5 Zone "A"

. Latitude 37° 00' N. Longitude 76° 18' 24" ,,~.
,-~e.,...,\

Station

I
Distance

I
Reading

I
Deflection Grid Azimuth

Vernier A Anr<:le
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

. Azimuth No.7 to Station 1, computed 0 ,
from observation 115 24

0 , 0 ,
0 00

1 1,200 ft. 41 45 ~1 45 73 39
83 30 73 40

0 00
:3 1,900 ft. 45 43 +4.1 43 119 22

91 26 119 24

0 00
3 2,250 ft. 17 20 +17 20 136 42

34 40 136 45
,.. ..

0 00
4 1,500 ft. 11 35 +11 35 148 17

23 10 148 21

Azimuth 8ta. 4 to Sta. 5, computed from
observation 148 21

,1'> 23 ft. 0 00
. 5 00 -5 00 143 21
10 00

DP

Remarks

(6)

(Adj. Brg.)

Magnetic
bearing

S 540 45' E
(Adj. Brg.)

(Adj. Brg.)

(Adj. Brg.)

NOTE: No. 7 is back sight for station 1. Distance No. 7 to Station 1 is 870 ft.
F'0.resight from station 5 was taken on the gun directing point (DP). Adj. :Brg. means
adjusted bearing.

(The field sketch for this traverse is shown in fig. 64.)

b. Column (1) contains the number of the station occupied. Column
(2) contains the distance from the station occupied, to the next station.
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A NO.7

Figure 64. Field sketch of traverse.

For example, distance station 1 to station 2 is 1,200 feet measured by
tape and checked by stadia. Column (3) contains the reading of A
vernier. The first number is zero, the original setting before the angle
is measured. The second number is the first reading of the vernier, the

. transit being in the direct position. The third number is the second
reading of the vernier, the transit being in the reversed position. Col-
umn (4) contains the deflection angle which is the average. of the two
deflection angles measured. This average is secured by dividing the
third number (3) by two. The proper sign is- given this angle; plus
(+) is the angle measured to the right, minus (-) is measured to the
left. Column (5) contains the calculated grid azimuth. The number

. at the top of the column is the grid azimuth from No.7 to station 1,
. computed from astronomical observation. The upper line opposite each
station is the unadjusted azimuth and the lower line is the adjusted
azimuth. The unadjusted azimuth is determined by applying the de-
flection angle with its proper sign to the azimuth of the last station.
The adjusted azimuth is obtained in the manner explained in the para-
graph 104. Column (6) is for remarks. A careful reading of the
transit compass needle should be made at frequent intervals and re-
corded opposite the proper station in this column. This will serve as an
approximate check on the azimuths of column (5),
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Section VL COMPUTATION OF,TRANSITTRAVERSE

103. General
In the computation of a traverse, it is sufficiently accurate for orien-

tation of mobile batteries to use the adjusted value of the azimuths to
the nearest minute, and to use five-place logarithms or natural func-
tions. Any error thus introduced will be compensating, and the com-
putation is facilitated. The adjustments may be smaller than 1 minute,
in which case the adjustment only serves' to indicate whether. to use
the next higher or next lower minute. In cases where. the result be-
comes exactly 30" the angle is selected to the nearest even minute; for
example, 27' 30" is used as 28', ,,,hi Ie 28' 30" is also used as 28'. This
serves to distribute any accumulated error that might develop by another
method. It must be kept in mind that for a more precise traverse all
angles are measured by repetition, and the angles and adjustments arc
carried to seconds. Such precision entails a greater expenditure of time
and effort and is usually unwarranted for the orientation of a mobile
battery and so is not advocated in this manual. .

104. Proportioning azimuth errors
In the example of a transit traverse in paragraph 102, it was assumed.

that an astronomical observation for azimuth was taken at each end
of the traverse for which the field notes are shown. The total adjus;t-
ment is divided equally between the angles measured.

Unadjusted azimuth, station 4 to 5 148 17
Observed azimuth, station 4 to 5 148 21

..Error 4
Error per station (four) 1

In this' case the adjustment is made by adding l' to the azimuth of
station 1 to 2, 2' to the azimuth of station 2 to 3, 3' to the azimuth of'
station 3 to 4, and 4' to the azimuth of station 4 to 5. The adjusted
azimuth is placed immediately below the unadjusted azimuth in Column
(5) and is ,to be used in the computation of coordinates. In a normal
battalion traverse of about 16 stations, the error of closure should not
exceed 4'. In a traverse of 16 stations the error is divided by 16 and
each angle is adjusted 1/16 of the total error.

105. Calculation pf bea:-ing (f3)
In the computation of the .:lx and .:ly increments, the measured station.

to-station distance is the hypotenuse of a right triangle the legs of which
are the desired .:lx and .:ly values; the angle used in solving each right
triangle to obtain the .:lx and .:ly increments for each successive station
must be the azimuth itself in quadrant 1 (see fig. 65), 180°- azimuth
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in quadrant 2, azimuth 1800 in quadrant 3 and 3600 azimuth In
quadrant 4. "It is obvious from the sketch that the resultant value is
the bearing angle f3, either east of west of north, or east or we~t of south.,
106. Calculation of AX and AY

a. By referring to figure 65, which is merely a handy diagram for
showing the algebraic value of AX and AY, the sign of AX and Ay may
be. determined.

b. Take the first traverse line in the transit traverse. used as an ex-
ample in the previous paragraphs. This line has an azimuth <?f 1150

24' and a length (D) of 870 feet. Figure 65 shows that the azimuth
1150 24', is in the second quadrant and that Ax is EAST, while Ay is

. SOUTH in this quadrant. The qUQs}iop in thi~ (}lHHIFftHt she .. a-that
+Ax D sin B c:..l'
-Ay D cos B

(1) Using the value 1800 00' _1150 24' or 640 36' for the v-alue of
f3 as directed above:

+AX 870 sin 640 36' 78.5.9
-Ay R70 cos 640 36' 373.2

N

I
'l!C

(NW)
ax- OsinjJ

+ay Ocos} .

W----90°

m
(SW)

-ax-OsinA
-aye Ocos.ft

Is

1
(NE)

tax- 0 sin)
t6y-Ocosft

900---E

II
(SE)

tAx~Osinfl
-Ay-Ocos,ft

Figure 65. AX and Sy diagram for solution of trans'it lravenle.
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(2) The value for AX is entered in a column marked EAST and the
value for Ay is; entered in a column marked SOUTH.

(3) Each line of the traverse is calculated and the resultant Ax and
Ay is entered into the proper column.

c. The use of five-place trigonometric functions is sufficiently accurate
for computation of a transit traverse.

107. Error of closure
In order to determine the AX and Ay errors it is necessary that the

traverse either close on itself or close on a point whose coordinates arc
known. The error can then be determined. If the traverse closes on
itself the sum of the Ax values and likewise of the Ay values must equal
zero. If closure is made on a point \vhose coordinates arc known, the
difference between the kn10wn coordinates and the computed coordinates
is the error of closure. The error of closure having been determined,
unless there is good reason to the contrary, the error ot closure in AX is
distributed among the individual measurements in the proportion of their
value to the Ax of the traverse. The same type of distribution is made
for the Ay error of closure.

Section VII. TRAVERSE TABLES

108. General
~.1_A traverse may be solved by plane trigonometry as shown in the pre-
vious example, by traverse tables, or by construction. Traverse tables
are available in Tl\1 1-208, or 4-238. Traverse tables provide an ex-
peditious method of solving a traverse distance to determine the latitude
and departure or ~y and AX distance. Traverse tables are made up
in pages of bearings for each degree from 1° to 89°. To compute the
latitude and departure for a given distance and bearing, the page of
traverse tables having a bearing corresponding to the bearing of the
traverse. line, is used. The measured distance is then located on the
page, and the latitude and departure is listed alongside the distance. A
bearing of degrees and minutes requires interpolation between pages for
solution.

109. Example
Assume that the first leg of the traverse shown in paragraph 102 is to

be solved by means of a traverse table in Tl\11-208. The given bearing
is S 64° 36' E and the distance is 870 feet. Turn to the traverse tables
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corresponding to 640 (p. 132, TM 1-208). The distances listed are
.. only from 1 to 600; therefore, 870 will be the sum of 600 and 270. For

bearin~ 640

Departure for distance 600 539.3
Departure for distance 270 242.7

Departure for distance 870 782.0

Latitude for distance . 600 263.0
Latitude for distance 270 118.4

Latitude for distance 870 = 381.4
For bearing 650

Departure for distance 600 543.8
Departure for distance 270 244.7

Departure for distance 870 788.5

Latitude for distance. 600 253.6
Latitude for distance 270 114.1

Latitude for distance 870 367.7
For bea~ing 640 36'

Departure 0.6 X (788.5 -782.0) + 782.0 785.9
Latitude 381.4 -0.6 (381.4 -367.7) 373.2

Since the bearing was S 640 36' E the departure is 785.9 East and lati-
tude 373.2 South which was the same as results by trigonometric calcu-
lation.
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CHAPTER 7

METHODS OF DETERMINING POSITION-
INTERSECTION

Section I. GENERAL

110. Definition
Intersection is a simple form of triangulation used to locate an un-

known, unoccupied point,. from two or more known points. It gets its
name from the intersection, at the unoccupied point, of the lines of
sight from known points. The intersection may be calculated trigono-
metrically with data secured by use of the transit, or graphically with
the plane table. It can also be solved graphically on a plotting board
with the data secured by the transit. Solving the problem mathematic-
ally resolves itself into the solving of an oblique plane triangle having
two known angles and the included side.

111. Use
Intersection is commonly employed in running a traverse either by

transit or plane table, or to locate an auxiliary point off the traverse
without the necessity of measuring the distance to it. It is frequently
,~_nadvantageo~s way to save time or to locate an inaccessible point.

112. Base line
The accuracy with which a point may be located by intersection de-

pends upon the precision of measurement of the base line, the effective
length of the base line, and the pr~cision of the measurement of the two
angles. For artillery purposes the base line must be of such length that
the angle subtended by it at the unknown point is not less than 10 de-
grees.' Obviously the nearer the subtended angle is to 90° the more
accurate the results. 'Vhen locating a point off of a traverse, one of the
traverse lines is frequently used as the base line, the angles to the un-
known point being measured from each end of the traverse line. For
aU practical purposes the ordinary accuracy with which the traverse
lines are measured will sufficefor any intersections made off the traverse
line. For very accurate results the base line is measured with all
precision and care possible, and the angles measured by "repetition."
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Section II •. FIELD WORK AND FIELD NOTES

113. Field work
The field work necessary in locating a point by intersection is very

simple, comprising the measurement of the angles from the known
points to the point to be loc'ated, and the determinatio~ of the distance
between the two points occupied. The measuring of the angles has been
described previously. The distance between the two occupied points is
usually measured when running the traverse itself, or can be measured
by tape or stadia.

a. To provide a check against the calculation and the plotting, and
also against a faulty identification of the object sighted upon, it is
always 'well to make an intersection with three rays instead of two.
That is, intersection angles are read from three known'stations to the
unknown station. The directions from at least two of the stations
should, if practicable, form a large angle of intersection at the point to
be located.

b. In. selecting the points to be occupied the instrumentman pays
particular attention to the proper proportion of the angle subtended at
the unknown point, P. He selects the points on the traverse that will
make both meas~red angles approximately 45° and of such value as
make the angle at the unknown point as close to 90° as possible. lIe
tries to pick out points that give a clear, unobstructed view of the point,
P, and if possible, intervisible points. \

c. If it is not possible to measure the angles from each end of a trav-
erse line, the angles may be measured from any angle point in the
traverse. This condition is called a "broken" base line and neeessitatcH
more calculation to establish the coordinates of the llnknown point.
There is also more chance for angular error as more angle points are
brought into the calculations. An example of intersection using a
broken base line is given in section III.

114. Field notes
The field notes necessary in an intersection problem comprise a tabu-

lated form showing the series of measurements of the angles with the
final result, together with a fairly accurate sketch. The sketch showH
the location of the stations on the base line and the unknown point, P,
and it is well to sketch in the value of the measured angles. This pro-
cedure is of great value in computing the coordinates of point, P, if the
tabulation is not clear to the calculator.
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Section III. MATHEMATICAL SOLUTIONS

115. Solution of problem-Azimuth and length of
ba~e line known

a. Here are given the calculations performed in estaplishing the co-
ordinates of an unknown point, P, by means of angles measured to P
from the two ends of a base line (the two ends being intervisible, the
coordinates known, and th~ azimuth and length of the base line also
being known). This is the simplest type of intersection problem and
one widely used in locating the directing points of gun batteries.

b.. Given the coordinates of two known points:
X y

A 677,976.1 1,580,907.0
B 678,074.6 1,580,951.5

Latitude 37° N. Length A to B 108.07 yards
Azimuth AB 65° 43' Longitude 76° 18.4' 'V. (Ft. l\lonroe, Va.)
The transit was set up at A and B and the following angles were meas-
ured by repetition to point P whose coordinates were unknown:

Angle BAP 40° 20' 00"
Angle ABP 50° 10' 00"

Required: The coordinates of P.
First step: Since azimuth of base line A to B is 65° 43' bearing of

line A to P is 65° 43' _40° .20' 25° 23' and bearing of line B to P is
(65° 43' + 180°) + 50° 10' 295° 53'. Then angle APB, the angle
at the unknown point, P, is 180° (40° 20' + 50° 10') 89° 30' .

. GRID NORTH

A

p

Azimuth 65° 43' •..,,.~.. LenQth 108.07 .yds.
Figure 66. Typical intersection problem.

B
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82.99 yards

X sin angle BAP

2.03371
9.99998
2.03373
9.88531
1.91904

Log sin AB?
Log A-P

A-P
Distance B to P:

Log A-B
Log sin APB

Distance A to P:
Log A-B
Log sin APB

By logarithms:

2.03371
9.99998
2.03373

Log sin BAP 9.81106
Log B-P 1.84479

B-P \ 69.95 yards
Second step: The azimuth of line A to P is 25° 23', length 82.99

yards. Next we must calculate the AX and Ay of point P from point A.
The bearing B of line A to P being in the first quadrant is N 25° 23' E.

Solving for AX and Ay we bave-
AX puint P distance A-P X sin 25° 23' and Ay of point P dis-

tance A-P X cos 25° 23'.
By logarithms:

Log A-P . 1.91904
Log sin B 9.63213
Log AX 1.55117

AX 35.58 yards
Log A-P 1.91904
Log cos B 9.95591
Log Ay 1.8749.5

Ay 74.98 yards
Ay mu~t be corrected for magnification of scale. For a latitude of 370

and longitude of 76° 18' 24", this correction is (from table XLIX, TM
5-236) 1.068 yards per thousand.

Correction y .075 X 1.068 .08 of a yard. Corrected y 74.98
+ .08 75.06 yards.

Third step: 'Ve now have the AX and Ay of point P from point A.
To establish the coordinates of point P, inasmuch as the bearing to point
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P is in the first quadrant, we add these values: AX and Ay, to the coordi-
nates of point A.

X y
Coordinates of point A 677,976.1 1,580,907.0
AX and Ay of point P 35.58 75.06

• Coordinates of point P 678,011.68 1,580,982.06
In order to check the coordinates of point P and the calculations used

in establishing the coordinates, we can perform the same calculations
from point B. ..

The azimuth of point P from point B is 2950 53'. The bearing, B,
then is 3600 -2950 53" 64° 07' and being in the fourth quadrant
is N 640 07' \V.

Solving for the Ax and Ay of the point P from point B we have:
AX of point P distance B-P X sin B
Ay of point P distance B-P X cos B

.By logarithms:

62.93 yards

y
1,580,951.5

+30.57

1,580,982.07

1.84479
9.95409
1.79888

Point B
Ax and Ay of point P

Log B-P
Log sin B
Log AX

AX
Log B-P 1.84479
Log cos B 9.64002

Log Ay 1.48481
Ay 30.54 yards

As before, Ay must be corrected for magnification of scale. The cor-
rection is 1.068 yards per thousand.

Correction Ay .030 X 1.068 .03 of a yard.
Ay 30.54

Correction Ay .03

Corrected Ay 30.57 yards
We have now the AX and Ay of point P from point B. To establish

the coordinates of point P, inasmuch as bearing B to P is in the fourth
quadrant, we subtract the Ax from coordinates of point B and add the
Ay (corrected) to coordinates of point B.

X
678,074.60

-62.93

678,011.67

116. Solution of problem-coordinates of base
line known

a. Another type of intersection met with in the field is quite s~milar
to the first problem calculated above. Here only the coordinates of the
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two known points are given. The two points are intervisible and are
at each end of a traverse line .. Below is given the computation solving
a problem of this type.

b. Given: The coordinates of two known points:
X y

A 1,437,8960 1,585,450.0
B 1,438,669.0 1,585,666.0

Latitude 37° 00' N. Longitude 76,° 30' \V. Zone B.
A transit was set up at A and B and the following angles were meas-

ured by repetition on to point P whose position was desired:
Angle BAP 66° 15' 30"
Angle ABP 67° 28' 00"

Required: The coordinates of P. '
First step: Determine azimuth and length of line AB.

X y
A 1,437,896.0 1,585,450.0
B 1,438,669.0 1,585,666.0

~x 773.0 lly 216.0 (uncorrected)
Corn;ction for magnification of scale for point at latitude 37° north

and longitude 76° 30' west is from table XLIX T:M 5-236, 1.967 yard:;
per thousand yards. 1.967 X .216 .42, or .4 yards.

Therefore ~y corrected ~y 216.0
-Correction .4

Corrected ~y 215.6 yard

T b.' f AB ~x 773.0
an gent earmg 0 ay 215.6

Log 773.0 2.8881.8
Log 215.6 2.33365
Log tangent bearing .55453

Bearing AB 74°' 24' 56" East of North
Grid azimuth of AB 74° 24' 56"

AB ax/sine bearing
Log ax 2.88818

Log sin 74° 24' 56" 9.98373 -10

Log AB 2.90445 (AB 802.50)
Second step: Solution by way of side AP.
By law of sines AP /sin B AB/sin P, or AP AB X sin B/sin P.
Solving for AP: The solution for this problem is the same as for the

previous problem in paragraph 115 from this point on. .

117. Solution-"Broken" base line
a. A third and a more unusual problem i:-:;sOllletime~ encountered in

. rough or broken country in 'which the unknown point, P, can be seen
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p

A

Figure 07. Intersection as ]Jart 0/ a traverse.

only from two points that are not intervisible but are part of the same
traverse. Figure 68 shows the field sketch giving the data measured
and calculated in a problem of this type.

b. (I) This problem is called intersection by means of a "broken"
base line and is quite similar to the other two problems, the only differ-
ence is that the two angles are measured from points that are not visible
from each other in the traverse, as shown in figure 68. Angle PBe is
measured from e to P with transit at B, and angle PED is measured
from P to D with transit at E.

Since the bearings of the lines in the traverse are knmvn or can be
calculated from their coordinates, the bearings of the two lines B to P
and E to P, can be calculated.
"",-(2) The next step is that of calculating the length and bearing of a

p
./

/'
/'/'

/,/,/,/

,/

/(
<\~~----------~3- ~-

psc AZIMUTH 6 LENGTH TO BE PED
CALCULATED FROM COORDINATES

F
Figure 68. Broken base line.
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line cormecting point B to point E. This is done as in example in para-
graph 115 from their coordinates. 'Vith the bearing of B to E known
and the bearings of the two lines B to P and E to P known, the two
included angles PBE and PEB, can be secured by subtraction of the
bearings of the calculated line from the bearings of the two lines to
p.oint P.

(3) From this point the problem is the same as problem in paragraph
115, the'solving of an oblique plane triangle with the two angles and
the included line (calculated) given~

Section IV. GRAPHICAL SOLUTION OF
TRANSIT INTERSECTION

118. Plotting board solution
In locating the unknmvn point, P, by means of angles measur"ed with

a transit it is sometimes desired to locate point P only approximately.
This is done by means of a plotting board and protractor. On a plot-
ting board, using coordinate paper, line A to B is laid off to scale.
Using a protractor, the angle ABP is laid off from point A and a line of
indefinite length drawn ou~ from point A. The angle" ABP is then laid

PLOTTING BOARD GRID NORTIt
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A . 1111705"6 £'
Fi(Jure 69. Graphical intersection:
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off from point B and a line drawn from that point to the intersection of
the line from point A. This intersection is the desired point P. The
coordinates can be scaled or read off the plot, the bearings of lines A to P
and B to P can be read with the protractor and distances A to P' and
B to P scaled off with a scale. (See fig. 69 for graphical solution of
problem in par. 115.)

..
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CHAPTER 8

METHODS OF DETERMINING POSITION-
RESECTION

Section I. GENERAL

119. General
0,. Resection is a method that may be used for determining the loca-

tion of a point from which three known points can be seen. It has the
advantage of requiring only one set-up and that is at the point whose
location is desired. It is occasionally used to locate a point from which
to start a traverse. Because of the nature of an observatio~ post, it
often affords a convenient way of locating such a post. Its use in locat-
ing a gun position is seldom practicable unless it is used to lo~ate a
starting point for the traverse which is surveyed to locate the gun posi-
tion, as the gun position is usually hidden from sight.

b. Resection is the reverse of intersection. 'Vhile in intersection it
is necessary to occupy at least two known points and sight on the un-
known point which is ~ot occupied, in resection the unknown point
itself is the only point occupied, sights usually being taken on three
known points, from which the name "three-point problem" is derived.

c. Resection can be used advantageously to determine the grid coordi-
nates of a point to be used as a starting point for a traverse, when the
known points or bench marks are at a considerable distance from the
projected traverse or the known points are inaccessible. Under such
conditions, it might be possible to apportion the work of orientation AO

that one party can conduct the resection problem at the same time as
the traverse is being performed by another party.

d. Resection can be performed by use of the plane table and graphical
methods, but it is inadvisable for artillery' fire to be based on such
methods, unless the time permitted is insufficient for 'a mathematical
solution of the resection problem. Graphical methods are useful for a
quick approximate solution but are normally too inaccurate for use in
orientation of a gun battery.

e. The three-point problem may be solved if three well-defined pointA,
for which the grid coordinates are known, are visible from the location
of the point for which grid coordinates are desired, and some means are
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provided for measuring the angle between, each of the three points from
the point selected.

j. The problem in paragraph 120 illustrates the method of solution.
This problem is solved by using only basi~ rules of geometry and trigo-
nometry and for this reason the reconnaissance officer need remember
only the basic geometric and trigonometric theorems and formulas and
not the form of solution or the order of the solution. If the fundamen-
tals of the problem are remembered, any variations presented in a field
condition are easily solved without the necessity of using reference books
("11' t;;:t,~,ndardforms that may not be available when needed.

Section II. SAMPLE PROBLEM

120. Problem
Ai battalion of AA guns is to be moved into a position very soon.

Tho battalion reconnaissance officer has a gridded map and a transit'
available. He decides to run a traverse from some point for which he
has the grid coordinates to the directing points and observation stations
of the gun batteries. However, any points on the map for which he
can obtain grid coordinates are at a considerable distance or inaccessi-
ble, making it impossible to run a traverse to a known point in the time

Point I'~'O '
Point 2
o

o
Observation

Post
F£gare 70.

Point 3
o
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Figure 71.

permitted for orientation. After looking over the terrain, he finds tl~at
there are three points, with known coordinates, visible from one observa-
tion station. He sets up the transit over this point and measures the
angles by repetition between the first and second point and the second
and third point. The map location is as shown in figure 70. Figure 71
shows the problem presented with the angles measured.' The problem
is now solved by using the basic fundamentals of geometry and trig-

p
Figure 72.
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onometry as follows: For convenience, letter the points in any way to
designate specific points and angles. (See fig. 72.)

The follpwing data are now known:
Point Grid coordinates

X y
A 702762 974103
B 700811 , 975476
C 698835 977302

Angle APB 470 48' 40"
Angle BPC 420 55' 10"
(Approximate latitude 320 00' N; longitude 910 45' \V; zone C.)
Describe a circle through points A, C, and P (see fig. 73) and draw a

straight line from P through B and continue it until it intersects the'
circle. (A rough drawing is sufficient as all measurements are com- '
puted and not scaled.) .

NOTE: If points A, B, C, and P should fall on the same circle, the solution is
indeterminate and some other known point should be used instead of either A, B,
Or C. o

c

p
Figure 73.
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Construction lines are drawn to connect all points as shown in fig-
ure 74.

L APB 470 48' 40" (measured by transit)
L BPC 420 55' !O" (measured by transit)

L APB L ACD (All an!!;les inscribed in the same segment of a
circle are equal.)

L BPC L DAC (same as above)
1. Length and azimuth of BA

A

p
Fir//lre 74.

c

,j

J
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.835
.685 + .986

2
.835 X 1.373 -1.1 .
1371.9
3.29026
3.13732 (subtract)

0.15294
540 53' 11"

Mag. correction

AY correction
Corrected AY
Log 1951 (AX)
Log 1371.9 (AY)

Log tan bearing
. bearing

,(Table XLIX, TM 5-236.)

. (1800 -bearing)
Ax/sin bearing
329026
9.91276 (sub

3.37750
2385.1

Log CA

CA
Log AX

500 51' 23"

Mag. correction

AY correction
Corrected AY
Log 3927 (Ax
Log 3196.3 y)

Log tan

, BA
C/ Log AX

. / Log sin 540 53' 11"r Log BA
BA

II. Length and azimuth of CA
C, \ X of A 702 2.0

f X of C 69 335.0

,AY 3927.0

Y of A 974103.0
Y of C 977302.0

AX 3199.0

.685 + .986 .835
2

.835 X 3.199 = -2.7
3196.3
3.59406

= 3.50465 (subtract)
0.08941

500 51' 23"
1290 08' 37"
(1800 -bearing)
Ax/sin bearing
3.59406
9.88962 (Subtract)//
3.70444

lII. Length AD
L CDA

AD

Log AC
Log sin 470 48' 40"

Log
Log sin 890 16' 10"

Log AD
AD

= 1800 -(42055' 10" + 470 48' 40")=89016' 10"

A C sin A CD (. I )_' SIlle aw
sin ADC

= 3.70c144
9.86978

3:57422
.9.99996 (subtract)
3.57426'
3752.0
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IV. Angle ADB
a. L BAD

L .BAC

L BAD

42° 55' 10"-L BAC
Azimuth CA-Azimuth BA
129° 08' 37"-125° 06' 49"
4° 01' 48"
42° 55' 10" _4° 01' 46" 38° 53' 24"

c. Sin L ADB

Log BD
BD

Log 2415.4
Log sin ADB

ADB

2
BD 14,077,400+ 5,6~,500-13,930,600 5,835,500

Log 5,836,300 6.76606
-;-2

3.38303
2415.6
AB sin BAD

BD (sine law)

Log 2385.1 3.37750
Log sin 38° 53' 24" 9.79784 (add)

Log 3.17534
3.38303 (subtract)
9.79231
38° 18' 26"

b. Length BD
2 2 2

BD= AD+ AB -2XABxADX cosBAD (cosine law)
2 .,

BD= (3752.0)2+(2385.1):..-2X2385.1 X3752.0X cos 38° 53' 24"

Log3752.0 3.57426 Log2385.1 3.37750 Log 2 0.30103
2 X 2 2 X 2 Log 2385.1 3.37750

Log AD 7.14852 Log AB 6.75500 Log 3752.0 3.57426
2 2 Log cos 38'"53' 24" 9.89118

AD 14,077,400 5,688,500
AB Log 7.14397

Value 13,930,600

,"

V. Length BP
a. In :riangle ADP

L DAP 1800-(L ADP + APD)
= 1800-(L ADB + APB)

180°-(38° 18' 26" + 47° 48' 40")
93° 52' 54"

b. L BAP L DAP-L BAD
93° 52' 51"_38° 53' 22"
54° 59' 32"
BA sin BAP (sine la")

BP sin BPA
Log 2385.1 3.37750

Log sin 54° 59' 32" 9.91332
Sum lo~s 3.29082

Log sin 47- 48' 40" 9.86978(subtract)
Log BP 3.42104

BP 2636.6
Azimuth BP =Azimuth BA-L ABP

L ABP 1800-(L BAP + LAPB)
.180° (54° 59' 32" + 47° 48' 40")
77° 11' 48"

Azimuth BP 125° 06' 49"_77° 11' 48"
=47° 55' 01"

Bearing BP =47° 55' 01" (E of N)
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.

Log BP = 3.421
Log cos bearin . 2620

og aY 324724
Ma AY 1767.0
cale COlT. (1.767 X .835) +1.5

1768.5
Y of B 975476.0

Y coor. of. P = 977244.5

C I Log BP 3.42104
Log sin bearing 9.87051

Log AX 3.29155
AX 1956.8

X of B 700811.0

The above solution involves only the solution of oblique triangles
having two sides and one angle or two angles and one side given. The
geometric principle used is that all angles inscribed in the same segment
of a circle and subtending the same chord are equal. The remainder
of the problem is a matter of deduction as to which known parts may
be used to solve for the unknown parts. Another approach to the same
method is given in paragraph 126, TIVI 5-235.

Section III. SUMMARY

121. Comparison of methods
It has been customary in the past to present the orientation problem

as a collection of uncoordinated methods, with the result that the
student arrived at the conclusion that some rule (which he did not
kilOW) established the method of orientation to be used in the field.
For example, the methods of traverse, intersection and resection, were
taken up one by one. The student seldom could see any interrelation
between the three. Actually, each method has a special advantage over
the other in some particular way. If the reeennaissunce officel lcalizctl \~
the odvantage of c:u:h lHsthetl e i ef the ethel, he is able to wOrl"{ to C,
heifer a.dvantnge in the fi"ld

122. Traverse
Traverse isa slow laborious method requiring the survey party actu.

ally to travel and measure the distances over all parts of the traverse.
In heavily wooded or rough terrain the expenditure of time in making
a traverse is prohibitive. But, in places where only one point is visible
or for establishing a base line, or for connecting a local point to a' point
of known position the method of traverse is ideal.
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123. Intersection
Intersection is relatively fast but depends on a base line of known

length. Also, two points must be visible from the instrument. How-
ever, if a line of known length is available or has been measured by
traverse and the other end of this base line is visible, it is possible to
determine the position of any visible point very quickly, from this one
point. It is possible by this method to determine position of points
to be used by resection.

124. Resection
Resection requires that three points are visible from the occupied

point and that the position of these points be known. However, if
three prominent points can be seen and the position of these points are
known, or have been determined by intersection, then the position of
any location of the instrument can be determined by resection. Resec-
tion enables a reconnaissance officer to determine the position of qny
point from which three known points are visible without actually trav-
eling from point to point and without the expenditure of time necessary
to travel from one point to another. In rough terrain the use of rescc-
tion is invaluable.

125. Procedure
Since resection requires fewer men, less time, and is usable in many

different locations over an area, the reconnaissance officer should try to
use this method wherever possible. Traverse is then used to establi:-;h
a base line, so that intersection can be used to establish known points
for use by resection methods. Traverse may then be used to determine
position of local points around the known points already establishc(l.
The interrelation of the three methods allows one method to be used to
lead to a faster and better method.
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CHAPTER 9

VERTICAL CONTROL

Section I. GENERAL

126. General
The principles governing linear measurements have been discussed

with particular reference to horizontal distance. In certain instances,
mainly when given a field artillery mission, the antiaircraft artillery'
officer is concerned with the difference in altitude between his battery
and the target and between the different guns in the battery. It is im-
portant that the reconnaissance officer understand the principles of
determining vertical distances and altitudes.

127. Definitions
a. LEVELING. In this discussion leveling is defined as the determi-

na~ion of difference in altitude behveen given points or stations.'
b. DATUM PLANE. An imaginary level surface, all points of which

~re assumed to have an elevation of zero, and to which all elevations
In a given survey are referred. 1\1ean sea level affords the most con-
venient datum plane, although an arbitrary datum plane may be as-
sUmed. The distinction between a horizontal surface and a level surface
must be kept in mind. It is readily seen that, due to the curvature of
the earth, the level surface of the mean sea level is in reality a curved
Surf ace. Datum level and datum plane are synonymous terms ..

c. ELEVATIONOR ALTITUDE. The distance of a given point or station
a.hove or below the datum plane. .The term "elevation" is used exclu-
SIvely in this discussion.

d. PLANE OF SIGHT. The line of sight of a telescope instrument used
as a level always lies in a horizontal plane of sight no matter in what
direction the telescope may be pointed, provided the instrument is in
adjustment and properly leveled.'

e. BENCH MARK (BJ\1). A fixed point of reference whose elevation
with respect to some assumed datum pla~e is known. It is used either
as a starting or closing point for leveling.

j. STATIONS (STA.). Points whose elevations are to be ascertained
Or points that are to be established at a given elevation. It is where
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the level rod is held and not where the instrument is set up as is the
case in a transit traverse.

g. HEIGHT OF INSTRUMENT (H.I.). The elevation of the plane of
sight with respect to the assumed datum. .

h. BACKSIGHT(B.S. OR+ SIGHT). A sight taken on a rod held at a
point of known elevation to determine the H.I.

i. FORESIGHT (F.S. OR -SIGHT). A sight taken on a rod held at a
point whose elevation it is desired ~o ascertain.

j. TURNING POINT (T.P.). A me>re or less temporary point, the ele-
vation of which has been determined, used to hold the elevation while
the instrument is being movcd from onc sct-up to another.

'Section' II. MAP LEVELING

128. Use
One of the first things a reconnaissance officer must do when he

occupies a position to be used for a field artillery mission is to' determine
the elevation of the directing gun. As a general rule, this is taken di-
rectly from the battle map. The battle map is constructed with great
care and shows by means of contours the elevations of all points on the
terrain. The position of the. station whose elevation is desired is plotted
on the map. It is then possible by reading the elevation of the nearest
contour line to determine the elevation of the station within one con~
tour interval. By interpolating between bracketing contour lines, the
elevation may be more accurately obtained. In determining elevations
in this manner, the limits of accuracy of the map must be borne in mind.
If the contour lines are close together, indicating steep slopes, it is obvi-
ous that a slight error in plotting the position of the station on the map
may result in an error in reading its elevation from the map. However,
the errors inherent'in printing contours on a map may cause an appreci-
able error in their use in this connection.

129. Accuracy
The usual contour interval employed on the, battle map is 20 feet.

The elevation of the directing point should be known to within 10 feet.
It is therefore obvious 'that the artillery officer must exercise due jud~-
ment in reading an elevation from the map. If there is likelihood that
map leveling may give errors in elevation which are inadmissible in thc
firing data, it is necessary tel use a more accurate method.
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Section III. TRIGONOMETRIC LEVELING

130. Method
Trigonometric leveling consists in the determination of the difference

in elevation between two points by means of the angle measured at one
of them between the horizontal (or level) line and the other point. This
method is of frequent application in the topographical operations per-
taining to the artillery. The shortel the sights, the more accurate are
the results obtained .

. 131. Stadia
a. In the discussion of stadia measurements it was shown that the

vertical distance from the instrument to the point sighted on can be
obtained if the rod intercept and the vertical angle to the point are
known. The vertical distance is computed by means of tables. (See
table VI, TM 5-236.)

b. It is necessary to take into consideration the height of the instru':
ment above the ground when the elevation of an object on the ground
is to be determined. If the object is situated at 'about the same distance
above the ground as the instrument, this correction need not be made.
For long distances it is necessary to make certain corrections for atmos-
Pheric refraction and for curvature of the earth.

132. Method
a. vVhen the elevation II of the ground at the station A is known

and the elevation II' of the sighted point is known, let a the slope
~easured, positive for an ascending slope and negative for a descend-
Ing slope.

D the horizontal distance AB,
h the height of instrument at A above the ground, and
h' the height of the sighted point B above the ground.
Then the formula becomes, with due regard for the sign a

II' II' + D tan a + (h-h')
Tho quantity. (h -h') becomes zero if the sighted point is exactly the
samo height above the ground as the sighting instrument.

b. \Vhen the altitude II' of the sighted roint is known, and the eleva-
~ion II of the ground at the station is unknown, the elevation of the
Instrument station is found by using the same formula with the signs

. changed. Thus,
II II' -D tan a -(h -h')

.1.33. Example
a. Assume that it is desired to obtain the elevation of a distant sta ..
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tion, B,from station A. Elevation of A is given as 693.7 feet and from
the coordinates of the stations the distance, AB, has been computed to
be 6,795 feet. The instrument is set up at A and because of trees sta-
tion B cannot be seen; however the lower limb of a tree alongside it is
visible. This is measured and is 9.9 feet above B. By sighting on the
lower limb of this tree the vertical angle is found to be 4° 36'. The
telescope is 5.2 feet above A.

b. Our computations are then as follows:
D tan a

log 6795 3.832i9
+ log tan 4° 36' 8.90557

log D tan a 2.73776
D tan a 546.7 T
(h -h')

h 5.2 feet
h' 9.9 feet

h -h' 4.7 feet
Substituting in the formula, we have:

II 693.7 + 546.7 -4.7 ]235.7 feet Altitude of "B".

Section IV. SPIRIT LEVELING

134. Instruments

a. Spirit leveling is so called because it makes use of a spirit level
. attached to a telescope, or other device for defining a line of sight, to
make the line of sight level. The term "Differential Leveling" h; ap-
plied to the operation of obtaining the difference in elevation between
two stations by means of a spirit level.

b. The instruments in general use for spirit leveling are:
(1) The engineer's complete transit or theodolite.
(2) The "~ye Level.
(3) The Dumpy Level.
(4) The Hand Level.
c. Since the engineer's complete transit is the instrument almost ex-

clusively used by the reconnaissance officer in the field work conneeted
with his problems, the discussion applies to it alone, although the thpory
of spirit leveling applies equally well to the other instruments mentioned.

135. Theory

a. There are hvo steps in leveling for any single set-up:
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Line of

I
H /Datum Plane -Usually Sea Le.vel H1-------------1-

. ""70S$" --.i.-_,--- . --......
Figure 75. Trigonometric leveling.

(1) To find how far the plane of sight is above a point of known
altitude. This is the backsight rod reading.

(2) To find how far a given station is below the plane of sight. This
is the foresight reading.

b. The repeated applications of these two steps constitute a "level
circuit," or. "line of levels."

c. Consider the case shown in figure 76.
(1) The instrument is set up and carefully leveled as has been previ-

ously described. Care must be taken to see that the line of sight, when
level, strikes on the rod held on the B.l\L In case of doubt this is veri-
fied by directing the telescope toward the B.l\L and centering the tele-
scope bubble before centering the plate bubbles. A sight through the
telescope then indicates whether the instr~ment is too high or too low.

B.S. Bocksight
F.S. Foresight

H.I. Rod
-~._._~_. --

."'0"""

Figure 76. Spirit leveling.
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This simple precaution frequently saves much time and annoyance.
(2) Sight on the level rod held on the B.M. Carefully center the

telescope bubble and read the rod.
(3) Verify the centering of the bubble. If it has moved, repeat the

reading of the rod.
(4) Record the rod reading and compute the ILL The rodman now

goes ahead to the next point, either a station or a T.P. If it is a T.P.,
he must be directed where to set it so that the instrument man can
read the rod.

(5) Proceed as before with the telescope sighted on the rod as the
forward point.

(6) Record the rod reading and compute the elevation. This com~
pletes the two steps. The level .circuit is continued by a repetition of
the foregoing.

d. It is not necessary to have the elevation of the startirig point re-
ferred to sea level datum plane unless the elevation of the station is-
desired with respect to the same datum plane. For the purpose of
obtaining difference in elevation only, any datum plane may be assumed
for the starting point.

136. Notes
a. In order to avoid confusion, it is necessary to adopt some suitable

system of recording the notes. The system may vary for different cases
but a satisfactory method is shown below, which represents the field
notes on the level circuit shown in figure 77.

b. These notes show the method of recording a rod reading on an
intermediate station as "A';. In some level circuits, as for profile level-
ing or cross sectioning, the intermediate readings may be more numerous
than the readings on B.l\i.s or T.P.s. But ordinarily in differential
leveling there are very few intermediate readings and these are taken
to establish altitudes for possible future reference. Such intermediate
stations, if they are permanent, then become B.l\1s. It is a good plan
to draw a ring around the most important elevations for convenienee
in picking them out and to distingush them from elevation of T.Ps.
All bench marks and important stations must be so carefully described
that they can be found at any 'time without difficulty. This is an im-
portant point, frequently neglected.

137. Level rods
a. There are two types of leveling rods:
(1) Target rods, having a sliding target which is set by the rodman

on signals from the levelman.
(2) Self-reading or direct reading rods, read directly by the levelman.
b. The self-reading rod is probably the most popular. However, the

target rod presents less chance for mistakes and in a circuit of very
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accurate levels the target is always used. ~lost direct reading rods are
also provided with a target.

138. Error of clo~ure
As in the case of a transit traverse a circuit or running of levels must

always be checked either on the starting point or on some other point
Whose altitude is known. Errors are to be expected. The error of
.closure of a level circuit run ,,,,ith a transit in good adjustment, with
careful methods and sights ranging about 200 feet should not exceed E
.002 S, where E error of closure in feet, S number of instrument
set-ups.

139. Errors
a. INSTRUMENTAL ERRORS. These are practically confined to errors

of adjustments. They may be entirely eliminated by making the
lengths of backsights and foresights equal.

b. MISTAKES IN MANIPULATION. (1) The bubble may be incorrectly'
centered.

(2) If the observer rests his hands on the tripod he may cause an
error.

(3) The leveling rod must be held plumb or perpendicular to the

Right Hand PageLeft Hand Page- May 9 1942
levels to Obtain .Altitude of Stafion B Copt. Roe- Lieut. Doe

_Sta. B.S. H.1. F.S. Elev. Remarks

~.M. 0.56 179.69 !U7lli) [Here give complete description

~.P. 10.13 169.56
of 8.M. giving Authority for
its Elevation.

~iK 1.25 170.81
II A" 4.07 166.74"" Describe

.l.P. 0.91 169.90
_If\ 8.97 178.87

-B- 9.15 1f69.72 Describe-
""7oS3 ........ -- - -~

Figure 77. Diagram of line of levels extract from field notebook.
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line of sight. \Vhen "short rod" is used, the rodman can easily balance
the rod on the station and hold it steady. \Vhen "long rod" is used, or
for readings over 6 feet it is usually advisable to "wave the rod." The
rodman stands directly behind the rod, facing the instrument he leans
the rod, first toward the instrument, then away from it, top describing
an arc about 0.15 foot long. The instrument man selects the lowest
reading on the rod.

(4) Dirt or any accumulation, ~s of snow or ice on the foot of the
rod, introduces an error.

c. MISTAKES IN READINGLEVELINGROD. Misreading 8 for a 9 or vice
versa, transposing figures, are among the common mistakes. Each ob-
server must learn his own peculiarities in this respect.

d. ERRORSIN SIGHTING. Coarseness of the crosswire, graduations of
the rod or form of the target and the eyesight of the levelman all have
to do with such an error. In using the transit as a level instrument it
is a common mistake to use one of the stadia wires for horizontal wire.
Long sights must be avoided. 250 feet is long enough with the averag:";
instrument when leveling with a spirit level and reading hundredths of
feet.

e.ERRoRS DUETO CHANGEI~ POSITIONOF INSTRUMENTORROD. These
may be avoided by setting up on firm ground and taking the foresight
immediately after taking the backsight. Small wooden stakes driven
diagonally into the ground and using the high corner make satisfactory
turning points. Loose stones must not be used. Turning points are
carefully selected with' regard to the next setup. Be careful in walking
around the instrument not -to jar or disturb it.

f. ERRORSDUETO NATURAl...SOURCES. Unequal expansion of different
parts of the instrument, change of length of level rod, curvature of the
earth, and refraction of the atmosphere are included under this head.
They are usually inappreciable" and are ignored in ordinary work, but
are taken into account in precise leveling.

g. :Pth;o,'P.'tICEE'l IN RESORBING /tNB emdPlJTIWQ Trnns~
cording foresight as backsight or omitting a force or SIght entirely

c".1 . are among the common mistakes. A. co . n check on the comp~-
" tations is obtained by the fol rule: add all backsights together;

add all turning poin SIghts, including the foresights on the closing
point, to , t e difference between these guns should equal the dif-

~ween the elevatiom-oHhe-stUI ling anacto~ing statim.-
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CHAPTER 10

ELEMENTARY ASTRONOMY

Section I. THE CELESTIAL SPHERE

140. General
Precise determination of azimuth is dependent" upon the relation of

Some celestial body to an observer on the earth. In order to understand.
methods of azimuth determination, it is necessary to understand some of:
the more basic theories of .astronomy. The study of astronomy is sim-
plified if apparent motions of celestial bodies are considered rather than
true motions. For example, it is known that the earth revolves around
the sun; however, to the observer on the earth, the sun apparently travels
around the earth. As this apparent movement is witnessed daily the
student is accustomed to think in terms of the sun moving rather than
the earth. The following paragraphs deal primarily with apparent mo-
tions of celestial bodies rather than real motions, as direction is the
result of apparent motion.

141. Celestial sphere
The stars are spaced at varying distances from the earth but the dis-

tances are so great that they are all considered infinite. Inasmuch as
the distances are all infinite, the stars are assumed to all be located on
a sphere of infinite radius ,vith the earth as its center. Since the size
of the earth is so small as compared to the distance to the sphere, an
Observer any place on the earth may be considered as being at the center ,
of the sphere. This sphere is called the "Celestial Sphere." " .

The observer may visualize this sphere by observing. the heavens on
a clear night. The stars all appear to be at the same distance, or if, as
is the case with some observers, they appear to be at varying distances,
no idea can be formed of their relative distances. It is easy to imagine
them all to be placed on the inner surface of an immense sphere-the
eelestial sphere.

142. Declin"ation
Coordinates of some kind are needed so that any point on the celestial

sphere may be designated accurately in the same manner that points
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aro designated on the earth by latitude and longitude. The poles of thc
celcstial sphcrc are at the prolongation of the poles of thc earth. The
cclcstial equator is formed by extending the plane containing the earth':;;
cquator until it ~trikc:::; the ('clc~tial ~phcl'(.l. The celestial equator is
then a linc of zcro dcclination in Ihe ~anlC way as the carth's cquator
is a linc of zcro latitudc. Dcclination on tllc ccle:;;tial fiphcrc COI'l'Cfi-
ponels to latitudc on thc tcrrestrial spherc and is measurcd in thc samc
way, in dcgrccs, minutcs, and ~c('onds of arc from thc cquator to the
polcs. Ho\\'cvcr, dcclination i.' n()t con~idered as being cithcr a north
or a south declination as i~ latitude, but a "north dodination" is positive
declination and a "south dcclination" is ncgativo dcclination, dcnotcd
by nn algcbraic ~ign prc('cding thc angle in degrccs. 'Thl!.' thc declina-
tion of thc ~tar •'irius wmild bc writtcn as -160 38.;~',showing thai, it
is in a position, corrcsponding to a latitude of 1(j° :~8.:V south on the
terrcstrial sphcrc.

143. Right ascension
Hight a:-:ccn:-:ioll on thc celestial spherc corrcsponds to longitude on

tho tcrrc~trial ~phcrc. Longitude is measllrcd in cither an eastward 01'

,,'estward dircdion from thc zcro meridian thl'Ough Greenwich to 1800

in cithcr dircetion. Hight asccn~ion, hO\\'c\'cr) is mcasurcd from thc
vcrnal cquinox in an castward dircdion only, completely around the
sphcrc. HO\\'c\'cr, in~tcad of bcing measurcd in degrccs it is mcasured
in hour:-:, minutcs and ~c('ond~ of time fro!ll 0 to 24 hours. Thus a ."tar
may bc dc~ignatcd a.-: having a right a~(:cnsion of 22 hours, ;W minlltes
(3:3r 30'), whcrca~ on thQ earth, thc Ion "itude of a point is never Illorc
th:n 1800 from thc Grccnwich 1\Ieridian, Hight asccnsion !llay 1>econ-
:-:idered as a m('a~urc of the time elapsed from the tilllo the vernal equi-

Pil/llfe'D. IJis/lI/tn:s uj .~LIIl's.
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nox passes' over the observer's meridian imtil t he in. tant n crrtain ~tar
passes over the same meridian. In other \\"ord~ a 8tar having a right
ascension of 6 hours, 10 minutes, crosses the observer's meridinn 6 hours
and 10 minutes after the vcrnal cquinox has crossed thc samc mcridian.

144. Vernal equinox
The vernal cquinox is a fixcd point on the celestial sphere and i. the

point on the cclcstial cquator at which thc i'UI1 crOi'ses the cclestial
equator on l\1al'ch 21st whcn passing from a minus (southern) declina-
tion to n plus (northcrn) declination. Thc \'crnal cquinox is indil'atC'd
OIl the rdcstial sphcre by a linc from the nod h ('elest ial ]l01C'almost
passing thl'Ough the leading star (Beta) of the ('onstellation CassioJlPi:l.
Tho inters(.etion of thi:-:;line and the ee!rstial rquator is tIle "(\J'Ilal equi-
nox.

145. Movements of celestial sphere
Thc carth rotates about its nxis, m[l~ing a complete I'r\'olution in a

pcriod of 24 hours. An observer on the earth is carried along in su('h
a way that the sun and stars appear to pai'S around the earth. Thl'
celestial sphere is apparently re\'oh-ing around the earth. The mo\'(\-
Inent is such that the stars, i'un, and moon rise in the rast and set in
the wcst. Thc cclcstial sphere i. a ~sumed to r('\'olve around t he ('art h.
which j:-:; considered to be stationary.

146. Observer's meridian
The observer's meridian is an imaginary g-reat cirrlr line on the re!es-

Figure 79. The celestial sphere.
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tial sphere made by passing a vertical plane through the observer's posi-
tion and the north and south celestial poles. This line then passes from
the north cele~tial pole directly over the ob~eJ'vcr's po~ition and on to the
south celestial pole. The point directly over the observer's position is
known as the observer's zenith. This point is a point on the observer's
meridian.

147. Star identification
a. Star identification may be simplified by visualizing an imaginary

scale attached to the celestial equator. This scale is divided into 24
hour units progressing from 0 to 24 hours in an eastward direction. The
zero is placed at the vernal equinox. A star having a right ascension'
(longitude along the celestial equator) of 12 hours is then somewhere'
along an hour circle line passing through the north and south celestin.!
pole and the 12-hour mark on the imaginary scale.

b. As the night progresses, the imaginary scale revolves from east to
west, and stars each having a greater right ascension continue to rise
above the eastern horizon. By using the line from the north celestial
pole through Beta of Cassiopeia shown in figure 84 as an indicator of
zero right ascension (this line or hour circle passes through the vernal
equinox) the approximate right ascension of a star overhead may be

Figure 80. Measurement of declination on the celestial sphere,



e timated by judging the angle through ,\rhich the line ha passed since
being overhead. An angle of 45° will be one-eighth of a complete circle
OJ' one-eighth of 24 hours or 3 hours. So that if the zero hour circle has
nlOved past the o!J:..;crvcr'smeridian by 45°, a ~tar directly overhead will
have a right ascension of 3 hours. Or, the sidereal time (star time) is
thus 3 hours, as sidereal time is the same as the right asccnjon of the
observer's meridian at that particular instant. The star is located now
in an cast nnd ,,'est direction but its position along this particular hour
circle in a north and south direction i::=unknO\\"l1. Thi~ po:-ition may
bo determined by declination of the star. A stnr who._e declination is
+45° will be located half ,,'ny between the north celestial pole and the
i:;elestial equntor so if the stn~' Polaris which is very close to the north
celestial pole can be seen, an angle of 45° may- be estimnted along the
hour circle of the star toward the south. The declination of the ob-
server's zenith is always the same as his latitude so that a point over-
head (the zenith) of an observer nt latitude 30° north will be +30°.
An observer's zenith for an observer at the equator will haY a declinn-
tion of 0°. This then gives an observer an ndditionnl guide as to the
declination of certain points in the <::ky. By the use of tJ-lismethod, any
first magnitude star may be identified if the right nscension and declina-
tion of the star nre known. A practical example will illustrate the
method of identification. Assume the star Deneb is to be located.
Deneb has a right ascension of 20 hours 39.5 minutes which is nearly
2]/24 of a complete circle or 3]5° of angle. The angle of Deneb from

Figure 81. AI casuremcnt 0/ ri(Jht ascension on the celestial sphere,



00 or the line through the vernal equinox is then 3150
• The zero line

or zero hour circle is located by imagining a line drawn from the north
celestial pole almost through Beta of Cassiopeifl, as shown in figure 86.

c. After locating this zero hour circle, estimate an angle of 3150 meas-
ured in a clockwise direction (opposite to direction of rotation of the
celestial sphere) as shown in figure 87. The star Deneb will be some-
where along the hour circle from the north celestial pole through the
3150 angle point.

d. The declination of Deneb is +450 05.0' or very near 45/90 of the
are, from the north celestial pole to the equator. The 450 distance along
tho 3150 hour circle will identify the position of' Deneb as Deneb is the
only bright ~tar in the vicinity. (See (j~. 88.)

e. A more complete method of ~tar identifieatioll i:-ipre:-iented in chap-
ter 14.

148. Sidereal time
idereal time or star time is the star time at an observer's position

or the star time for some chosen position. Every point on an east-west
line on the earth has a different siclereal time as an observer in one point
does not see the stars in the same degree of revolution as an observer
either east or west of his position. Therefore, the sidereal time for It

given position is the sidereal time indicated by the hour circle paSSiIll!;
through the zenith of that position. Using the same imaginary scale,
attached to the celestial equator, as was assumed in paragraph 147,

Figure 82. Course 0/ sun around ccle:;tiulsphere throughout the year.
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Figure 83. Vernal equinox as view from the earth.

visualize this scale as moving with the cele tial sphere. The zero of
this scale if' at the vernal equinox (zero right ascenjon point). 1TOW

we will fasten a fixed f:cale on the outside of the celestial .phere 80 that
the zero of this fixed scale will be on the obsen'er'. meridian a. f'hm\'n
in figure 89. Now as the celestial sphere rotates, the mm'able :-,cale will
move with it from cast to west but the fixed f:cale will remain f:tationary
with itf' zero on the observer's meridian. The fixed f'cale i:- alf'o di\'ided
into 24-hour divif'ions but in the opposite direction. A. the movable
scale progresses with the celestial. phere the sidereal time will constantl?
bo indicated at the zero of the fixed scale as shown in figure 90. In

Figure SI,. Line ]Juinting tv the VUlIa{ (quillox.
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Figure 85. Imaginary scale attached to the cele.~li(/l equator (as seen in northern
hemisphere, observer facing south).

other words the sidereal tinle on tile ob~erver's meridian i~ the foialIle
numerically as the right ascen:3ion of a star on the ubserver'~ meridian.

149. Hour angle
The hour angle of , star is a requisit.e for the solution of ohserv:d ion

for azimuth determination. Hour angle if; merely the amount of rota-
tion that has taken place by a f;tar, since it last passed a given mcrid iall.

Figure se. Line uf zeru riuht ul:H.:ensiun.
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Figure 87. 3150 angle from zero hour angle,

For example, in figure 91, the hour angle of the vernal equinox is indi-
cated by the position of the zero of the movable scale as 21 hours and
50 minutes. In other words it has been 21 hours and 50 minutes since
the vernal equinox has pa"sed the observer' meridian. For conveni-
ence hour angles arc usually reckoned in less than 12 hour angle", To
do this the hour angle shown in figure 91 would be considered a 21hr

50min -24hr or a _2hr 101llin hour angle. The u:-c of negative hour
angles when the hour angle is more than 12hr (1800

) facilitates compu-

Figure SS. Idcnlijicaliull uj ;;lar Deneb.
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tations for azimuth determination. Figure 92' is"u picture made in a
planetarium of the star Sirius whose right ascension is 6hr 42.6min and
in a position Ohr 36min past the observer's meridian. The hour angle of

: the star Sirius in this case is +Ohr 36min. Note that the star Sirius con-
tinues to have a right ascension of 6hr 42.6rnin throughout the day (the
star moves with the movable scale) but the hour angle changes contin-
uously.

See ion II. HE SU

150. Movement
The earth moves around the sun in an elliptical orbit over a period

of one year as shown in figure 93. Throughout the travel of the earth
around this orbit the axi. of the earth remains inclined at an angle of
about 231j:!0 to the vertical axis of the earth~s orbit around the sun as
~ho\\'n in figure 94. The inclination of the earth's axis causes more
direct rays of the sun to be pr<:>jected on the northern hemisphere in the
summer and the southern hemisphere in the winter, thereby causing
the season. of the yea', To an observer on the earth, however, the sun
appears to mo\'e from an extreme northern declination in the Hummer
to an extreme southern declination in the winter as shown in figure 95,

Figurc Sf). Imaginary scalc8 on celestial equator (as seen in Northern II emisphcrc,
observer facing south),



Figure 90. Sidereal time indicated on observer's meridian (as seen m N ortltrr/l
lIemisplwrc, ubserver facinlJ south).

To tho observer on the earth the sun appcal's to be pla('ed Oil thr ('(,1(':-:-

tial sphere bllt unlike a star it docs not rcmain in a fixcd po:-:itioll Oil the
sphere, Duc tu it:-: changc in dcclination) it 1llU\'C:-: abO\'e and brlow
tho celcstial cqllator and duc to the differcn('e betwecn :-:tal' (:-:idrrral)
time and solar time, the sun appears to rccede around the ('clr:-:tial :-:phcJ'l'
in an east and \yost direction so that it appears to tra \'el through cer-
tain constellations on the celestial sphere, Figul'c 96 taken in a planc-
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Figure 92. Sirius at an hour angle uf OM S6mi».

tarium shows the position of the SUll 011 .J une 22nd and tlte position it
would have on the celestial sphere for otller dates near thil,t time.

151. Ecliptic
The course of the sun around the celestial sphere is called the cclip/'ic.

The point where the ecliptic crosses the celestial equator is callerI the
equinox. The vernal equinox is the point where the ecliptic cro~ses the
celestial equator when the sun is passing from a minus declination to a
plus declination. In other words, when the sun is passing from the
south to the north (fig. 97).

Figure 93. Orbit of earth around SUrL.
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152. Relation to celestial sphere
The sun rcvolvcs around thc earth \\'ith the eele~tial ~phere eXtTpL

that it drops bchind in thc degrec of rotation gradually ~o that in O!lt'

ycar thc sun has madc onc lcss turn about thc earth than has the ('e!t'::;-
tial sphcrc. This causcs thc sun to appcar to be among tllC :-::tar:-:of
diffcrcnt constcllations as thc year progre:-::-:cs. The:--c eon:--tellat ion:-- are
thc oncs in thc vicinity of thc celiptic and are known a:-; the ('on:-,tella-
tiolls of the Zodiac. The rcason ,for thc 1I100'cment of the sun on the
celestial :phere is explained ill tIre following sedion.

Section UI. TIME

153. General
Thcre arc two gcncral classcs of time: sidcreal or star time, :lIld solar

or 'un time. These two kinds of time are the ba::;is for all other hnd:-,
of timc such as apparcnt time, ci\'il timc, 01' mean timc, The an'ragt'
per~on d6es 1I0t. u:--c sidereal timc but hi:-- aeti\'ities are regulated by
Some form of solar time.

154. Solar time
Solar time is ba:--ed OIl the :--olar da v or the time bet wcell :--Ilt'(T:--:--I\'t'

lower transits of the meridian by thc : 1111. If an ob:-,ern'r :--ee:--the :--Ull
dirc(~t1y on~rhead or on his IlH',:idian the time for Ilis po:--ition will be
noon 01'/200, I f his meridian i:--('()JltiIlued Oil :lroulld 11le ot her :--id(' of
the earth, it will then I){' 12 hours until the :--un ('/'O:--:-,e:--the lower part
of his mcridian (makes a 107I'Cr transit) alld at the time of ('J'o:-,:--illgt1lis
lower mcridian thc time for the ob~C'Tcr \\'ill be 2400, Tllis 1illlt' wi II,
then be the beginning of thc next solar day for the Ob:-'lT\'Cr. ,\'(' figure

Figure 94, Inclinatiun uj earth's axis.
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Figure 96. Apparent movement of the sun.

98. The ob::;erver ill thif' (':l:--e is OIl the ~ide of the earth at which the
time is midnight.

155. Sidereal time
Sidereal time i;-; 11 mea~urc of the angle through which the carth ha~

rotatcd ::;inec thc \'crnal cCJ.uinox \Va. on the observcr's meridian (made
an 'Upper tran:--it), or a;;;wc sec it from thc carth. thc mcasurc of the angle
through which the ('('Icstial f'phcrc has rotated sincc thc vernal cCJ.uirHlx
was on the obs('J'\'cr':-: meridian. (. 'ec fig;. 99.)

156. Comparison of idereal time and solar time
A solal' day IS longcl' than a sidcrcal day bccausc thc carth must J'C-

Fi(jure 90. Sun's pusition on 22 June.
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Figure 97. Sun at vernal equinox,

\'olve farther to cause a transit of the :::un on succrs:::iw' days. (.:re
fig, 100.) The period of time required for the earth to Illa].;:(' line ('om-
plete revolution around the ~un i:, knmnl as a tfOP/('(I/ !JI IIf. (~('(' fig.

Figure 98. SU/I III [owe r transit of ubstrucr';) meridian,

3



] 01.) The tropical year contains 365.2422 mean solar days. In the
course of onc tropical year the sun makcs one less transit across the
observcr's meridian than docs a fixcd star (or thc vcrnal cquinox) bp-
eause the earth rcvolvcs around the sun but doe::; not revolve around
the star. (~ee fig. 102.) Thc tropical year thercfore contains 366.2422
sidereal da~'s and only 36.5.2422 solar days. Sidereal time is based on
an upper transit of the vcrnal cquinox over a meridian while solar time
is based on a lower transit of a meridian. 'Vhen the sun is at the vernal
equinox, thc solar time and the, idereal time will vary by ]2 hours and
will vary from 0 to 24 hours in the course of the year. The amount of
variance is proportional to the number of clays sincc the sun was at the
vernal equinox. This variance in time is thc result of the apparent
travcl of thc sun around the cell'. tial sphere.

157. Apparent time
a. Thc solar day bcgins at midnight, thc instant of lower tramJit of the

.•un. (. 'cc fig. 98.) Apparent time is regulated by thc movcment of
thc sun and i.. thc timc as shown by a sundial. However, becausc thc
carth revolvcs around thc sun in an elliptical orbit, the apparcnt angular
lllOtiOll of thc sun is not uniform. For information, rather then because
the data arc ncces"ary to the practice of celestial observation, it migllt

Fi(Jlli"C DlJ. Sidereal time.
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Figur(' J()O. CmnjJari.wJ1I uj transit uj sun and equinox on successive days.

bo st:1trd nlnL the motion of thr enrth is in arrordnnre with the follow-
ing laws known :1S Kepler's Laws:

(J) The orbit of the earth (and other planets) is nn ellipse, hnvin~
Lhe :-;un at one of it:-; foci.

(2) The radius vector of :1 planet sweep. o\"er equal areas in equal
times.

(3) The squarc of thc times of revolution about the sun of any two
planrts :1I'Cproportional to thc cubes of their mean clistanres from the
sun.

b. Tho length of thc solar day is thcreforc not the same throughout
he YC:1r. (See fig. ] 03.)

FillUre 101. Cuurse uf earth aruund SUlt i1l one tropical Y aT.



Fi(Jure 102. Transit of the .sun and a star.

158. Mean or civil time
(Local mcan timc and loca~ civil timc arc :-5ynonomous tcrms.)
Thc in\"cntion of clocks madc a rcgular time ncccssary. Since ap-

parcnt time yarics from clay to day, it was impo::;l-'ible to construct a
clock that would kccp apparcnt t:me. l\!fcan or civil timc is time bas('d
on an avera(Je ~olar (nll1) day. This avera(Jc day is based on a fieti-
tious hod~', the "mcan sun," which is an avcrage sun that will cross tlte
obscn'cr's mcridian c\'cry 24 hours, cxactly on the hour. This mean
sun rcgulatc~ time cxactly, f'0 that clarks will indicate a uniform tillle.
The mean ~un is ~()mctimes ahead and somctimes bchind the real sun
but at the cnd of 1 ycar thc number of hours elapsc'd of mcan time and
apparcnt time arc exactly the samc. Apparcnt timc may he dctcrmilH'd
from mean or ci\'il time by applying a corrcction known as the equation

Figure 103. rariable distances uf earth frum sun thrull(Jhuut the year.
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113°1090/05%1° 97° 93° 89°---_._------~. -~-
Figure 104. Difference of time based OTilocal meridians.

of time to mean time. The equation of time i. merely a tnbulation of
the difference of the two times in minutes nnd seconds of time. The
value of the equation of time may be found in the sun table of the
American Nautical Almanac. An approximate value of the cquation
?f time may be found in table II, appendix 1. This approximate value
IS suitable for use with the bearing charts but is not accurate cnough for
precise observations.

1 GreenWich civil time
All the times mcntioncd previously nre time hn~('c1on n local mcrid-

Figure 105. Standard time zOlle:; in vicinity of Greenwich.
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ian or-an observer's meridian. Obviously, an observer in New York
will see the celestial sphere and the sun in a different degree of rotation
than will an obscrver in San Francisco if thcy are obscrving at the same 'l

,instant. Therefore, the apparent time and the mean time for both ob-
servers are different because of the difference 'in longitude between the
two positions .. \Vith military operations being carried on, in wid~ly'
separated points over the earth it is important that a message designate,
a particular instant sothat an observer in one part of the world will
know exactly what instant' an observer in another,part qfthe world is
indicating. The navigator's problem is similar to. that of the military
problem. For that' reason, the Greenwich Civil Time i,schosen' 'as a
basis for a universal time because Greenwich Civil Timeis the time as'
indicated on the 0° longitude meridian. A'cdr~ection for longitude of
an observer enables an <?bserver any place on the earth to determine
his apparent time, mean time or standard time from Greenwich Civil
Time. Greenwich Civil Time is therefore used as the basic time. for '
military or navigational units, and data in the American Nautical Al-
manac are based on this time.

160. Standard time
Standard time is a system of civil time to simplify time calculations

over the earth. A section of the earth approximately 15° wide in longi-
tude is given the same time throughout the 15° width. In this manner
everyone in the 15° time zone has the same time. Standard time is
based on Greenwich Civil Time, that is, the 0° meridian (Greenwich

-

I Strrt~tl8r:-.--
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meridian) is chosen as the basic meridian .. A belt 7° 30' wide on both
sides of the 0° meridian is given a time called Greenwich Standard Time
which is numerically the same as Greenwich Civil Time. Then cach ]5°
zono on either side of the Greenwich tandnrd Time zone i~ given a time
one hour different from the Greenwich Standard Time as shown in figure
105. These I-hour increments arc carried continuously around the earth
so that in the United States the 75° meridian is the ba'ic meridian for
Eastern Standard Time, the 90° meridian i the basic meridi:lll for Cen-
tral Standard Time, etc., as shown in figure ]06. Therefore to change
~tandard Time to Greenwich Standard Time (or Greenwich Civil Time)
It is only necessary to determine the closest 15° meridian to an ob erv-
er's position and correct that time by the number of hours (the number
of time zones) back to Greenwich. In other words, an observer of lon-
gitude 80° west is closer to the 75° meridian than the 90° meridian so
~lis standard time is that of the 75° meridian. 75° -;- ]5° 5, . how-
Ing that there are five time zones back to the Greenwich time zone. The
Correction to convert to Greenwich Civil Time is then 5 hours. The
Correction can be either plus or minus in sign. Rather than rcmember

Figure 107. II OUT an(}le uj a ~taT.
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a rule for adding or subtracting hours depending upon whether a posi-
tion is cast or "Westof Greenwich, it is better to visualize the position
of the sun "Withrespect to Greenwich. For example, in this case the 75°
meridian is \yest of Greenwich. The sun rises in the cast so the sun
passes Green,,"ich before it passes the 75° west meridian. Therefore,
the time at Greenwich is later than the time at 75° west. Therefore,
tho 5 hours must be added to the Eastern Standard Time to obtain the
Greenwich Civil Time.

161. War time
'Val' time is merely a time "I hour ahead of standard time. Fur ex-

ample, Eastern 'Val' Time is 1 hour ahcad of Ea~tel"ll Standard Time.

162. Local time
Local time may be local sidereal, local apparent, or lor-aI civil (m('an)

time. The designation loral mcrcly means tllH,t this kind of time is
bascd on the time at a local meridian (obscrvcr's mcridian) rather than
some standard meridian. For example, an observer at 73° \tV longitude
has Eastern 'Val' Time indicated on his watch. If this time is indicated

Fi(jure 108. Greenwich hour angle of a star.
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as ]] DO, he subtracts 1 hour to get the l:-:1stcrn Standard Time of 1000.
This is the standard time for the 75° time ';one or the local civil (mean)
time for the 75° meridian. Since the observer is at the 73° meridian,
which is east of the 75° meridian the sun passcs the 73° mcridian before
. ' ,
It passes the 75° meridian, so the local civil or local mean time is later
than the standard time.

] 5° of longitude 1 hour or 60 minutes.
2° of longitude 2/15 X 60 8 minutes.

Therefore the local civil time at the 73° meridian i," 1000 + 08 1008.
Local apparent time is the time a. detcrmined by the real ::;un at the
local meridian and local sidereal time is the star time as determincd by
the vernal equinox at the local meridian.

163. Summary
a. Sidereal time is time determined by the po ition of the vernal equi-

nox. Sidereal time can be changed to solar time but requirc" the use
of a Nautical Almanac.

b. Apparent time is determined by the position of the real sun. Ap-
Parent time can be changed to Greenwich Civil Time, standard time,

Fiyure 109. Derivation of local hour anyle.
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local mean time or war time by correcting for the equation of time
(found in the Nautical Almanac) and correcting for longitude.

c. Mean time is time determined by the position of the mean sun.
'Mean time can be changed to apparent time by correcting for equation
of time. Mean time can be changed to Greenwich Civil Time, standard
time or war time by correcting for longitude.

d. GreenwiGh Civil Time is time determined at the Greenwich meri-
dian by the position of the mean sun. This time may be changed to
local mean time or any standard time by correcting for longitude. It
can be changed to loca:l apparent time by correcting for longitude and
the equation of time.

e. Standard time is time determined by the position of the mean sun
as referred to some standard meridian. It can be changed to Green-
wich Civil Time, by correcting for longitude from the standard meridian
to Greenwich meridian. "It can be changed to local mean time by cor-
recting for longitude and to local apparent time by correcting for longi-
tude and the equation of time.

f. 'Var time is 1 hour faster than standard time and can be changed
to other times in the same way as standard' time after deducting the
one hour.

g. Local time is time referred to a local meridian. Correcting for
longitude changes it to some standard or mean time.

Section IV. TIME AND HOUR ANGLE

164. Greenwich hour angle
The American Nautical Almanac lists the 110ur angle for various celes-

tial bodies as referred to the Greenwich meridian, and llsing Greenwich
Civil Time. This method allows a ,great amount of data to be pre-
sented in a form so that an observer may convert the data to fit his
position and his' time. The hour angle of a star is the angle between
the plane of the observer's meridian and the' hour circle through the
star. (See fig. 107.) The Greenwich hour angle of a star is then the
hour angle of. a star referred to the Greenwich meridian as shown in
figure 108. This Greenwich hour angle is the angle given in the N auti-
eal Almanac for a specified Greenwich Civil Time.

'.,.J

165. Local hour angle.
The observer in the field require~ the hour angle of the star seen by

him at his meridian, and using his time. To find these data he con-
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verts his time (usually standard time or w,ar time) to Greenwich Civil
Time and finds the Greenwich hour angle for the body for that particular
time. He then corrects this Greenwich hour angle by the amount of
the correction for his longitude which gives him the local hour angle
for his particular position. Figure 108 shows the Greenwich hour angle '
and figure 109 shows the correcti'on of 5 hours 00 minutes for his longi-
tude 750 west and shows the local hour angle 3 hours and 10 minutes
which he derives.
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CHAPTER 11

AZIMUTH DETERMINATION-APPROXIMATE
METHODS

Section I. GENERAL

166. Azimuth
One of the primary duties of a reconnaissance officer is to furnish his

unit with orienting lines for all material requiring them. If two inter-
visible points whose coordinates are known are located in the vicinity,.
or if a line of known azimuth is available, the problem is simple. But
if these data are not available it becomes necessary for the reconnais-
sance officer to determine an azimuth by some other means. ThiA de-
termination of azimuth is an important and exacting phase of orienta-
tion and the method employed may be dependent upon the availability
of special data such as precise time, nautical almanacs and so forth.
It is essential, therefore, that the reconnaissance officer be thoroughly
familiar \vith several methods of obtaining azimuth so that in an emer-
gency he is able to produce results even under adverse conditions. The
methods described in this chapter are not precise methods but enable
the reconnaissance officer to obtain approximate azimuth when he does
not have an almanac, instruments, or precise time.

Section II. COMPASS

167. Use
There are in general use, several simple devices for approximate

determination of the meridian. The most common of these is the com-
pass, the use of which does not depend on any astronomic principle but
simply on the magnetic attraction of the earth's mass. The magnetic
needle, when allowed to swing freely, comes to rest in the magnetic merid-
ian. The magnetic poles are not coincident with the terrestrial poles
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(see fig. 38) ; therefore the magnetic needle'seldom points' true north and
sou-th. The angle between the true meridian and the magnetic meridian
is called magnetic declination. The mean values of the declinations 'in
different areas are shown by isogonic lines, connecting points of equaf
declination. If the magnetic needle points east of true north it is said
to have an east declination-; if west of north, a west declination. l\Iany
types of Gompasses are provided with a movable dial in order to set off
~roper declination. In other types, it is necessary to correct the read-
Ing by the value of the declination.

168. Compass errors
Directions obtained by the compass are subject to serious errors due

to local attraction. ' In some cases, particularly in mountainous coun-
try where iron ore may be present, the magnetic needle cannot be used.
In high latitudes the declination becomes so great that without a pre-
cise isogonic chart, the direction indicated is too much in error to be
Used. The close proximity of electric wires, railroad tracks, guns or
trucks will seriously affect the readings. ~Metal objects worn or car-
ried on the personnel using the compass wiII cause the compass to give
erroneous directions. This includes personal paraphernalia. Helmets,
Weapons, pocket knives, and cartridge belts must be removed.' The
compasses used in self-propelled mounts or trucks may be adjusted to
?ive fairly accurate direction temporarily but after a few miles of driv-
Ing, the adjusting mechanism may jostle off-so that the direction indi-
cated is in error. Also, any movement of guns, loading or expenditure
of ammunition will require a readjustment. A compass may be taken
away from: any mass of metal a distance of 200 feet, being careful that
there is no steel object carried on the person and by using an isogonic
chart or correcting for declination from a map of the area, an accuracy
Within 0 may be obtained., 'Vithout knowledge of the declination of
the needle for a given area, an error of 300 may be made with a compass.

Section III. WATCH DIAL

169. Method.
In the Northern Hemisphere, if the hour hand of a watch is pointed at

the sun, a line bisecting the smaller angle between the hour hand and
the 12-hour graduatio'n, points approximately south .. In the Southern
Hemisphere, if the 12-hour graduation is pointed at the sun, a line bi-
secting the smaller angle between the 12~hour mark and the hour hand
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Firj'urc 110. Dctcrmining direction with a watch dial.

points approximately north. A match mny be held vertically over end
of the hour hand (or the 12-hour mark) and the shadow of the match
used to line the watch properly. (See fig. 110.) This method will work
only when the watch is set to standard time. If the watch is operating
on war time the results will be in error. This method may give an
accuracy .within 50 at some time of the year but may be in error as much
as ] 0° at other times. This method is inapplicable when the .'lIn's
declination is nearly the ~ame as the latitude of the position.

..I

Figure 111. Erecting gnomon.
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ection IV. SHADOW OF A GNOMON

170. Method
Direction may be dctermined by the sun by sctting up n rough gnumon

similar to the type used on a sundial. Sclect a long pole and ereeL it as
shown in figurc 111 so that it leans in a northerl~r or ~outherly direction
(north in Northern Hcmispherc, south in outhern Hemisphcre). 'u.--
pcnd a wcight by a string from the end of the leaning pole. (~ee fig.
112.) Drive a stake directly under the suspended weight. About an
hour before the sun reaches the zenith, clri'"e a stakc at the cnd of the
sh,adow of the leaning pole (gnomon). Using the distance bctween the
two stakes as a radius describe an arc about the ~take under thc ~u:,-
pcnded weight. (See fig. 115.) 'Vhen the ~hadow of the pole again
touches the arc (after 1 or 2 hours), drive a stake at the point of con-
tact. (See fig. 116.) Divide the cli._tance between thc twu ~take" on
thc are, into two equal parts. A straight line joining the midpoint of
the line betwccn the stakes and the stake under thc :,u:-:pcnded weight
:vill be a line pointing approximately true north in thc orthern Hem-
Isphcre or truc south in the Southern Hcmi~phere. (,~cc fig. 117.) In
certain times of the year in the vicinity of the Equntor the direction
~nay be reversed bccausc although the observer is in the 1 orthern Hem-
Isphere, the sun is farther north, resulting in a :,outhern direction. The
indicated direction will be exactly 1800 off howe,.cr, whirh ~hould be

r----~----

Figure 111. SUl>pewliliU wl-iyht j,-ull1 y'WIIW71.
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Figure 11J. :ilake i;;; clrivelt uncler weiu hl.

apparent to the user of this method. An accuracy of 10 may be at-
tained by careful performance by this method.

\

Fi(Jure 1J.~. :ila!'e al end uf :;}w.duw.

o
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Figure 115, Arc described about stake at suspended weiqhl.

Section V. DIRECTION BY PLUMB LINE AND STAR

171. Polaris
A plumb line may be lIsed as an elementary form of tran:,it to sight

~n a ~tal'_ Ereet two frames similar to those :,ho\\'n in figme 11 . Thl'~l'
ranws should be ('rcrted in such a manner that the line betwl'en tll('

Figure 116. Stake ut intersection of arc and lihadow,
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Figure 117. Line indicatina direction.
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two plumb bob will be in line with the ~tnr Polaris. Suspend a plumb
bob from each of the t\VO frames and then have an a'sistnnt move one
of the two plumb bobs so that the strings of the plumb bobs will he in
line with the star Polaris as c;hown in figurc 118. Thc linc between the
two plumb bobs will be an indicator or true north. As the probable
crror of this method i;-;10

,. and as Polaris has an orbit within 10 of the
north celestial pole, a sight taken on the star Polaris at any time will
always be within 20 of true north except in exceptionally high latitudes.
Polaris may be found by following the pointers of the Big Dipper shown
in figure 120.

172. Any bright star
The same method of e;-;tnblishing a line of known direction by pllllllb

bobs may be u:,ecl with any first magnitude star. Use thc bearing chart
of the stars in appendix I to determine the direction of a star at a prc-
determined time. At this time line lip the plumb bobs with thc seleded
star and the line between the two plumb bobs will be the direction de-
termined by the charts. This method will give a direction accumte
within 1:1;20 if the plumb bobs are carefully placed.

1 2
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Pi(Jurc 119. Orielllill(J a map by :;Iwtluw uf ~trill(J.
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DIRECTION BY SUNSection VI.
;J

173. Method 1.

Determine the bearing of the sun at some future time b¥ means of j

the bearing chart of the sun (app: n. Suspend a weight from some
form of framework so that the string holding the weight makes a shadow
on the ground. At the time previously selected for use in calculating
the bearing, mark the line of the shadow on the. ground. The line of
the shadow from the point marked to the point under the suspended
weight has the same bearing as the bearing of the sun previously deter-
mined. This method permits determination of direction in high lati-
tudes where the "~1idnight Sun" is encountered and is usable in either
hemisphere. A method of orienting a map by this principle is shown
in fi~re 119. The shadow is made to cross the point on the map corre-
sponding to the observer's position. The map is then turned until the
protractor reads the same bearing as the bearing of the sun.. The map
is oriented when the bearings are the same. It should be noted that
the bearing charts of the SUll or of the stars cannot be used if approxi-
mate latitude and longitude are unknown.

./
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CHAPTER 12

STELLAR OBSERVATION

-
Section I. GENERAL

174. General
Before undertaking any survey operations, the observer and the

recorder must have enough practice to gain some skill in their work, to
form certain habits of procedure which insure accuracy in the results,
and to learn to choose the method best suited for the work at hand.
Signals, targets, and rods are immovable while being observed, but
celestial bodies appear to move, often quite rapidly. This makes the'
Pointing more difficult and in some systems of observation the exact
flIne of centering has to be read and recorded. The use of the pris- .
~atic eyepiece and working at night seem strange at first. Computa-
tIons are perhaps more varied than in ordinary survey work, and often
Seem rather abstract to the beginner. However, if the movements of
the celestial bodies are kept in mind the reasons for the various compu-
tations are apparent.

17~. Equipment'
. Before taking the field, the following must be prepared or arranged
In advance: . .

Adjusted instrument.
Known error of watch.
Flashlights, if at night.
Almanac (current year). Required for hour angle methods.
TM 5-236 (Tables).
Notebook and blank forms.
Descriptions bf stations to be occupied and observed.
Illumination for mark (if at night).

1'6. Adj ustment of transit
'rhe instrument should be in good adjustment. The plate bubbles

should have special attention, as the only error not overcome by the
combination of direct and reversed readings is the deviation of the"e t.l' leal axis from the plumb line. Some observers prefer to rely upon
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the striding level or telescop~ level for the final leveling of the instru-
ment. This method is advisable when altitude methods of observation
are being used. In most of the systems, the instrument cannot be re-
leveled during a set of observations (one direct and one reversed). The

tripod should be located so as to be least in the way during the obser-l
vations. As most transits have no interior illumination for the cross- ,
hairs at night this is accomplished by having an assistant direct a flash-.
light, held at such distance as to secure the desired intensity, at a piece
of white paper inside of and extending beyond the sunshade. This
flashlight must be shielded from the observer's eye. Some transits' arc
equipped with a sunshade having a reflecting plate inside the shade for'
use when making star observations.

'177. Watch
The watch should be preferably one with a sweep second hand. The

watch error tothe nearest second must be known (this can be obtained
from radio 'time signals where these are available). The minute hand
should be set to the nearest minute, and in exact correspondence with
the second hand, reading the even minute when the second hand is at 60.
No "attempt should be made to set the second hand. The recorder does
not attempt any computations during observation. He is responsible
for the observer following the prescribed program, for immediately re-

. questing a check on ~ny readings which seem discordant, and for read-
ing the second of each observation if precise time is used. vVhen the
observer calls, "Ready," the recorder starts counting the seconds on the
watch to himself. 'Vhen' the observer calls, "Take," at the instant of
bentering, the recorder immediately records the time and is then ready
to repeat and record the vernier reading reported by the observer.

178. Field notes
A notebook is carried at all times, in case the desired blank forms arc

not at hand. The forms should have spaces for recording the data on
observations. :l\lost of the azimuth observations are made in three
separately computed sets, each of one direct and one reversed observa-
tion. If these do not provide at least two sets giving close check, the
observations arc -repeated. The recorder is responsible for advising the
observer when to reverse, when readings do not check, and for keeping

. the time.

179. Focus of telescope
In all astronomic observB.tions, the telescope must be focused for

infinity so as to give the sharpest possible image of the celestial hodY,
As the focus should not be ch!1ngedduring the observations, the signal
or lighted mark is placed at s~IChdistance that the focus will not have
to be changed when sighting at it The mark is placed as far from the
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in.strument as possible" to insure preci~e alignment, however, % mile
~111 usually be sufficient. For accuracy in pointing, the terrestrial ob-
Ject should have as small an aperture for light as can be seen clearly.
A. signal box containing a flashlight or bulb and dry cells with an adjust-

, able vertical slit or series of slits of various width, one of which can be
accurately plumbed over the stake of the mark while the light is directed
exactly toward the instrument is prepared. If such a box is not at hand,
a bare flashlight bulb may be used.

180. Choice of celestial body
, During daylight hours, the sun is the only celestial body that can be

readily observed. On dark days such as occur in the winter, some stars
can be observed through the telescope of the transit. Polaris is the
Illost e'usily identified star in the Northern Hemisphere and has a very
slow movement. However, because Polaris cannot be seen in so many
Parts of the Northern.Hemisphere due to local weather conditions, and
because it cannot be seen in the Southern Hemisphere, it is inadvisable'
to depend on using this star for observation. l\lethods of identification
of stars, which will enable the user to identify any first magnitude star,
are presented in appendix 1. The choice of star to use is determined by
~he method of observation to be used. That is, if the altitude of a star
IS to be measured, it is best to select a star whose altitude is changing
~lowly as compared to its change in azimuth. If an hour angle method
IS to be used the star selected is one that is changing azimuth very
slOWly, so that a small error in time causes a very small error in azimuth.
First magnitude (bright) stars are so wpII scattered throughout the
celestial sphere that an observer must not be tempted to use a star in
an unfavorable position. Observation can be made and the star identi-
fied laler if necessary. All artillery officers who are likely to have any
task requiring azimuth determinations must be familiar with the more
cOIllmon stars and their ~elative positions in the sky ..

,181. Choice 'of ~ethod
a. The primary consideration in selecting a method of determining

azimuth are 'the time at the disposal of the observer, the instrument~ .
available for his use, his knowledge of the correct time, and his experi-'
ence in astronomic work. The secondary consideration" is the degree
of accuracy desired. If the data are required to establish an orienting
azimuth for laying a gun, the accuracy desirable depends so~ewhat on
~he type of gun, the mission, and upon the' degree of coordination that
IS to be exercised between that unit and adjacent units. If the data
.are required on short notice during daylight, some method of solar
observation is necessary. These methods are covered in chapter 13.

b. If azimuth is required for the adjustment of a traverse line in con-
nection with the .location and orientation of a battery, the maximum
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Method

Polaris at
elongation

Polaris at
any time

Any star
(equal altitudes)

Any star
(altitude method)

Any star
(hour angle
method)

Bearing chart
of the stars

method.

Solar (hour angle
method)

Solar (altitude
method)

Bearing chart
of the sun
method
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Advantages

Allows sufficient time for rep-
etitions. Simple calcula-

'tions. Time of observation
unnecessary for calcula-
tions.

Any number of observations
permitted. Observations at
any time during darkness.
Relatively simple calcula-
tions.

Time of observation unneces-
sary. May be performed
in either hemisphere. Prac-
tically no calculations. In-
strument and refraction er-
rors eliminated. Notables
required.

I

Time of observation unneces-
sary. Any number of ob-
servations permitted. Sim-
ple calculll,tions. Almanac
unnecessary. ,May be per-
formed in either hemis-
phere.

Most precise method. Any
number of observations can
be made. Usable in either
hemisphere. Refraction cor-
rections. unnecessary.

Fast and easily computed.
Precise time unnecessary.
Usable III either hemis-
phere. Any number of ob-
servations may be made.
Almanac unnecessary. Ex-
cellent for coordination of
adjacent units.

Observations can be' made in
daytime. Several observa-
tions can be made. Meth-
od can be used in either
hemisphere.

Same as above. Time with-
in 15 minutes is all that is
required.

Fast and easily computed.
Time within 3 minutes suf-
ficient. Usable in either
hemisphere and will com-
pute "midnight sun." .Al-
manac unnecessary. Excel-
lent for coordination of
units.

Disad van tages

Observations must be taken
at specific time and only
one observation possible in
12 hours. Usable only in
Northern Hemisphere.

Precision of about 1 minute
of azimuth. Method usable
only 'in Northern Hemis-
phere.

Observation may be lost due
to clouds obscuring star.
Observations must be taken
5 to 8 hours apart.

Requires correction for re-
fraction. Requires more
skillful instrument oper-
ation.

Requires time within preci-
sion of 6 seconds. Requires
an almanac. More diflicult
computations.

Error of 1+1/20 may be
made. Latitude and longi-
tude of position must be
known.

Time must be accurate to 5
seconds. Results accurate
to 1 minute. Long calcu-
lations required. Requires
almanac.

Same as above except for
time. Instrumental eITors
introduced.

Error of 10 may be made.
Latitude and longitude of
position must be known.
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error should be less than 2 minutes of arc. If there i~ no particular
urgency in time, the observer may wait until darkness and make n
star observation.

c. If a precise azimuth is required, solar observations should not be
attempted. Stellar observations using the altitude method or hour angle
method give results within the limits of accuracy of the best tran.'it.

d. The table on page 158 outlines the advantages and disa<.h':lntages
of taking observations by the principal methods:

Section II. POLARIS AT CULMINATION

AND ELONGATIO

182. Identification' of Polaris
Polaris is very close (within about 10

) to the North Celestial Pole.
As a result, Polaris has a very f:mall apparent movement in the COlll':-:C

of a cIny. Pobris is readily identified b~r the "pointers" of the Bil-!:
Dipper which are the two stars forming the outside of the cup of the
dipper. A line through these two stars (el and f3 of Ur~a Major) vcr~r
~early passes through the star Polaris as shown in figure 120. Pol:tri:-:
lS the only bright star in this general area, and is approximately hal f way
between the Big Dipper (Ur a :Major) and t he constellation Ca:-::-:iopei:l.

183. Culmination and elongation
Polaris appears to revolve around the 1\orth Celestial Pole in an orbit

or roughly 10 radius. The position of the star in relation to the ('ele:-:tial
Polo is given a name for certain specific po:;;itions. The point along OJ('

Figure 120. Pointers of the star Polalis.



orbit at which Polari is the farthest east is called the eastern elonga-
tion of Polaris, shown in figure 121. The point at which Polaris is the
farthest west is culled the westcrn elongation of Polaris. Likewise,
when Polari. is directly over the North Celestial Polc, Polaris is at llpper
culmination and is at lowcr culmination whcn Polaris is directly below
the celestial pole. The positions of elongation and culmination arc not
exactly 90° apart due to the convergcnce of the hour circlcs tangent to
the orbit of Polaris and as a result the time of culmination is not exactly
six hours after an elongation. Elongation is indicated approximately
by the positions of the Big Dippcr and Cassiopeia. Polaris is on the
same side of the North Celestial Polc as is Casf:;iop(~a and is in line with
the "pointers" of the Big Dippcr. Thcrcfore, whcn thc line of the point-
ers if:;almost horizontal, Polaris is near elongation and is on the Hame
side of the celestial pole as is Cassiopeia. (Sce fig. 121.)

184a Advantages and disadvantages at culmination
The main advantagc of making an obscrvation for azimuth nt either

uppcr or lower culminatiOll, is that Polaris is directly abovc or below
tho North Celestial Pole at this timc, so that the obscrvation instrulllent
will be pointed dircctly norlJl whcn sightcd at thc star. A sccondary
advantage is that no computations 01' measurcments are rcquircd whcn

Figure 121. Polaris at eastern elon(]ation.
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sighting on Polaris at culmination. T4e disadvantages are that the
observation must be made at a precise instant for a very preci~e direc-
tion, the time of culmination must be known, and no time is permitted
for a double setting of the instrument on the star as a check~ An ob-
servation made by. the method following should not be expected to be
more accurate than 5 minutes of angle if the correct time is known
within a precision of 2 or 3 minutes.

185. Determination of time of culmination
The time of culmination of Polaris may be determined from the

American Nautical Almanac if available. However if an, almanac is
not available, the time may be determined very closely by means of sheet
1. of chart II (app. I). Upper culmination takes 'place at 0145 local
sIdereal time. (The time actually varies from 01 :44:02 to 01 :46:41 in
the year 1944 and the average sidereal time will be about 27 seconds later
f?r each succeeding year.) Lower culmination takes place at 1345 loca;l
sIdereal time. To determine the watch time of a culmination, lay a
straightedge on sheet 1 of chart II (app. I). Set'the right end of the
straightedge at the point on line C corresponding to the' date and set'
the straightedge so that it intersects line B at 0145 or 1345 the local
civil time of upper culmination will be indicated on line A when line B
setting was 0145. Local civil time of lower culmination will be, indicated
on line A when line B setting was 1345. This local civil time must be
changed to standard time in use or Greenwich Civil Time by correcting
for longitude of the position by means of table I (app. I). A practical
~roblem is described in paragraph 242 illu~trating the method of. chang-
Ing the' local civil time to a standard time. The time of culminatiofl
So determined is an approximate time but is sufficiently ac~urate to
allow a determination of azimuth within 5 minutes of angle.

18&. Procedure ~cUlmination (~C
The transit should be set up over the point from which an azimuth is

to be determined several minutes before culmination. Set the hori-,
Zontal scale to zero. Loosen the lower motion screw and set the tele-
SCOpe so that the vertical cross hair is near the star. Tighten the lower
!notion'screw and set the vertical cross' hair exactly on the star by
!neans of the lower slow motion screw. Follow the star in azimuth by
!neans of. the lower slow motion knob until the timekeeper 'calls "Time"
(when the watch reads the time previously computed as the time of
cUlmination). ,"Vhen the timekeeper' calIs "Time," all movement is
~topped and the telescope and zero of the horizontal scale will be point-
Ing at the north celestial pole or zero azimuth. There are no compu-
tations or adjustments to be made. The expected accuracy should be
Within 5 minutes of angle. ' ' ... ,.
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1.87. Advantages and. disadvantages at elongation
.The advantages of making an observation on Polaris at elongation is

, that for several minutes Polaris appears to move in a vertical direction
btoltnot in a horizontal direction. At this particular time, several ob-i
servations may be made to correct for instrumental errors without mak-
ing an error in horizontal angle of direction. Also, when Polaris is at
elongation, the exact distance from the' celestial pole is known so that!
the time or hour angle of the st~r is unnecessary, thereby simplifying
computations. The disadvantages of making an observation at elonga-
tion are that there will only be one opportunity for observation in a
12-hour period and maybe only one in a 24-hour period if one elongation
takes place in the daytime. The star may be obscured by clouds at the
time of elongation and elongation may take place at an inconvenient
hour. True north must be computed from the direction observed.

188. Procedure at elongation
a. The transit is set up over a stake, on the station from which direc-

tion is to be determined, leveled, and the focus adjusted for observation
at distant object, prior to the time when the constellations arc approach- J
ing the position indicative cf the elongation of Polaris. "J

b. 'Vhen Polaris is approaching the position of elongation, focw~ the
telescope on the star and bisect it with thtc vertical cross hair. Follow
the star in its horizontal motion, by means of the slow motion screw
until the star no longer changes its bearing but moves vertically. As
soon as this occurs, lower the telescope and set a point in line with the
vertical cross hair, at a distance of several hundred feet from the transit.
Immediately after setting this point, reverse the instrument and repeat
the operation, setting the second point on the same stake as the first. '
If there is any distance between the two points laterally, divide the dis-
tance between the two, in half, and the half point wit! be the correct
bearing of Polaris.. Thj~ operation of taking two sights and dividing
the distance between the two points set, corrects for any ei'ror in the
adjustment of the instrument.

c. The change of bearing of Polaris at elongation is only about 5 sec-
onds of arc in 10 minutes time so that, sufficient time is allowed for
repetition of sights without losing the accuracy of bearing desired, if
the work is carried out expeditiously.

d. The direction of the line set out in observation on Polaris at elonga-
tion is the bearing of Polaris and not true north. The bearing laid out
on the ground must" be corrected for the horizontal angle between the
star and the pole to obtain true north. This angle is not equal to the
polar distance of Polaris but may be found by the following formula:

Sine polar distance of star
Sine stars true bearing

Cosine latitude
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e. The mean polar distances for the years 1943-1952 may be found
in the following table. The latitude may be found from a reliable map
or observation.

MEAN POLAR DISTANCES OF POLARIS*

Year Mean polar distance Year I Mean polar distance

1943 1°00'21" 1948 0°58'52"
1944 1°00'03" 1949 0°58'34"
1945 0°59'45" 1950 0°58'16"
1946 0°59'27" 1951 0°57'58"

1947 0°59'10" 1952 0°57'40"

*The above table is computed for January 1st of each year. An error of 18seconds
as a maximum will be involved if no corrections are made for the time of year.
This value (I8 seconds) however, is smaller than the least reading possible with a
double sighting on the star with an issue transit, and so the values above may be
used in computations as given.

f. The angle between true north and the line of direction of Polaris
is the same angle as the True Bearing of the Star, shown in figure 122.

g. This angle is so small that a more precise setting of true north can

To Polaris at elongation

True North

Instrument
A.

Figure 122. Angle 0/ Polaris at elongation.
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be made by computing the ordinate of the angle and measuring this "I
ordinate to set true north. In figure 1231 the line AB is the line estab:'

l
l~sheddi? tdhedAirecltioAnhor Pbolaris at eltondgatido~.thAOt is tbhe.t~ue nfotrhth
me eSlre. ng e as ~en compue an IS e rue earmg ° e

star. The tangent of angle A is equal to BO/AB or BO AB tan A.
'.h~ The line BO is at right angles to AB. If the distance BO is meas-

ured at right angles to AB, the line AO will be true north. A convenient
way of measuring this ordinate along a line at right angles to the line
AB is by laying out a 3, 4, 5 triangle. A triangle having sides of3 units,
4 units, and 5 units in length respectively will make a right triangle ..
By using a. tape and three men to. hold the tape at the corners. of the
triangle as sho.wn in figure 124, a right angle is laid out at B. The
ordinate distance is then measured along 'this line established at right
angles to the line AB and the point 0 is set. rho line AC is t~en a
true north line.

i. Observation on Polaris at elongation is the easiest method for pre-
cise work as very little computation is necessary. It is unnecessary to
know the time of elongation, as elongation can be determined by observ-

To Polaris at elongation

True North

c

, ,tn,strument

A
Fi{jure.12S. Triangle to fstablish true nOT.th.
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ing the Big Dipper and Cassiopeia, and t.he exact instant of elongation
can be observed by watching the travel of the star through the telc~c;ope.
However, this method depends on the observation of one f;tar, I'l':-)ulting
in a limitation of its usage to one hemi phere, and to part of that helll-
~sphere due to terrain. Also, only one or two observations are po~ 'ihlc
In a 24-hour period. Under certain conditions, it will be impo~~iblc to
wait for the time of elongation for an observation. The neo.t method
presented enables an observer to use Polaris at any hour.

Section III. POLARIS AT A Y HOUR

189. General
The bearing of the star Polaris may be determined at n.ny hour if

the time is known and an American 1 autical Almanac i. :1\'ailabk.
This system requires but a limitcd knowledge of a~tronolllY and ~il1lpl('
calculations. These calculations can be \\'orkecl with ~\lflicicllt aCC\lr:H'Y
on a slide rule, or by the use of logarithms to the third place. Polari:,
appears to revolve n.round the north celestial pole in a radiu. of :lbo\l!,
10 The true radius may be determined from the Nautical Almanac 1>~'
~ubtracting the declination of Polaris from 900

• The diffcrcl1<.'cbet \H.'l'1l
the two \vill be the polar distance of Polaris.

190. Procedure
a. Center the transit over the station, and Ic\'cl acc\lratc]~'. 110 not

Fi(Jurc 124. Layinf/ uut J, 41 0 triunole.
6



change the leveling until a set of observations has been completed. The
telescope is focused at infinity, the objective lens being almost com-
pletely back toward the eyepiece. Illuminate the cross hairs with a
flashlight and adjust the eyepiece so that the cross hairs can be seen
distinctly. •

b. Set the A vernier at zero and'sight on the mark, with the telescope
in the direct position, using only the lower motion. Read and record
the magnetic azimuth, to be used as a check.

c. Loosen the upper motion arid turn the telesc<?peto the star. In
observing on Polaris, set the approximate latitude in degrees on the
ve~tical circle, as that will be the approximate altitude of the star.
'Vhen the star has been picked up, have the assistant illuminate th~
cross hairs and, lvhen nearly sighted on the star, call "Ready" to the
recorder. Additional focusing of the objective lens may be necessary
to bring the star image to a iingle point of light. . When the vertical
and horizontal cross hairs are exactly on center of the star, call "Take."
Recorder immediately records the time. vVithout moving the telescope,
read and record the reading of the A vernier and the altitude of the star.

d. Loosen the lower motion, reverse the telescope, turn t~ the mark

Station: A
Mark: Station B

Date: 15 Sept 1943

Watch: 10 sec. fast
Estimated L.lI.A. (check)

Point
I Time

Vernier A
Angle Vertical

s:ghted reading Angle

Mark (D) II M S 0° 00'
Star (D) 16 46 11 65° 45' 65° 4~' 33° 3,1'0)

Mark (R)
Star (R) 16 47 09 131° 30' 131° 30'.
Average 16 46 40 65° 45' 00".

:Mark (R) 0° 00'
Star (R) 16 49 36 65° 44' 6.5° 4'1'
Mark (D)
Star (D) 16 50 21 131 30' 131° 30' 33° 36'

Average 16 49 59 6r,:0 45' 00".)

Mark (D) 0° 00'
Star (D) 16 51 57 6.5° 48' 6.5° 48' 33° 39'
Mark (R)
Star (R) 16 52 35 131° 35' 131° 35'

Average 16 52 16 6So 47' 30"
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b.' The method of.deriving the local hour angle is shown in figure 125.
The Greenwich hour angle at Ohr Greenwich Civil Time (326° 35.6') is
added to the angular travel of the star in 20 hours 46 minutes and 30
seconds (312° 28.7') to give the GIlA at time of observation (639~
04.3').639° 04.3' -360°= 279° 04.3'. Th,e observer is at longitude,

.77° 33' 'Vest so that the star is not as far advanced in rotation for his
position as it is for Greenwich. In fact, it is 77° 33' behind the amount-
of rotation at Greenwich. Therefore, the local hour angle is equal to
the GHA (279° 04.3') minus the longitude (77° 33') or 2010 31.3'.

c. \Ve now have the polar distance P which is 60.5' and the LIlA
which is 2010 31.3'. The altitude of the star was measured as 33° 34'
above horizontal. Using the formula:

n. P sin LIlA
earmg cos h

P = 60.5'
LIlA 201° 31.3'

h 33° 34'
Natural sine of 2010 31.3' sine of 210 31.3' 0.367
Natural cos of 330 34' =' 0.833

'n . - 60.5 X 0.367 -266'earmg 0.833 -.

d. The LIlA was more than 180° indicating that the star had gone
from the observer's meridian toward the west and passed the, lower half
of the observer's meridian and gone 210 31.3' beyond. Therefore, the
star was 26.6' east of north. The angle measured from the star to the
mark was 65° 45' (Mark'right (east) of star). Therefore, the azimuth
of the mark is 65° 45' + 26.6' 660 11.6' true azimuth. Note that
if the latitude (34° 30') had been used instead of the measured altitude,
the cosine of h would have been 0.824 and the computed bearing would
have been 26.9' instead of 26.6'. Thus, if the vertical circle is not
reliable or if there is none on the transit, the latitude of the position 'may
be taken from a map and this value used instead of a measured altitude
of Polaris. The polar distan~'e must always be in terms of minutes and
the bearing determined will then be in terms of minutes. This method
gives an accuracy of about 1 minute of angle. , . j

Section IV. ANY STAR-EQUAL ALTITUDES

194. General
The equal altitudes method is especially applicable in the Southern ',i

11
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and sight as in the first operation. It is' not necessary to either take
the time or read the angle when sighting at the mark.

e. Loosen the upper motion, turn to the star, read and record the time
and the A vernier reading, and altitude. This completes a single set of

.readings. At least two more sets are taken if there is any doubt about
anyone set. '

7.5'
6390 04.3'

=279004.3'
77° 33.0' west (subtract)

2010 31.3'\

191. Example of field notes
The table on page 166 shows an example of the proper method of

recording the field notes for a star observation:

192. Computation
, The computations for determining true north by the Polaris at any
hour method is based on the formula: .

B. P sin LIlA
earmg cos h

vVhere P Polar distance (determined from almanac)
LIlA Local hour angle (computed from time)

h Altitude of star (measured with transit)
!he Greenwich hour angle of Polaris for 0 hour Greenwich Civil Time
IS determined from the American Nautical Almanac and this Green-
wich hour angle (GIlA) is changed to local hour angle (LIlA) by cor-
recting the GIlA for time of observation and longitude of the position
as in paragraph 193. .

193. Example
An observation was made on Polaris at Camp Davis, N. C. (data

taken from first set in par. 191).
Date: 15 September 1943 .

....Time: 16h 46m 40s -IDs 16h 46m 3D:'!Eastern 'Var Time
20h 46m 30s Greenwich Civil Time.

Latitude: 340 30' north.
Longitude:- 770 .33' west.
Angle: Star to l\Iark 650 45' l\Iark right (East).
Altitude of star: 330 34' (measured with transit).
Polar distance of Polaris 15 September 1943 by almanac 90°

-880 59' 33" 10 00.5' 60.5'.
a. To determine LIlA.

GIlA of Polaris 15 Sept 1943 at Oh GCT =3260 35.6' (by almanac)
Correction for 20 holll's 46 minutes 312

0

21.2' .
(Determined from tables of correction

following star tables in almanac)
Correction for 30 seconds
GIlA at time of observation
GIlA -3600 6390 04.3'_3600

Longitude of position
LIlA at time of observation
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Hemisphere because there is no bright star in the vicinity of the South
Celestial Pole similar to Polaris in the' Northern Hemisphere. The
closest circumpolar stars in the Southern Hemisphere are about 20° or
more from the celestial pole. The orbits of these stars are so large that
a different method must be used from that used for Polaris. The equal
altitudes method depends on observing a star when it is at the same
altitude on each side of the observer's meridian. In figure 128, the
south celestial pole is at P and t~e orbit of star is along the arc AB. A
is the location of the star at the time of the first observation. At the
time of the first observation the altitude h of the star and the horizontal

, angle from a mark to the- star is measured. When the star pas moved '
'so that it has the same altitude at B as it had at A, the horizontal angle
from the same mark as used in the first observation to the'star is meas-
ured. One half of the difference between the two horizontal angles will
be the angle from the star to the horizontal projection of the celestial
pole thereby defining a line fro~ the observer to the point N which will.

EAST

/

MARK

Figure 128. Diagram oj angles.

~ 26.61
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be true north or south, depending on which hemisphere the obscrycr i;-;
Rtationed. The method does not require the use of an almanac, pr('ci:-:e
time or astronomical computations. Howeyer, the two ob;.;e\'\'atioll:-i
must be made at least 6 or 8 hours apart and a star mu::;t be selected
that will be in a position to be observed before daylight again ll1a}...(':-:

Observation impossible.

195. Procedure
a. LEVELING. The transit is set up o\'er the point from \"hich an

azimuth is to be determined. An azimuth marl- is .~et up so t hat the
angle from the mark to the star may be measured. A flashlight mounted
exactly over a stake makes a conyenient mark. Ncxt, :-:cled a :-:t:tr that
is roughly 3 or 4 hours from lower culmination (c1ircdl~' below the pole)
and one that may easily be identified G or 8 hum:-: later. On(' of t Iw
stars in the Big Dipper or Cassiopeia is cOl1\'cnient in the 'orthern
Hemisphere. In the Southern Hemisphere, Achernar, Callopu:-" Anux,
or Rigel Kentaul'Us arc most convenient. As the all it ude of the ;.;tar is
the most important reading to be made in this method, it i:-:adyi:-:allle to
level the transit very precisely. Tbis is done b~' means of the tele:-:copc
level. Level the transit by means of the plate bubble:-: in the cU:-,tolll;lr~'
m.anner, then level the telescope by centering the tele::::cope le\'cl buhhle
WIth the telescope parallel to the line between two diagunally oppo:-,ile
leveling screws. Rotate the telescope ]80°. If the bu 1>1>le<loc:-, not
remain centered, bring it halfway back by means of the slow motion
knob of the vertical motion and complete tbe centering of the bubble
by the leveling screws directly below tbe telescope. Tum the tc1e:-:cope
So that it is parallel to the other set of 1en:ling screws and :lg:lin center
the telescope bubble by mean of tbe ye!'tical slO\\' motion knoll. Hotate

E: ARGUS

O.
CANOPUS

I:' South \ \
II \ ~'c I' \. .\\ . e estial ,I 0 .I
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" ........ . '/..0./' /
, .... 4~O---""""'" I".... ///

..... 0 /......... ~o //........ _. . : .................

ACHERNAR 0----3
;0----/

2~O

Figure 127. photograph vj ~tan; Ileal' Suulh Cdl;l:ilial I'ole.
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the telescope 1800 about the vertical aXIS and recenter the telescope
bubble b~' a c'ombination of the vertical motion and leveling screws as
beforl'.

b. A. 'GLI'; .\IL\Sl"HI':.\lI':. ''I'. Sight the telescope at the azimuth mark
with the horizontal :-waleset at 00 and with the upper and lower motions
clamped. Helea:--e the upper motion and sight upon the selected star.
The ~tar should be bi~ected by both cross hairs at the same time. The
operation of the telc:--cope may be simpliflCd by dropping the horizontal
ero:--shairs below the star and tracking it in a,..;imuth by the slow motion
of the upper horizontal plate until the star is bisected by the horizontal
r.ro:--shair. The motion is then stopped and the altitude an([ horizontal
angle read and J'('('orded. Sc\'()ral successive readings may be taken and
recorded to allow an a\'erage to be made. This will give a more prccise
determination. The transit is then removed from the position and
plae'('d in a safe plaec until the .'econd observation i. to be made.

c. SECOXD OBSEI{V ..\TIOX. \\"he11 the star has passeel the observer's
mcridian and i:-iapproaching the sallle altitude on the other side of its
orbit (G or 8 hours later), the observer prepares for the second observa-
tion. Set t he transit up over the same point as before and level the
Lrai1:--itpreei:--ely as PJ'(\ViOlI~lydescribed. et the horizontal scale to
zero and sight at the same azimuth mark as before and clamp the lower
motion. Hclcase the upper plate and ~et the lowest altitude previo\lsly
read on the vertical scale. Turn the telescope toward the same star
use(l in t.he fir:--tset (jf ob:--cl'\'ations and track it in azillluth until the star
i:-ibisected b~' tile horizontal ('ro~s hair. Read and record the horizontal
seale reading. Thi~ reading ~hould be recorded opposite the horizontal
rcading made on thc fir:--t observation with thnt nltitude. The vertiicni
seale j~ then sC't at tlte nC'xt higher altitudc rC'C'()rdecland thc stnr trru':ked

B- /

Fiuure 128. Diaurarn of equal altitudes.
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and angle read in the same manner. When readings have been taken
at all altitudes measured on the first observation, the angle from the
azimuth mark to true south (or north depending on the hemisphere) is
computed. The angle from the azimuth mark to true south (or north)
will be equal to the sum of the angular measurements divided by the
number of angles measured. For example if only two angles were meas-
ured, one when the star was right of the pole and one when it was left
o~ the pole, the sum of the two horizontal angles divided by two would
gIve the average of the two which would be the angle from the azimuth
mark to the pole. If one angle was right of the azimuth mark and one
left the left angles should be given a minus sign and the algebraic sum
divided by the number of horizontal angles read. Figure 129 is an
excerpt from a field notebook showing the manner of recording data and
of computing the angle of true south. .

196. Summary
This method eliminates any error due to index correction in the transit

and any refraction error. The computations are purely arithmetic,
a.nd. a knowledge of astronomy or possession of an almanac or precise
tIme are unnecessary. \Vith c.areful instrumental work, the direction
~etermined should be accurate within a minute of angle. The method
Is inconvenient, as it requires set-ups 6 or 8 hours apart, and clouds may
make it impossible to complete the observations. \Vith personnel un-
familiar with celestial observations. or when time is not accurate, or
When an almanac is not available, this method is very valuable.

Section V. ANY STAR-ALTITUDE METHOD

1~7. General
. The rec,onnaissance officer in the past has been in the habit of depend- .
Ing on observations taken on Polaris because it is a star easily found and
readily recognized. There are several disadvantages in permitting such
a habit to be formed, one of which is that in global war, there is no
assurance that the star will be visible from the theater of operations. If
a system is based on one star, the reconnaissanc;e officer is unlikely to
be familiar with methods of observation on other stars and loss of the
?ne s~ar may cause the system to fail. The alti~ude method may be used.
In any part of the world and is usable with any visible star for which the
de~lination is known. It therefore requires accurate star identification
and an almanac or tabulation of declinations. Table III, appendix I,
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lUls been made up to take the place of a Nautical Almanac for use in the
altitude method of observation. The Table gives the right ascension
and declination of 23 principal navigational stars for the years 1944 to
1948. Chapter 14 presents IllCthods of star identification for the prin-
cipal stars. 'Vith these data, the reconnaissance officer can use the
altitude l~lethod of observation and needs no additional data other than
a map or knowledge of approximate latitude.

198. Selection of star
The altitude method of observation determines the azimuth of the

star from its altitude. Therefore, a star is selected that is changing in
altitude faster than in azimuth, so that an error in altitude makeH a
smaller error in azimuth. This condition may be met by selecting a
star near the prime vertical of the observer. The prime vertical for an
observer in 1Torth America is shown in figure 1:30. The j>l,'imevertical
is the vertical circle whose plane is perpendicular to the plane of the
observer's meridian. It cuts the observer's horizon in the east and wcst
points. Therefore, a star almost east or west of the observer is bettcr
for observation by the altitude method. The apparent altitude of a star
is not the same as the true altitude of a star becau:-)e of refraction.
Refraction causes a celestial body to nppcar higher than its true pm.;i-
tion. (See fig. 131.) It is necessary to make n correction for refraction
on altitudes measured for use with the altitude method. llefraction
corrections become uncertain below 20° altitude so that the observatiolls
should be made on stars higher than 20° above the horizontal. Instru-
mental errors are introduced when making observations on stars higll(~I'
than 4.5°. Therefore the selected star should be somewhere bcLw(O('n
20° and 45° above horizontal and east or west of tile position. Tile

D<>t~ O,fo/'.r /0 ij1.'

{'JArt! .5t"'t.llS, M<t.'b?(tr"~

flv~fr.I,,,
MArk Sf" t,on 1

... t<1,... l1<heJnQf"

~, f

t. S.uil-t

101., k
Z. • I~J f,~.'

75' 10 fl
ZO'-'5'

20 IZ'

1'"'10' . ~~/'e~)7~
)~ 10 iJ Q~'l.,/t

10 12 i)"38"

2,0" ,~ I-I' v'l
-:;, ,\:;:-;.

77'0 p,:!"
.... 11 ....... J.,r,r-

!# ;Z P.' f /i7"~

1\4 00

01 0.,
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Figure 12.'), Excerpt from notebook.
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limitation of position of stars for observation shown in figure 132 should
not be considered as limiting time for observation. A sufficient number
of stars are available to have at least one in a favorable position at all

times.

199. Procedure
Set the transit up at the station from which an azimuth is desired.

~evel the instrument precisely in the same manner as described in 'sec-
tIon IV for the equal altitudes method. Set up an azimuth mark from
which the horizontal angles are to be measured. Set the horizontal
scale to 0°, sight on the azimuth mark and clamp the lower motion.
Release the upper motion and sight on the selected star. Bisect the star
by both the horizontal and vertical cross hairs '.
bisected percisely by both cross hairs at the sa , and record I
the reading of the rlzontal scales. Several observations c.

200. Computation
The altitude method is based on two formulae, one for the Northern

Hemisphere and one for the Southern Hemisphere.
Northern Hemisphere:

Cos Z sin d -~in <I> sin h
cos <I> cos h

Southern Hemisphere:
Cos Z sin <I> sin h -sin d

cos <I> cos h
Z bearing from elevated pole (North Pole in Northern

Hemisphere, South Pole in Southern Hemisphere).
<I> Latitude (may be determined from map).' .
h altitude (measured by transit).
d declination of star (from table III, app. 1).

The latitude (<I» and the declination (d) should be determined to the
closest tenth of a minute for precise results. /' .

201. Example
An observation was made on the star'Sirius (exCanis l\[ajor) on 2

September 1944. The observed altitude was measured to be 39° 09'.
The angle mark to star was 18° 52' star right of azimuth mark. The
latitude of the position of the observer was 31 ° 45' 10" south and longi-
tude 290 46' 30" east. The measured altitude must be corrected for
refraction. The refraction correction, obtained from Table XXI, T.l\f

5-236, is determined as l' 11" or 1.2'. '
390 09' -1.2' 39° 07.8' (The refraction correction is always'sub-

tracted) .
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cas <}> cas h
The formula is cas Z

The following data are now known:
Corrected altitude (h) 39° 07.8'
Latitude «I» -31 45' 10" (from map)
Declination (d) -16° 38.2' (from table Ill, app. I).

sin <I> sin h -~in d

Log sin <t> log sin 31 45.2'
log sin h log sin 39° 07.8'

•'um logs
Valuc (natural)

natural sin d in _]6° 38.2'
Valuc

log 0.04582
log cas (I> log cos 31 ° 45.2'
log cas h log .cos 39° 07.8'

log cos Z
Z 86° 01.0'

8.GGIOG

-9.81928

8.84178

9.72120
9.80009

9.52129
0.3;~212
0.28(;30

0.04582

9.92D58
9.88D70

9.81 D28

The value of Z is determined to be 8GO 01.0' howeve!', thc anglc 93° .59.0'
has the samc logarithm. Thcreforc Z 8Go 01.0' or 9;)° f)9.()'. A
comparison of declination of the :-:tar and latitudl' of the o!>:-:cl'vcr's posi-
tion will indicate whcthcr thc \)('uring angle is OV('!' O!' und('!' 90°. (Sce
fig. 133.) Thc declination of thc :-:tar (.'iriu:-:) is -IGO :~8.2' alld thc
latitudc of thc obscn'c!",' po~ition i~ -~~.5°45' 10". Thl'!'l'fo]'(', the
obscrvcr's zcnith has a p'osition on thc cclcstial ~phc!'c cOlTcspondillg to

Figure 130. Star near prime vertical.
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Figure 131. E.ifecl oj rejractio/!.

a declination of -35° 45' 10". Therefore the ~tar (Siriu~) j:-- ('10:--('1' to
the celestial equator than is the obseryer's zenith. The star's bearing Z
will then be toward the equator and a",a~' fro111 the pole. Therefore.
the bearing angle is 93° 59.0' rather than 86° 01.0'. The ~tar "';lS ri:--ing
at the time of observation, therefore it \Ya~ in the ea:--t. TIl(' hearing i:--
computed from the elevated pole. The po~ition of the oh:--el'\Tr \\'a:-- in
~outh lat.itude so bearing i~ fro111 the :--outh pole. Bearing i:--:-;out.h 9:{0
59' cast. A comparison of derlination and latitude \rill ahra~':-- ('01'-

rcct.ly indicate the hearing a~ being under HO° ",1lC'!l the d('clill:tliOIl of a
~tar is morc than the latitude of the po:--ition. IIm\'l'\'('I'. \r]lC'!l 11\f'

Figure 132. Limitation:; of al'l a jn,. Obi)(..l'valiuIL
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o 30 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

declination of a star is less than the latitude of the position,. and both,
are in the same hemisphere, the altitude of the star determines the
bearing in some cases. The following table lists the lowest altitude at
which a bearing will be greater than 900 for various combinations of
latitude and declination of the same sign. In other words, an altitude
lower than one listed for a given declination and latitude will yield a
bearing less than 900 from the elevated pole.

Tabulation of the lowest altitude of star in degrees," at which a bearing will be
greater than 900

, when declination of star is less than latitude of position.

DECLIN~TION IN DEGREES
o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40 42

'2 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
4
6 0 19 42 90 90 90 90 no 90 90
8 0 14 30 49 no 90 90 90 90 90

10 0 11 24 37 53 90 90 90 90 90
12 0 10 19 30 42 56 90 90 90 90
14 0 8 17 26 35 46 59 90 90 90
16 ,0 7 15 22 30 39 49 til 90 90
18' 0 7 13 20 27 34 42 51 63 90 no

m 20 0 6 12 18 24 30 37 45 54 65 90 90
22 0 0 11 16 22 28 34 40 47 56 66 90 90
24 0 0 10 15 20 25 31 36 42 49 57 67 90 90g 26 0 0 9 14 18 23 28 33 39' 45 51 59 68 90 90
28 0 0 9 13 17 22 26 31 36 41 47 53 60 69 90 90

Z 30 0 0 8 12 16 20 2'5 29 33 38 43 49 54 61 70 90 90
32 0 0 7 12 15 19 23 27 31 36 40 45 50 56 .62 70 no

• jo 34 0 0 7 11 14 18 22 25 30 33 38 42 46 52 57 63 90 90 .
36 0 0 7 10 14 17 21 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 53 58 64 72 90 ,j
38 0 0 6 10 13 16 20 23, 26 30 34 38 41 45 49 54 59 65 73 90
40 0 0 6 9 13 16 19 22 25 29 32 35 39 43 47 51 55 60 66 73 90 ,1

H ,42 0 0 5 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 30 34 37 41 44 48 52 57 61 66 74 90
44 0 0 0 9 12 14 17 20 23 26 29 33 36 39 42 46 50 53 58 62 G8 75 ,','j
46 0 0 0 8 11 14 16 20 23 25 28 31 34 38 41 44 47 51 55 59 63 68j
48 0 0 0 8 11 13 16 19 22 2527 30 33 36 39 42 45 49 52 56 60 64
50 0 0 0 8 10 13 16 18 21 24 26 29 32 34 38 4~ <1446' 5053 58 60
52 0 0 0 8 10 13 15 18 21 23 25 28 31 33 36 39 42 44 47 51 55 57
54 0 0 0 8 10 12 15 17 20 22 25 28 30 32 34 38 41 42 45 49 52' 53 4
56 0 0 0 ,7 10 12 15 17 19 22 24 27 29 30 33 36 39 41 44 46 50 51
58 0 0 0 7 9 12 14 17 19 21 23 26 29 29 31 34 38 39 42 44 47 49 :,,1,'

. 60 0 o. 0 7 9 11 14 16 19 21 23 25 28 29 30 32 36 38 41 42 44 46

The' horizontal angle measured was 180 52' and the star was right~f
the azimuth mark. The angles are shown in figure 136.

The azimuth mark is then at a bearing of 930 59' + 180 52', east ofl
south or S 1120 51' E. The azimuth of the mark is then 2470 09' from I

south or 67° 09' from uorth.j
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Figure 133. Comparison of observer's zenith and star position.

202. Summary
This method docs not rcquirc pl'cci:-:c tillle. in fad no ( illlc j:-: u~l'd a~

the date is sufficicnt to determine the dcclination of the :-:(al'. The CO!ll-

putations do require the URe of both natural and logari( hmic fund ion~
of anglc.~ for Rimplc solution 01' the u~e of natural function:-: and long
hand multiplication and diYision. HO\\"c\'cr, the ('OlllpUI ation~ :-:hould
not be difficult for personnel ]ul\'ing a baRis of elementary trigonollld . '.
Tho accuracy of this method depcnds upon the aceur:IC)' of thr in~ll'u-

Figure 134. Bearin(jl{!! star from south.
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ment in measuring vertical angles and the cOlllpcLerl('e of the llsing
personnel. \\'ith an instrument in good adj ustment and an o!>s('I'\'cr
with ordinary skill, results should be eOlTed within 1 Illinut(' of aJlgle.
This same method of observation may be u~ed with the [orJllula pre-
sentcd in section II, chapter 13. The two formulae are presented to
enable a reconnaissance officer to select the formula more readily ('Olll-
puted by him.

Section VI. ANY STAR-HOUR ANGLE METHOD

203. General
The :-;imple::it method of computatiun for o!>servations !>y the Jlour

angle method is by use of the Agcton }'ormulac. The Agdon FOl'llllliae
allow the solution of an observation !>y logariLlllllic s(\('ants and ('0-

secants multiplied by ] 00,000 0 thnt the functiolls of most angle:-i are
in whole numbers. 'I'he Ageton tahles are given in tahIP I I, T1VI 5-2:)(;,
and are actually tables of logarithmic secants ,and (;os(\('ants multiplied
by ] 00.000. If a standard form is used it is pos~ihlc to solve a ('el('sf ial
(1bsen'ation ,,'ithout knowing the Ageton fOl'lllUlaS or under:..;t anding
their derivation. In order to simplify the solution, and also to keep UJ('
reconnaissance officcr from fi lling his mind wit II nonessent ial in fOI'llla-
tion, the formulae and their dcri\'ation arc not pl'(\s(\nt(\d in this Illalilial.
Tile ('omplete dis('ussion on theory alld derivat ion is jn(~lud('d ill tile
H~'drographic Offi('e Publication 1TO. 21 I, I )cad H(\('koni JIg A lLitude alld
Azimuth table by Ageton, for those ofTi(~ers intcresL(\d in tll(\ t h('o!',v of
the formulae. The ,:olution by the Ageton Jllef hod J'('fjuircs tile 1()(':t1

Fiaure 135. Diagram of bearing of lS[a1".
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hour angle of the star thereby requll'lng a knO\yledge of preci:-,e time.
The standard form sheet includes all mechanical rules for ~ol\'ing a
celestial observation; hO've\'er, one sample prohlem i~ presented III

detail to amplify the information gi\'en on the ~tnndard form ~heet.

204. Theory
The watch to be used in the observation is eheeked ,yith a chl'ol1onwter

or by radio time signals to determine the error of the wateh to the elo:-,est
second. In setting a watch it is advisable to set, the minute !land ....0
that it reads an even minute when the second hand reads GO. IT

0

attempt should be made to set the second hand to read the exact t ill1e
as a correction to the watch time ran be ea~ilv made. The latitude and
longitude of the position arc determined to t'he rlo~est 1/10 minute for
precise results. The horizontal angle from the azimuth mark to the
star is measured and the exact time at ,,'hirh the angl(' wa~ ll1ea~lII'ed i~
recorded along with the hurizontal angle. The altitude of tlte' ~tar i~
unnecessary by this method so that the ,'ertieal angle to the ~t:1I' is not
measured. The time of obselTation is changed to Grcen\\'ic!t Ci,'il Time
and the Greenwich hour angle is detenni;JCd for that tillH'. froJ!l tlte
Nautical Almanac. A correctiol1 for longitude i~ applied to the (;recll-
wich hour angle to determine the local hour angle. The ]lw:d hOllr angle
is entered on the form alono' with the declination of the ~t:lr, dd('rJninedb
from the almanac. The benring of the ~t ar is determined h~' u~e of the
Ageton tables, table I~I, T.M 5-=-2:~G, anri thi:-, hearing i~ cOll1bincd wit h
the angle to the azimuth mark from the :-:tar to determine the t ruc azi-

Inuth of the marIe.

li'igure 1SU. Diagram 0/ bcarill!J Lo Ulark.
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AZIMUTH DETERMINATION
(AGETON METHOD)

STATION CATE
S LONGITUDE PLACE
MARK LATITUDE NAME

WATCH

HOUR ANGLES - 1st Set 2 nd Set 3 rd Set
TI"'e of Observation (0-24 hrs)

.,
1ft,. toe

.,
1ft •• lie ., '\"' .., toe

Watch' Correction

Corrected Ti"'e of ObservatIon

Time Difference GreenwiCh

Greenwich Civtl T,me of Observation

'-Greenwich H,A. ( Almanac)

2-Correction (hrs. a ""ns 1
3-Coirection (seconds)

4-G.H.A: (Ti",e of Observation) sum ~!
l.f.IIoS

5-Lonoitude W(-) E(t)

6-A10ebrolc'Sum (4851 :,Ub~~:t,:~9
7-U"I.A. (-l0r(-) if Ov.r 1.0. u,e

l H A '10.

RULES :-
I-.Give K some sion as declination (d)"
2- Combine K and ; (K-;). Add arithmetically .if different .ion •. Subtract if .ame .ion •.
3- Z bearino from elevated pol. (North poll in northern hemi.phere. South pole in

southern hemIsphere) in direction of celestial body. (Indicated by L.H.A.) .

ANGLE ADO
L.H.A. I I A I 1.1 / I SUBTRACT

d 1 I a I I I I I A ./ .1 .11 . ADD SUBTRACT
A 1 I I / I al I I I I 9 A
K= AI I I I

K ;: 8
ha A a

LHA I • I A 1 I I I , z ,: A

d I 1 181 I / I I A I / 1 '/

A/ I I I I 81 I I I J B A
K: A 1 I I I;. K ,= a I

h: A 8
L.H.A. I I AI I I I.' Z2= A

d I I 81 I I I I I A I I I I I
~_IIII 8J I I I I 8 A
K: A I I I / I

I ;= K ,: a

h= A a
Z3= A

GRID AZIMUTH: aearinlJ i. WEST if L.H.A. i. (th ~AST if L.H.A. IS H"
Bearino (Z) Ea.t or West

True Azimuth to S

Averaoe ~nole to Marll

True A:imuth to Mark

Mean True Azimuth to "orll
f----

Grid Diveroence

,,,,,Grid Azimuth to Mark

Figure 137. Standard Ageton form.
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Fi{/llre 138. Agclon form cmnplclc 10 Greeml'i('h (,ipil 7'imC'.

-
AZIMUTH DETERMINATION

(AGETON METHOD)

STATION
DATE NOV 25,1942

S pROCYON LONGITUDE +44°084' PLACE

MARK LATITUDE + 17 ° 10 2' NAME

WATCH EAST I MIN 14 SEC.
r--
I-- HOUR ANGLES lst Set 2 nd Set 3 rd Set

~me of Observotion (0-24 hra.) ?"'-3 "30 4'5 .' ..,. .., ", ..,. ,oe

~tch Correction - -I 14
~rrected Time of Observotion 23 29 3-1
~me Difference Greenwich -3 00 00
~een.ich CIVil Time of Observation -20 29 31
~eenwlch H. A. ( Almanac)

I

~~rrection (hrs. 6 mlns.)
--

~orrectlon ( seconds)

A. (Time of Observotlon)' 'um of

~Qitude W(-) E(+)
1,2.8]

G-AIQebrOic Sum (465) ,ubhO,',.O
:;-:-- _____ ~V'.r .uo.

A (-)or(.) .f ~~e~ ~e~;o~"

RULES :-
1- Give K same siQn as decimation (d ).

2- Combine K and {1 (K-{1) Add
arithmetically if diff.rent SIQns. Subtract jf same

SIQns

3-Z IS bearinQ
from elevated pole (North pole ,n norlhern hemisphere, South

pole In

sou-thern hemisphere) on direction of celestial body. (Indl"ated by L H.A.)

83
Figure 13D. Greenwich huur angle of slar ProCYO/l lit ()h (;('7'.

205. Procedure
BefOl'c making an obf;cr\'ation, check the timrkrrprr'::: watch with

i-;Oll1C sourcc of prccif;c time and dcterminc the corrrction to he applied

~ 

~ 



Figure 140. Trnvp[ (If slm Procyo1/ sinep Oil GCT.

Fiuure 141. Lucal hUllr (l/tule.
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to derive a 'standard' time'. Establish an azimuth mark. Select a star
that is in a favorable position that can positively be identified .. A star
favorable ,for use in the hour angle method should be changi~g very
~lowly in azimuth and whose altitude is not too great for accurate point-
~ng. A star cast or west of the position.and lower than 45° in altitude

. IS ideal. Set up the transit at the point from which a direction is to be
determined. Set the horizontal scale to zero, sight on the azimuth mark
and clamp the lower motion. Release th~ upper motion and sight on
the star with the vertical cross hair. 'Vhen the vertical cross hair
bisects the star, call "Time" and cease tracking the star. The time-
keeper notes the exact time and enters it in the notebook. Read the
horizontal angle measured to the star and record it in the notebook
along with the time of that observation. Plunge the telescope and t'urn
onto the mark with the lower motion. Again turn onto the star and
When the star is bisected by the vertical cross hair again call "Time"
and stop the horizontal movement of the telescope at the same time.
Tbe new time and new horizontal angle are combined with the first
time and angle to give an average time and angle for the first set. Three
such sets are always made, to serve as a check for erron'eous results.
This completes the field work for the observation.

206 ...Computation
The standard Ageton form will be used for computations. (See fig.

137.) The following data were known prior to the observation:

-

.. ...3,d 5"

I

2 nd 5"-..•• t Set
l?'--=,:\ -':If I\ ffi

4
-?C .1

-':l -00 fO
?( -?c ,I
-~(1( -I ~:'l
-~nA "' ~

1.H
?l n
()I :"
3
2' B'

. DATE tiDY 25,1942,
LONGITU.DE ~i:440 08 4 I PLACE
LATITUDE oj!: 1 OL NAME
WATCH A~t 1 M1tiJ9 SEC.

AZIMUTH' DETERMINATION
(AGETON METHOD)

HOUR ANGLES
I--Tlme of Obs.rYation (0-24 hi..)

WatCh Corr.ctian

,--Corrected Time of Obllryation

LTime Diffe,ince G,eenwich
Greenwich Ciyil Tim. of Obseryation

I-Greenwich H.A, (Almanac)

~orrection (h"., Ii mini.)

~rrection (llconds)

4-G,H.A, (Time of Obilryation) ~u~:1
~Lonoitude W(-) E(+)
6- Aloebraic Sum (4 Ii5) ~lub~;:~'.:~9
I!:'L.H.A. Hor(+) It .... ~~;o~..

':l$.,. STATION --.,

S \ PROCYON
t.'ARK'

.ID!bli.:-
I_ Giye K some siQn 0' declination (d), .
2- Combine K and f/ (I(-f/). Add arithm.tically il dlff",nf IIQns. Subtract .f lam' signs.
3- Z IS bearino from .I,YOlld pol. (North pOl' in nort".,,, ".misph''', South poll I"

southern "omispher,) in dir.ction of cel.. tial bod" (Indicat,d b, LH.A)

Figure 142.' Ageton Jo;m computations to ubtain LIlA ..:- 185'
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Star. observed: Procyon
Date: 25. November 1942 J
Latitude of position: 17° 10.2' north
Longitude of position: 44 ° 08.4' east
'Vatch: 1 minute, 14 seconds fast.

The observation was made and the following data were determined
(for simplicity only one set of the observations is computed) :

Time of first observation: 23h 30m 45s

Angle-mark to star: 20° 08' star right of mark: .
These data are entered in their respective places on the form. The time
is corrected by the watch correction, which is -1m 14s as the watch was
fast that amount. The corrected time then is 23h 30m 45s -1m 14s

23h 29m 3ts standard time for the 45° east time zone. The 45° east
time zone is. three 15° time zones from Greenwich or is 3 hours different
from Greenwich time. The position of the observer is east of Greenwich
which means that the sun will pass him before it will pass Greenwich.
Therefore, Greenwich time is not as late as 45° standard time so 3 hours

. should be deducted from the standard time of observation to' give the

'RULES ':.

1- Give K some sign as declination (d).
2- Combine K and 1 (K-;). Add arithmetically jf different signs. Subtract if same signs.
3- Z is bearing from elevated pole (lolorth pole in northern hemisphere, South 'pale lit

southern hemisphere) in direction of celestial body. (Indicated by L.H.A.)

ANGLE. ADD
L.H.A. I ~B 1~4 F AI 161C 'fiL4 SUBTRACT

d 1+5 122~ 81 Ie~II A IJ 1\ Ir .ADO SUBTRACT
AI 7 I: J5 81 r 17 II: I'~I~ 8 12 7 1518IE A 7 15 15K=T IU'" I t- . AI I 151i 19~=+ 17° IC ... K ,= 0, 3'Ji 8 131214

h- A 12 7 19 1108 I ~:"\ 10
L.H A. I 1 AI I 11 Z,:CI4';jO C- O .7 A 12 15

d I I 81 I I I 1 AI II 1
Ai I I I 81 I I 8 A
K: AI 1~. K ;: 8

h: A 8
L.H.A. I I AI I I J Ze" A

d I I 81 I I 1 1 A I t 1 I 1 I
Ai I I I 81 I I I : B A
K: Alii .1 I
;= K ;= 8

I h. A B
Z3- A

, GRID AZIMUTH: Bearing is WEST if L.H.A. is (+), EAST if L.H.A. .. (-).
Bearing eZ) East or West 9'4 2t 4?
True Azimuth to S q4 ?() 4?
Averoge Angle to Mark 20 OP
True Azimuth to Mork 74 J~) 42
Mean True Azimuth to Mark

Grid .Divergence

Grid Azimuth to Mark
",

Figure 143. Ageton table.computat'ions.
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Greenwich Civil Time. Therefore, Greenwich Civil Time of the obser-
vation was 23h 29m 318 _3h oom 008 = 20h 29m 318

• These data are
entered on the standard form' a part of which is shown completed in
figure 138. The Greenwich hour angle of the star Procyon for Oh
Greenwich Civil Time, 25 November 1942, is determined from the
Nautical Almanac star tables to be 3090 13.5'. Figure 139 shows the
star at the time of observation, the position of the same star at Oh GCT,
and the angle GH A shown in the almanac. The correction (or travel of
the star) for the GCT of the observation 20h 29m 318 is determined by the
correction tables in the Nautical Almanac following the star tables to
be 3080 5.5' + 7.8' or 3080.13.3'. This travel or correction is shown
in figure 140. The Greenwich hour angle for the star Procyon at the

N

E

Bearing
94°~20.71

Azimuth
94° 20.7'

Figure 144. Azirnul h 0/ line ..
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time of observation is equal to the sum of the alIA at Oh aCT plus the
travel since Oh aCT or

3090 13.5' + 3080 13.3' 6170 26.8'
The local hour angle for an observer east of Greenwieh wilL be greater
than the alIA because the star will have revolved farther at the eastern
position than it would have appeared to an observer at Greenwich. The
amount of difference is the difference in longitude between the two
positions, in this case 440 08.4', therefore, the longitude is added to the
alIA to give the local hour angle or 6170 26.8' + 440 08.4' 661035.2'.
The angle 6610 35.2' is more than one complete revolution. For con-
venience 3600 is subtracted from it to give the LlIA of 3010 35.2'. This
angle defines the position of the star from the observer's meridian which
is a position 580 24.8' east of the observe~'s meridi~n because it lacks
that number of degrees of arc of being at the observer's meridian. For
simplicity in computation the LlI A is converted to an angle less than
1800• An LlI A of 3010 35.2' is the same LlI A as _580 24.8', obtained
by subtracting 3000• This LlI A is the one used in computations. The
computations are shown in figure 142. The LlIA, and the declination
of the star (+ 50 22.3') as determined from the almanac, are entered in
the form in the space provided. The Ageton tables are used for the
remainder of the computations. The completed Ageton computations
are shown in figure 143. The A value corresponding to an LIlA angle

. Observer

Mark

Star
Figure 145. Diagram of star and mark.
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of 580 24.8' is found in the A column under 580 in the Ageton tables,
table LI, Tl\1 5-236, to be 6964. This value is entered in the second
column opposite the LIlA space. The B value for an angle (d) of 5°
22.3' which is 191 is entered in the second column opposite the ud" space
and the A value (102865) for the same angle is entered in the third
column. Interpolation was necessary to get these values. The next A
value in the second column is' found by adding the A and B values
~bove it to give an A value of 7155. This value may also be entered
~n the fifth column. The B value corresponding to an A value of 7155
IS found by finding the angle in the Ageton tables having an A value of '
7155 and finding the B value (27586) for this angle. This number is
entered in the third and fourth columns. Going to the third coluwn,
subtract the B value from the A value to give a new A value (75279) in
the third line. The angle having an A value of 75279 is found iri the
Ageton tables to be 10° 10.6' which is used as the value of [(-in the
second column. 1(. is given the same sign as the declination (d) of the
star in this case, plus. Going to the. second column the latitude (<I» is .

~e3~
The K and <I> value is entered in the third column and the B value .

!or such an angle is entered in the fourth column. K and <I> in this case
lS 6° 59.6' and the B value is 324. The two B values in the fourth (
column are added to give a new A value of 27910. The angle ha~ing an
A. value of 27910 is determined in the tables and the B value (7030)
~orresponding to this angle is entered in the fifth column. The B value '
In the fifth column is subtracted from the A value to give. a new A value ,
Qf125. The angle having an A value of 125 is found to be 94° 20.7'
Which is the angle Z. This value is entered in the bearing line in the
~o\Verpart of the form. The sign of the LI/ A was minus so the bearing
IS east of north. The Ageton system is always referred to th..e elevate.d
~oIe, north in the Northern Hemisphere and south in the Southern Hem-
Isphere. The bearing is therefore North 94° 20.7' East. The azimuth
of a line having such a bearing is 94° 20.7'. (See fig. 144.) The angle
to the star from the mark was measured to be 20° 08' star right of mark.
(See fig. 145.) The azimuth of the mark therefore is the azimuth of
the star minus the angle from the star to the mark or 94° 20.7' _20°
?8' 74° 12.7' which is the true azimuth to the mark. Note that all
Instructions for procedure in determining signs and in making additions
Or subtractions are entered on the form.

a07. Summary
This method is the ~ost precise method presented in this manual.

"rhe results depend on the accuracy of time, and, assuming careful instru-
tnental operation, .upon the number of observations made to establi~h ,
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AZIMUTH DETERMINATION
(~GETON METHOD)

I DATE MAY
LONGITUDE 2go46'30' E PLACE PORT =
LATITUDE !g:~i~~ NAME Union of So. Africa
WATCH I 6ast

al
SUN.
Buoy.No.l_

ST,ATION

S
MARK

HOUR ANGLES lit Set 2 nd Set 3 rd Set

Time of Oburvation (0-24 hr.) ~9 05 Z'E '9 -ug- 3'f ~9 .,~.
Watch Correclion .3 5 3 f I .U
.Corre:ted T,me of Oburvation ( O?

, ( Of; 2 ) C 01 "'~
Time Difference Greenwich - -, 00 01) t: 00 00

, a ) -( )

Greenwich CIvil Timeaf Ob.. rvation 02 ) , '06 7 a •
"":I

I.GreenwichH. A. ( Almanac) ?1'( ° c:~( ,. ?~r()o c: ,l' ,. ?'700 C:.d

2-Carrection (hr •. a min •. ) , . 30J) ib 301 I Ii' C:l

3-Carrection (second.) l l

4-G.H.A. (Time af Observation) • ~.u: aO~ ?A'i. 2 ?A7 ?C~ ?AA

S-LonQitude W(-) E(+) +29 4'~1 +?q 4' 14-?q ( ,
6-A1oebraic Sum t4a~)

subtract J'~ +3 'i. . 4 1":3 7 I , c +3 A I
If o".r 3.0

7-L.H.A. (-lar(+) . i! ....~~~;o'!•• -43 45.9 -42" 4: . - 4 4.t~

..ID&Y.

,,.
1- Give K .ame .ion a. declination (d\.
2- Combine K and J1 (K-;). Add arithmetically if dlfferenl eiOn•. Subtroct if .ame .ion •.

:5. Z i. bearino from ,levated polt (Narth pole in northern hemi.phere. ;outh pole' In .
southern h.misphere) in dir.ection of cel .. tial body. (Indicated by L.H.A.)

120' IR 3

SUBTRACT
I :ljlb ( U

n ADO
'l B II Iql~ 0 A
r'\

B IjlI' {I~ ( ."')

A 3 qlQ? B
Z,:-I:~O-l,R '4 /)" A

I(R SUBTRACT
? A I I. It: 0

OBI I "~
"~ A I I' J. it

':> K J1=~ J
ha

L.HA~ 4'? 143-q AT 1 '1

d +I 19151.6 el )
AI I
K:+:2E 1
;=- lsiO i. 1:\ /)'

B ? 7 II~ 3
A 318 JI~17 B
z,ar~€IOI' 7 A

GRtD AZIMUTH: Bearino is WEST if L.H.A. il(t>, EAST if L.H.A ... H.
Bearino (Z) East ~frcrnSouthl34c 48' 42' 13'5° 37'55'" 13E~' 17 17
True AZImuth to sfrom ~Oifh- -45 II 18 -~~4 22 05 .a~;) 42 4~
Averaoe AnQle to Mark 41 -31 .-30 i.l? Iq -~n 4') =-59- 3Q
True Azimuth'~ "'ark . . Af; 4? 4R R6 4 I 3~ Ah 4? I 3-

~:rue Azimuth 'a Mark Af 4? 12.-
Grid Dlveroence I .-
Grid .Azimuth to Mark I' .-

ANGLE I AOD
L.H.A.~4 14~q A -I

d .. I 9 151 B
A I
K=+:~E
11=- ') 10/1

Figure 146. Sample computations.
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an a~erage angle. Average results shouid give an accuracy within less
t?an one minute of angle. The disadvantages of this method are that
tIme must be known within an accuracy of 6 seconds, it requires an
almanac, and the computations are more complex than that used in
other methods.
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CHAPTER 13

SOLAR OBSERVATION

Section I. HOUR ANGLE METHOD

208. General
a. As most surveying is cione by daylight, when observations on stars

are impracticable, the reconnaissance officer' should seize every chance
to use observations on the sun, until he is confident of obtaining a reli-
able azimuth at nearly any time the sun is visi~le. By following the
correct principles, good azimuths may be secured the first day, amI the

. knack of making exact tangencies'on the limbs of the sun will soon make
possible results as close and reliable as those expected from the stars.

b. The most favorable position of the sun for observation for azimuth
is on Dr near the prime vertical, due east or west of the observer. The
sun is then moving most slowly in azimuth, and the horizontal angles
are certain to, be closer to the true angles. This holds good for both
the altitude and hour angle methods, as in the latter, the instant of tan-
gency can be more easily perceived and the effect of any error in time
is minimized by the slowness of the movement.

c. The prismatic eyepiece with the dark sunglass yields more accurate'
tangencies than can be obtained from the image intercepted on a card,
but it requires practice for the observer to become adept in observing
with the eyepiece. If no colored glass prismatic eyepiece is available,
the sun's image must be projected on a piece of white paper held 2 or 3
inches behind the eyepiece, instead of sighting on the sun direct. This
is accomplished by turning the telescope on the sun and adjusting ihe
eyepiece until the image of the cross hairs shows up clearly across the
image of the sun's disk on the paper.

d. Exact focus on a hand-held card is difficult to maintain and at the
moment of tangency the image of the cross hair disappears from the field.
Finally, in order to focus the image sharply on the card, the eyepiece
has to be thrown out of focus with the attendant danger of residual
parallax when sighting at the mark through the telescope. However,
it is felt that for the observer with little experience, observations made
with a hand-held card offer less chance of error than observations with
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t~e use- of the, prismatic eyepiece and, the accuracy obtained is well
wIthin the allowable limits of error.

209. Observation of sun, field work
a: Center the instrument over the station and level carefully. Do not

change the leveling during a single set of readings. Attach the dark
glass over the prismatic eyepiece if used, and check the parallax adjust-
~ent. Point telescope at the sun and focus the image of the sun to sharp
definition. Note the apparent direction of movement of the sun through
tl!e prismatic eyepiece, and call that direction west. In the following
dIrections for an observation on the sun, it is assumed that a prismatic
eyepiece is not available ~nd a white card is used, on which is projected
the image of the sun and cross hairs. ' '

b. vVith telescope "direct and the A vernier set to zero, sight on the
a.zimuth mark using the lower motion. The leveling screws, lower mo-
tIon, and the lightly clamped horizontal axis are not altered until the
set of two observations has been completed.

c. Unclamp the upper horizontal plate and point on the sun with the
vertical wire slightly ahead of the sun. Hold the white card behind the
~yepiece of the telescope, moving it slightly if necessary to make the
Image of the sun show up clearly. Adjust the eyepiece until the image
of the cross hairs shows up definitely across the image of the sun's. disk
on the paper. Move the telescope until the image of the center hori-
zontal cross hair roughly bisects the projected image of the sun.

d. Keeping the image of the sun roughly bisected by the center hori-
zontal wire, traverse the transit by means of the upper slow motion screw,
until the vertical cross hair falls a little west of the west limb of the
sun's image, and call "ReadY'" At the instant the image touches the
vertical hair, call "Take.'" The exact time is recorded, and the A ver-
nier is read and recorded. Keeping the image roughly bisected as be-
fore, allow the sun to move across the field of the telescope until the
vertical cross hair falls on the east limb of the sun's image; record the
exact time of the contact. Between 2 and 3 minutes are required for
the sun to move across the vertical cross hair. During this time the
transit must not be moved in azimuth.

e. Unclamp the lower horizontal plate, reverse the telescope, and
again sight on the mark as in b above. No reading need be taken at
this point. "

j. Unclamp the upper horizontal plate and again sight on the sun
with the transit reversed, exactly as done in the first me~surement, re-
cording the reading as before. '

g. This completes one set of readings. Two additional sets are tak~n'
and readings recorded.' The mean of the times of pointing on the two
limbs of th~ sun correspond to the readings on the horizontal circle for
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the center of the image of the sun. The average time an? angle for
each set are recorded opposite the word "average."

h. This system of "doubling" the angle is the same as the system of
measuring angles used in transit traverse work. The advantage gained
by using this system of measuring the angle is that all errors in adjust-
ment of the instrument, except that of the level bubble, are neutralized
and the mean average angle obtained is an accurate angle.

i. There are various other methods of measuring the horizontal angle
from the mark to the sun or stellar body, but this system is considered
the simplest and chances for error in recording are less than in other
methods used.

210. Example of field notes-Solar
The following is an example of the proper method of recording the

field notes for a solar observation:
Station: Bt vVatch: 3 min 16 see fast
:Mark: Buoy No.1 Estimated LIlA (check): 3 hours
Date: 20 J\Iay 1942 Latitude: 310 45' 10'" South
Place: Port St. John, S. Africa Longitude: 290 46' 30" East

Time AM
Point Time Vernier

Anglesighted \Vest East mean A
limb limb

1st set II M S II M S II M S
Mark (D) 0° 00'
Sun (D) 8 59 28 9 02 28 9 00 58 40° 38' 40° 38'
Mark (R)
Sun (R) 9 08 29 9 11 28 9 09 58 83° 03' 83° 03'

Average 9 05 28 41 31' 30"
2d set
Mark (D) 0° 00'
Sun (D) 9 06 08 9 09 03 9 07 36 41° 55' 41° 55'
Mark (R)
Sun (R) 9 10 09 9 13 01 9 11 35 84° 39' 84" 39'

Average 9 09 36 42° 19' 30"
3d set
Mark (D) 0° 00'
Sun (D) 9 08 59 9 11 48 9 10 24 42° 26' 42° 26'
Mark (R)
Sun (R) 9 13 57 9 16 43 9 15 20 85° 59' 85° 59',

Average 9 12 52 42° 59' 30"
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211. Example of azimuth determination by solar_

\ "f. \~bserYation
,\ , is an example of the complete computations of grid azimuth

us~ng the hour angle method, Ageton formulas and tables. For a de-
taIled explanation of procedure, of solving by the Ageton tables with
the Ageton form see section VI, chapter 12. The Ageton formulae
are advantageous to use in the solution of sun observations as long as
the computor performs the operations in the prescribed manner and
ke.eps in mind certain rules; however, an erroneous result may be ob-
tamed without the knowledge of the computor unless certain rules are
,kept in mind. These general rules may be used as a check of the
;jolution to preclude an erroneous solution.

a. North is given a plus (+) sign when referring to latitude or decli-
nation, and south is given a minus sign (-).

b. 'Vhen LHA is 90°, K is 90°, and when LHA is greater than 90
0

,

K is greater than 90°. This is always true and will give no trouble in
solution ..

c. Z is the bearing of the celestial body from the elevated pole (North
Pole in the Northern Hemisphere, South Pole in the Southern Hemis-
phere). .

a. Z is always greater than 900, except when K has the same sign as
and is greater than the latitude. Note that the sun's declination may
change appreciably during the observation.

e. To acquire the accuracy required for azimuth determination, inter-
polation must be made in the tables to obtain proper values. ,

Section II. ALTITUDE METHOD

212. Ge,neral .
,. The movement of the sun and its change in declination was described
In section II, chapter 10. The altitude method of solar observation is
based on the polar distance of the sun (90° -declination of sun), the
latitude of the position, and the altitude of the sun above the horizontal.
The declination of the sun is dependent upon the date and time, but as
~he declination. change is relatively slow as compared to time, the time
ISnot as critical in this method as it is with the hour angle method. For.
this reason the time may be in error as much as 15 minutes without
resulting in erroneous results. The declination is determined from the
Nautical Almanac and the latitude of the position is determined from, .
a. map or some navigational method to the closest tenth of a mInute.
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The altitude of the "un b measurod by the trallt'it, aUlI is corrected for
refraction, and in precise work for parallax.

213. Parallax
Parallax is the crror in a mcasured altitude causcd by the observcr

being on the surface of thc carth rathcr than at its ccntcr. \Vith stellar
obscryations the parallax corrcction it' infinitcly ~mall and so it' ignorcd.
Howcycr, thc sun is much closcr to thc earth than thc stars so that thc
altitude of thc sun mcasurcd from a point on thc earth's surfacc is Hot
thc ~ame as if mcasurcd from thc ccnter of the earth. Thc effcd of
parallax is to makc tllC ~un's mcasured altitudc lowcr than it would be
if mcasurcd from thc centcr of thc carth. (Sec fig. 147.) Thc corrcc-
tion for parallax is giYcn in table XX Il, 'I'M .5-2~36. As the maximum
corrcction for parallax is 9 scconds of anglc and a,' a I-minute tran8it
cannot measure angles closer than 10" by rcpetition, the parallax cor-
rection is not used except in cases whcrc precisc methods are used.

214. Refraction
Refraction is caused by tile bending of thc light rays as they enter

the carth's atmosphcrc. The effcct of refradion is to make a celcst ial
body appcar highcr than it actually is. (Sce fig. 131.) The rcfracLioll
corrections are giYcn in table XXI, TM 5-236. Thc effcct of rcfraetioll
is oppositc in sign frum that of parallax as 8hown in figure 148.

215. Polar distance .
Polar distancc i8 the distance of the cclcstial body in dcgrces and lllill-

utcs of arc from the celcstial polc. ] t is cqual to 900 minus thc dccli-

Figure 147. Parallax correction fur solar observation.
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nation of the body. The declination of the sun is gi\'en for ('neh 2 hours
of time throughout the year in the sun table::-: of the ~autic:d Almanac.
An crror of 5 minutes in time cannot cause morc than a lila-minute
crrol' in azimuth because of the change in declination in the 5-minllte
period.

216. Method of observation
The observer must use more care in observation b\" the nltitucle method

than is necessary \Yith- the hour angle method bec~lll::-:cth(' ::-:lIn'::-:image
~ntlst be tangent to both cross hairs at the same time. The ::-:lIn's image
IS so large as seen through a tran:-it that preci~e set ting on the ('cnter of
the" ". \' I I.-un IS ImpraetICablc. Therefore, t\\"o ou::-:elTatlOns arc lllal e all(
the average is the same as if the telescope had been pointed at Ihe ('('ntrl'.
(:See fig. ]49.) In order to get the t\yo cross hail'::-: tangcnt at the ::-:allH'
tnne 't' b . . I' . I. I IS est to set one cross haIr 111 an adnll1c('( po::-:ltlOn on t IC sun ::-:
lInage and keep the other cross hnir tangent to the image b~' the ::-:lo\\"
motion screw. At the in<;tant both cros;.: hairs arc tangent to the image,
the motion of the telescope is stopped nnd the timc, the \'ertical angles.
and hori'zontal angles are recorded. Figure 150 shmrs the direction of
movement of the sun's image and method of obtaining tangcnc~'. All
o.bservation always includes t\\"o setting:::: \\"ith the slIn'::-: imagc in oppo-
sIte quadrants, the average of \yhich gi\'e:-i the sctting that \muld han'h:en made if the transit has been sighted at the sun':-; ccnlcr. Figlll'l'
J.t) I Shows the quadrants to be used in morning and afternoon ob::-:el'\"a-
tIo.ns in the Northern Hemisphere. Kote that in each ('a::-:(', onc ('/'0::-:::-:

hall' is set in an advanced position to allow the sun '::-:nlO\'('nH'nt to call::-:r
tangency. For an observation in the Southern Hemi::-:phcl'e an obsl'J'vCI'
n~lst use different quadrants. The proper quadrant to u::-:e i::-:dctcl'-

rnmed by logic and not by memory.

Figure 11,8. L'OInpari;;un uj rejTacliun Ilnd parallax.
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Figure 149. Setting of cross Iwin; un 'image.

217. Procedure
'et up the transit at the point from which an azimuth is to be dete:-

mined. Set up an azimuth mark. Level the transit by the plate bub-
bles nnd then le\'el tIle transit precisely by meallS of the telescope level
iri the same manner a' ele::icribed in section IV, chapter 12. The sun's
image may be yiewed by using a colored glass 01' piece of fi 1m ov(~r the
objcctiYe lcns of the telescope as shown in figure 153, 01' the imag(: may
be projected onto a card held 3" to 6" back of the eyepiece and focllssing
tho telescope so that the cros hairs are clearly defined. (See fig. 154.)
'The ooserver turns the tele,_cope onto the sun by observing the card and
determines, by the movement of the sun's image on the card, which
quadrants to use. The quadrants are selected so that the image of the
sun is leaying one cross hair and approaching the other. The A v('rnial'
is set to zero and the telescope sighted on the azimuth mark wi Lh the
lo\\'er motion. The upper motion is then rcleased and the tel('scope
(direct) sighted on the sun by means of the carel. (Some transits a]'C
provide() with a prismatic eyepiece with a colored glass. 'Vith these
transits the card is unnecessary.) 'Vhen the sun is sighted, ClfllllP the
uppel' motion. The sun's image is brought into the selected qlladrant

-t'

Figure 15U. Methud uj makillfJ au.ss hairs tm/r/cltt Lu .sun's 'image,
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Figure 151. Quadrants used for ~i(Jhtin(J sun.

by operating the upper horizontal and yertical slow motion screw. SI-
multaneously. The image is set tangent to one cross hair and in position
to make contact with the other cross hair by its own movement. One
side of the image is kept tangent to one cro~ hair by the slow motion
Screw until the image becomes tangent to the other cross hair by iL own
movement. All movement of the transit is stopped at the in~Ul.llt of
tangency and the time of the observation and reading:" of the ycrtical
and horizontal verniers are recorded. Two morc obseITatioll:" are made
and recorded using the same quadrant and ,,'ith the telc~cope direct.
The time is recorded only for the first obsen'ation. The telescope i'
then reversed and three more observations are made u ing the oppo:,ite
quadrant for the sun's image. The time is recorded on the la~t ob~cr-
vation. In following the progress of the SlIn's image with the tele '('ope
reversed, the image is followed by the r~lOYement tl}[lt \\"a~ noL u:,ed in
tho first set of observations as shown in figure] 55. A fter the cOlllplctc
set of readings are made on the sun, the upper motion is unc lamped :md
the azimuth mark sighted with the telescope still l'e\'er::;ed. The hori-
zontal scale should read ]800 when sighted on the mnrk the second timc.
If it does not, it indicntes that the lower motion hns beell ll1o\'cd and

the observation is repeated.

FiGure 162. Quadrants used in Southem II emisphere.



Figure 153. Using film to sight on sun.

Figure 154. Use oj card in sighting on sun.
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Figure 166. 111ethod of following sun's movement.

218. Notes
,Figure 156 shows a notebook made up ready for an ()h~rrvat ion.
1he place of observation, the latitude and longitude of thi:-: po~ition
and the date are entered in the notebook immediately. The horizontal
angles and vertical angles measured are entered in the notcbook along
with the time of the first and last observation. The average timc and

Fioure 156, Sample notebook.
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avcragc anglc=-,are then computed remembering that the reversed read-
ings arc 180° greater than the true reading. (See fig. 157.)

219. Computation
The mean values arc itemized for convenience. In this case they are:

1V1eantime of observation 10h 34.3m

:Mean horizontal angle 106° ]4'
:Mean vcrtical angle 20,0 46'

The mean vertical angle must be corrected for refraction and parallax
to obtain true altitude. The corrections for refraction and parallax
arc determined from tables XXI and XXII, Tl\1 5-236. The correc-
tions in this example are:

Hcfraction correction -2' 33"
Parallax correction +08"

(He fraction correction is always minus and parallax corr~ction is always
plus.) The corrected altitude will then be:

20° 46' -2' 33" + 08" 20° 43' 35" 20° 43.6'
The computations for the sun observations by the altitude method are
based on the formula: r)

cos S cos (8 _p) c I
cos ]12 z

cos <]> cos h
Z bearing from elevated pole
S ]/:2 (p + <I> + h)
p polar distance 90° -declination of sUli
<I) latitude .of position
h truc altitude of sun

Figure 157. Completed notebook.
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8.95645
9.94560
0.09204
0.02906

19.02315

9.02315
83° 56.7'

Log cosolh Z
lhZ=

g cos (S-p)=
Colog cos cI>
Colog cos h

cos lh Z

S 84° 48.6"
S-p 84° 48.6' _112° 53.6'

28° 05.0'
cI> +36° 00.0'
h 20° 43.6'

The Greenwich Civil. Time of obser~ati~~ must be determined in order
to find the declination of the sun at the time of observation. 'TIle ob-
servation was made at 10h 34m 208 Eastern 'Var Time or 9

h
34

m
20~

Eastern Standard Time. The longitude of the position was 78° 56.1'
so :be time was the standard time for the 75° meridian. .

." ,75° --;- 15° = 5
Greenwich time is then 5 hours different from the standard time at the
~osition. Greenwich is east so that the sun will pass Greenwich before.
It does the position; so Greenwich time is later. Therefore 5 hours are
added to get Greenwich Civil Time.

9h 34m 208 Eastern Standard Time
+5h oom 008 Time correction
14h 34m 208 Greenwich Civil Time

(See fig. 158.)
Using the Greenwich Civil Time of observation, the declination of the
sun is determined to be _22° 53.6' from the sun tables of the Nautical
Almanac. Polar distance (p) 90° -declination =

900 _(_22° 53.6')= 112° 53.6'
Latitude (cI» 36° 00.0' N or + 36° 00.0'
Altitude (h) 20° 43.6'

'rhe obser~ation was made in AM so sun .was. east. "
'Was made III Northern Hemisphere so bearmg IS T .• The e. f
azimuth of sun from station 2 i 0.. he horizontal angle me as-
Ured was 10 ° the sun so the azimuth to Station 3 = 167°

220. Summary
The time of observation in this method was used only to determine

the declination of the sun and as the declination changes rather slowly
the time may be in error as much as 15 minutes without causing a large
error in azimuth. This method requires a high:: degree of precision in
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Figure 158. Estimation of time.

instrumental work inasmuch as tangency must be made to both cross
hairs but the method is not too difficult after a little experience is gained.
Reversal of the telescope corrects for most of the errors of adj ustlllent
that might be present in tile instrument. The results of this method of
observation should be within one minute of true azimuth if correctly
performed. The formula presented in section V, chapter 12, may be
used for this type of observation in the same way as the one used h I'e.

2



CHAPTER 14

STAR IDENTIFICATION

221. General
. It is necessary that the reconnaissance officer be able to positively
I~entify several of the 'brightest stars in conducting azimuth determina-
tIon. The method presented enables him to positively identify all the
first magnitude (brightest) stars so that he is able to determine azimuth
even though the stars visible are unfamiliar and Polaris is below the
ho.rizon. This method depends on learning to recognize three or four
Pflmary constellations and using them as a guide for locating other stars.
The most readily recognized constellations are Ursa l\Iajor (The Big
Dipper), Cassiopeia, Orion, Scorpio, The Square of Pegasus and Crux
(The Southern Cross). Orion, Scorpio, and The Square of Pegasus
are. visible from either hemisphere but the others are visible mainly in
theIf respective hemisphere. By recognizing the constellations near the
celestial equator a reconnaissance officer can use them as. a guide in
locating new stars when he is stationed in an unfamiliar hemisphere.

~222. Star' chart units
'. Star identification may be simplified by the use of a star chart. Most
star charts are laid off in units of sidereal time (star time) Of right
~scension of stars, and declination. Thus, to read the star chart, first

~ I ~t)! ~e~Esary to determine sidereal time .. Sidereal ti~e was explained'
In~O. Sidereal time is not the same as standard time (your watch
time corrected for 24-hour time and war time) but gains progressively
throughout the year at such a rate that a complete 24-hour day is
gained in each year. However, by the use of the chart in figure 159,
t?e sidereal time may be readily determined for any hour of standard
tIme for any day of any month of any year. The sidereal time deter-
~ined is an approxiIpation due to the small size of the chart, but is suffi-
CIently accurate for determining star location.

223. Determination' of. sidereal time
I' Using the sidereal time chart in figure 159, mark a point on the left

, Ine (date scale) that represents the day of the month on which the side-
--:-----

.\Paragraphs 222 to 237, inclusive, copyright by George Mynor Hays._
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real time is to be determined.~ Then mark a point on the right line
(civil time scale) that represents the local standard time (your watch
time minus 1 hour if war time is used) expressed in 24~hour time calcu-
lated from midnight to midnight. Lay a straightedge between the two
marks on the left and right line and read from the middle line (sidereal
time scale) at the point where the straightedge crosses the middle line.
This gives the sidereal time wi~h which to read the star chart.

lIJ
4,

-,I-
-' e->-o.
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224. Star chart
The star chart (fig. 160) is similar to the star chart included in the

American Nautical Almanac. Sidereal time is used to locate the north-
south line passing through the zenith (the point in the sky directly over
your head) on either chart. The sidereal time indicates the hour line
corresponding to the observer's me~idian at that time. By determining
the sidereal time, the portion of the chart on the north-south line over
the observer's position is indicated, thus enabling the observer to look
fo~ a collection of stars matching the constellation shown on the chart
adJacent to his position.
. 1;. The star chart (fig. 160) shows only prominent constellations that
Include the best stars for observations for azimuth determination.
T~ere are so many first magnitude (brightest) stars that an observer
wIll rarely be tempted to use second or third magnitude (dimmer) stars
for observation. •

c. The star chart includes stars of all declinations. An observer at
40 degrees north latitude is able to see stars 40° beyond the north celes-
tial pole and 50° below the celestial equator. Similar limits of obser-
vation hold true for other latitudes. The principle is illustrated in
figure 161. '

d. The observer's zenith may be located on the north-south hour line
by using the latitude of the place of observation as the declination of
the observer's zenith. In other words, an observer at 40° north latitude
will observe a star of 40° north declination directly overhead when the
star reaches his meridian. (See fig. 161.)

e. The star 'chart is plotted by a cylindrical projection similar to the
Mercator projection for world maps. This projection causes great dis-
tortion around the poles but is sufficiently accurate from 65° north to
650 south of the Equator. For this reason, while most of the stars in
the star chart are shown in their true relative positions, polaris is ap-
parently not in proper relation to the Big Dipper. If it will be remem-
?ered, however, that the entire top line is the North Celestial pole, then
If this line is shrunk to a single point Polaris will be in line with the
pointers' of the Big Dipper. Figure 162 shows the proper relationship
of stars in the vicinity of the North Celestial Pole. The star chart
shows relative positions of the stars .usually used for observations.
There are no bright stars in the vicinity of the South Celestial Pole so
that a special chart is unnecessary. . .,

j. The dotted lines on the star chart indicate lines to be projected or
prominent figures to look for in the sky. Since the sidereal time indi~
cates the stars that may be expected on the line through the pole and
the observer's zenith, the problem of star identification is no more com-
plicated than the matching of topographic details with a road map.

g. As an example, assume that the sidereal time is 0 hours. The
observer is in the Northern Hemisphere, a~d ~the star chart indicates
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Figure 160. Star chart (part 2).
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that the "Square of Pegasus" is nearly on the observer's meridian, or
almost overhead. He looks first for the North Star (Polaris) and
Cassiopeia. Now using Polaris and the west end of Cassiopeia to iden- .
tify a line, extend this line beyond Cassiopeia a distance about equal
to the distance from Polaris to Cassiopeia. This line will nearly coin-
cide with one side of a large square, made by four bright stars. This
square is. the "Square of Pegasus" which is part, of the constellation
Andromeda. Now using the "Square of Pegasus/'. extend the line of
the eastern side southward and there will be one bright star, standing
out amongst some dim stars, which is approximately on this line. This
star is Deneb Kaitos of the constellation Cetus. Extending the western
side of the square will locate Fomalhaut at a distance of three times the

NORTH CELESTIAL
POLE

\-:40'~SO'

OBSERVER'S
ZENITH

SOUTH CELESTIAL
POLE

DECLINATION OF

OBSERVER'S
ZENITH

Figure 161. Relation of latitude of position to declination of zenith.
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length of the square south of the "Square of Pegasus." Other lines
shown in the star chart may be projected from constellation to con-
stellation in a similar man'ner.

Figure 162. Constellations in vicinity of North Celestial Pole ..

POINTERS

POLARIS

--,,"-,,-}--
NORTH OELESTIAL POLE
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CHAPTER 15

USE OF BEARING CHARTS FOR ORIENTATION
FOR ARTILLERY

225. General
I

The bearing charts may be used to orient guns and fire control equip-
ment by sighting the materiel on the leading edge. of the sun and cor-
recting for the radius of the sun (16 minutes) or by sighting on a known
star.

226. Procedure

, 'Vhen using the bearing charts for this purpose,a future time is
selected at which time all elements of a coordinated defense will orient
some one piece of fire control equipment by sighting at the leading edge
of the sun or at a star previously selected. Each clement of the defense
is given the bearing of the celestial body at the predetermined time,
prior to the time for orientation. After the basic fire control instrument
selected for orientation (usually a director or BC telescope in antiair-
craft artillery, aiming cir.cle for a field artillery) has been oriented on
the celestial body, the guns are oriented by keeping the fire control
instrument sighted on the same celestial body and setting the guns at
such an azimuth and elevation that the celestial body will apparently
cross their line of sight. At the instant that the leading edge of the
sun or the star reaches the point that is in line with the center of the
bore of the gun, the azimuth read on the fire control instrument is trans-
ferred to the azimuth circle of the gun and the gun is then oriented.
Each gun may be oriented with the fire control instrument in the same
way.

227. Parallax

The fact that the celestial body is at an infinite distance makes any
computation for parallax unnecessary as the parallax is zero.

228. Accuracy

The accuracy of this method of orientation is of a considerably higher
degree than may be expected by a survey using ordinary field survey
methods and equipment. The bearing charts may only be expected to
be accurate within one degree in the case of the sun and from one to
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two degrees in the case of the st'ar chart depending on the ~ltitude of
the star. High altitudes are less precise than observations on stars at
relatively low angles. However, for a coordinated defense the inaccu-
racy of the chart does not cause an error between elements of the unit.
I.nasmuch as higher headquarters has computed the bear~ng of the celes-
tIal body for a predetermined time, 'all elements wiII be oriented in the
same direction with the same amount of basic error. The result is that
all elements are coordinated precisely but the unit as a whole may have
an error of 10 or 20

• If opportunity is afforded to make a, precise deter-
lDination of azimuth the basic error may be determined and a flat cor-
rection be applied to all elements to hold the coordination but,to correct
for the basic error involved by use 'of the charts.

~,

229. Coordination

If another unit is to be coordinated with the original unit, an oriented
fire control instrument of the original unit may be sighted to follow a '
certain celestial body. The new unit may designate a certain instru-
~ent of their unit to sight on the same celestial body. At a specified
tIlDe the reading of the instrument of the original unit is transferred to
the new unit to orient the instrument of the new unit. Orientation is
then. completed, within the new unit hi the same way as previously
described.

230. Orienting lines

. The use of this method wiII enable an organization to establish orient-
Ing lines for all elements, without the necessity of survey and consequent
loss of time, or some form of registration fire and resulting betrayal of

"Position.

231. Instruments

This method may be used on materiel with open sights as, well as
telescopic sights and in special instances some form of alidade may be
used for orientation.
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CHAPTER 16

OBSERVATIONS FOR LATITUDE

Section I. GENERAL

232. Relationships
An observer standing on the north terrestrial pole would have the

North Celestial Pole directly overhead or the North Celestial Pole would
be his zenith. The altitude of the North Celestial Pole for this observer
would be 90° and his latitude would also be 90°. If this .observer
moved to the Equator the North Celestial Pole would appear to be on
his north horizon. The altitude of the pole would then be 0°. Figure
161 illustrates the relationships for the observer's zenith, the altituue
of the North Celestial Pole and the latitude of his position. The lati-
tude of the observer is always indicated by the altitude of the celestial
pole above the observer's horizon. In figure 161, the pole is 40° above
the horizon so that the latit.ude of his position is 40°.

233. Refraction
A measured altitude of a star must always be corrected for refraction

as explained in paragraph 214 .. Refraction causes the star to appear
.4igher than it really is. Refraction corrections are contained in table

XXI, TM 5-236.

234. Polaris
The star Polaris has an orbit of about 1° radius about the North

Celestial Pole. If the position of Polaris with respect to the North
Celestial Pole is known, the altitude of Polaris may be measured and
the altitude of the North Celestial Pole can be computed. Observations
for latitude in the Northern Hemisphere are usually based on the star
Polaris because of its convenient position, and because the computa-
tions are more simple than methods using other celestial bodies.

235. Culmination
! The celestial sphere apparently revolves around the earth so that any

point on the sphere passes the observer's meridian twice during one
revolution of the sphere. The time when the point on the sphere crosses
the observer's meridian is the time of culmination. Upper culmination
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II

is the crossing of the upper half of the obs~~ver's. meridian and lower
;:,hnination is the crossing of the lower half of the observer's n:e~idia~.

he upper and lower culmination of stars near the pole are VIsIble III

aU but very low latitudes; however stars having greater polar distances
are usually visible only at upper culmination (upper transit of the

meridian) .

Section II. POLARIS AT CULMINATION

236. General
~olaris may be observed at either upper culmination or lower culmi-

~atIon iu most localities in the Northern Hemisphere. When polaris'
,IS at upper culmination, the star is above the pole. Therefore, a meas-
Ured altitude to Polaris at the time of upper, culmination would be
greater than the altitude of the North Celestial pole by the amount of
the polar distance of Polaris. Therefore, by measuring the altitude of
Polaris at the time of upper culmination and correcting this measured
altitude by the amount of refraction for that altitude, the altitude of
the highest point of travel of Polaris around its orbit is obtained. The

-

HORIZON

Figure 163.

t-lORIZON
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latitude of the position from which the observation was made is deter- .
mined by subtracting the polar distance of Polari's from the true alti-
tude of Polaris at the time of upper culmination. Qonversely, the polar
distance will be added to the true altitude of Polaris when the star is
at lower culmination.

~237. Determination of tim~ of culmination
a. The times of culminations of Polaris are listed in the American

Nautical Almanac. However, if this is not available, the star may be
observed at culmination by sighting a telescope on the star and observ-
ing the highest point of its travel for upper culmination, or the lowest
point of its travel for lower culmination. The approximate time of
culmination for any particular date may be determined from the bear-
ing chart of the stars, chart II, sheet I (app. I). This chart may be
used to determine the local civil time of culmination.' Upper culmina-
tion will occur at about 01 :45 sidereal time (the true sidereal time will
vary from 01:44:02 to 01 :46:41 in the year 1944 and the average side:-
real time will be about 27 seconds later for each succeeding year).
However, if the correct time is assumed to be 0145, it will only entail
following the course of the star for a minute or two longer to he sure
that. the highest point of the orbit has been reached.

b. Assuming the time of upper culmination to be 0145 local sidereal
time, turn to sheet I, chart II (app. I) and select ~he point on line C
corresponding to the date of the year. Lay a straightedge from this
point through the point 01 line B corresponding to local sidereal time
of 0145. The local civil time of upper culmination will be indicated on
line A at the point of crossing of the straightedge. The local civil time
may be changed to Greenwich. Civil Time by the use of table I.

c. The time of lower culmination may be determined in the same way
as upper culmination. The time of lower culmination is approximately
1345 local sidereal time. The' local sidereal time used on chart II will
then be 1345 for lower culmination and 0145 for upper 'culmination.

238. Example
a. A reconnaissance officerdecides to make an observation for latitude

on 10 February' 1944 using the star Polaris at culmination. No almanac
is available. To determine the time of culmination he turns to chart II
and lays a straightedge through the point on line C corresponding to
10 February and through 0145 local sidereal time on line B. The
straightedge intersects line A at 1632 local civil time. This will be the
time of upper culmination. However the sun is still above the horizon

" at 1632 so that Polaris is invisible. Therefore he uses chart II to deter-
mine the time of lower culmination. Laying the straightedge from 11
February (lower culmination will be after midnight 10 February) on

* Paragraphs 237 to 242, inclusive, copyright by George Mynor Hays.
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I
I

line C through 1345 local sidereal time on line B, the straightedege inter.
sects line A at 0437 local civil time. The time of lower culmination
is then 0437 local civil time. To change this time to his watch time he
Uses table I (app. I). The reconnaissance officer knows his longitude

I to be about 51° east. 51° longitude is closer to the 45° meridian than
to the 60° meridian. Therefore standard time would be that of the 45°
meridian. 51° _450 6°. 6° according to table.I is equivalent to .
24 minutes of time. This 24 minutes is to be added or subtracted to
the local civil time to obtain standard time. 51° east is farther east
than 45° east, therefore 51° east would have a later time than the 45°
meridian. Therefore, standard time will be less than the 51° time or
0437 -0024 0413 standard time for 45° meridian. The reconnais•
sance officer will then set up his instrument for making the observation
a few minutes prior to 0413 standard .time. The time 0413 is the stand.
ard time of lower culmination of Polaris for the observer's position.

b. The observer sets up the transit and turns the telescope onto the
star Polaris and sets the horizontal and vertical crosS hair so that they
bisect the star. The star should appear to travel horizontally alo~g the
horizontal cross hair and after a few minutes begin to rise in altItude.
The lowest observed altitude should be the measured altitude for an

ZENITH

tiORI~

Figure 164.
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observation at lower culmination. The observed altitude i~ this case
was 42° 31'. This altitude must ,be corrected for refraction by table
XXI TM 5-236.

Observed altitude 42° 31' ,
Correction for refraction 01'

Corrected altitude 42° 30'
c. The polar distance of Polaris must be added to the corrected alti-

tude of the star to give the altitude of the North Celestial Pole. .
d. The polar distance of Polaris according to the American Nautical

Almanac for 10 February 1944 is 90° _89° 00' 09.4" _0° 59' 50.6". .
e. The polar distance by the table of mean polar distances of Polaris

(par. 188) is 1° 00' 03".
f. As the transit measures angles only to the closest minute, the polar

distance will be used only to the closest minute or 1° 00' will be used.
Corrected altitude of Polaris 42° 30'
Polar distance of Polaris 1° 00'
Latitude of position 43° 30' North

';' NOTE: The polar distance was added to the altitude of Polaris because Polaris
w~s observed at lower culmination making the North Celestial Pole' above Polaris.

Section III. LATITUDE BY. A SOUTHERN OR
NORTHERN STAR

239. General
Latitude may be determined very easily by observing a star at its

upper culmination and measuring. the altitude at that time. The star
will usually be a southern star in theN orthern Hemisphere, and a
northern star for an observer in the Southern Hemisphere, as such a star
will be conveniently located for observation when at upper culmination.
The declination of the star must be known and may be determined from
table III (app. I). The time of culmination can be determined within
a few minutes by means of the Bearing Chart of the Stars.

240. Selection of star
The star selected is dependent upon the time at which an observation

is desired and the date of the year. An approximate time (standard
time) is selected at which an observation is desired and the sidereal
time corresponding to the selected standard time and date is determined
by sheet I, chart II (app. I). A star is then selected that is in the
opposite hemisphere (north or south) from the observer or near the
celestial equator and which has a right ascension closest numerically to
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the sidereal time. Having selected the st~r, use the hours and Jl:1inutes' ,
of right ascension of that star listed in table III as 'the hours and
minutes of sidereal time for determining the local civil time on sheet I,
,chart II. Right ascension in hours and minutes, for a given star is the
same as the sidereal time of upper culmination of that star. Chart ~I
may, therefore, be used to select the best star for observation and agam
used to determine the approximate time of upper culmination.

241. Theory
u. The latitude of a position has been shown to be the same as the

altitude of the celestial pole above the horizon of this position. The
observer's zenith is at an altitude of 90° above the observer's horizon
and the celestial equator is at an angle of 90° from the line connecting
the celestial poles. Since the angle subtended by the arc marked Co-
Latitude is included in both these 90° angles, therefore the angle be-

, tween the celestial equator and the observer's zenith is also equal to the
latitude as shown in figure 163. '

b. Assuming a southern star is to be observed by an observer in the
northern hemisphere Co-Latitude will be equal to the altitude of the
star at its highest point or upper culmination plus the declination of the
star as shown in figure 164. .

c. If the observer is in the Northern Hemisphere and a northern star

ZENITH

Figure 165..
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is to be obserVed, the Co-Latitude will be equal to the altitude of the'I
star minus the declination of the star as shown in figure 165. Having.
obtained the Co-Latitude of the position, subtracting this from 90° will
give the latitude.

242. Example
a.' A reconnais~ance officer d~sires to determine the latitude of a posi~

tion on 10 :March 1944. The most convenient time .is 2000 or 2100..
Turning to sheet I, chart II, appendix I, he lays a straightedge from 10
l\farch on line "0" to 2100 on line A and sees that the sidereal time shown
on line B is about 8 hours. Turning to table III, he finds a star having
a right ascension of about 8 'hours and not too far from the celestial
equator, that is a star having a small declination or one in the opposite'
hemisphere (in this case southern). He finds the star Pollux to be
closest to 8. hours right ascension but the declination is rather large.
However Procyon has a right ascension of 7hr 36min and a declination of
only + 5° 22.1' which is about right for his purpose. Now using the
7hr 36min he turns to sheet I, chart II, and lays a straightedge from 7hr"J

36min on line B to 10 l\larch on line 0 and reads the local civil time from
line A as 2033. 2033 will then be the local civil time of upper culmina~
tion of the star Procyon on 10 March. Now his approximate longitude
is known to be about 81° west. 81° west is closest to the 75° 'west time
zone meridian so his meridian will be6 ° west or the standard time meri~
dian. 6° longitude according to table I, is equal to 24 minutes of time.
His local civil time will.be 24 minutes different from the standard time.
He is west of the standard time zone meridian (75°) which means the sun
will pass the 75° meridian before it will pass his meridian (81°) so the
75° meridian will have a later time. Therefore the 24 minutes must be
added to his local civil time to obtain the standard time. The standard
time of tipper culmination will then be the local civil time (2033) plus
24 minutes correction or 2057 standard time.

b. A few minutes before 2057.the reconnaissance officer sets up the
transit and sights the star Procyon settiBg the horizontal cross hair ex~
actly on the star. The star is followed until it begins to drop below the
horizontal cross hair. The highest elevation reached by the star is read
on the vertical scale of the transit and recorded. The observation waS
made in the Northern Hemisphere and as the star's declination is + 5°
22.1', the star is a northern star as shown in figure 165. The altitude
was measured to be 36° 47'. The Co-Latitude will be 36° 47' _5° 22'

31° 25'. The latitude will be 90° -3P 25' 58° 35' north. This
method is only as accurate as the least reading of the transit so that
the determination is only to the closest minute of latitude.
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*APPENDIX I

CHARTS AND TABLES

CHART I

1. Method of use of bearing chart of the sun .
a. The bearing chart of the sun is based on a knowledge of the

latitude of the place of observation within 10 the longitude of the place
within 1 or 2 minutes if possible, the Green~ich Civil Time within an
accuracy of 1. or 2 minutes, and' the date of the year. The average
err:or of azimuth determination by the use of this chart should not
exceed 10

•

b. To use the chart, the observer's watch should be checked. so tl~at
Greenwich Civil Time at any instant may be known. The GreenwIch
Civil Time is then changed to local civil time by means of Table I: If
the observer's position is east of the Greenwich meridian the longItude
conversion time should be added to Greenwich Civil Time and con-
versely if the position is west of the Green\vich meridian, the time should
be subtracted. The loc'al civil time is then changed to local apparent
time by adding algebraically the minutes of time indicated in table II
,for the date of observation. .

c. An itemization of values should then be made for known factors
as follows:

Latitude ='

Apparent time
Date.

d. Locate the proper date on line "A" and connect this point with the
Point on line "G" corresponding to the apparent time. Read the refer-
ence No. M, on line "B" at the intersection of the- straight line connect-
ing lines "A" and "G."

e. 'Vith the reference No. JlrI, so obtained, turn to sheet II. Add or
subtract the latitude of the place of observation to the reference No. ~f.
(The rules for determining whether to add or subtract are given on ~me
"D.") Locate the point on line "D"corresponding to the arithmetIcal
sum of AI and the latitude. 'Vith a straight line, connect this point to a
£oint on line "F" correspo'nding to the value of reference No. AI. The

"'Appendix I. Copyright by George Mynor Hays.
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intersection of this straight line with line "E" will give the value of
reference No. P.

j.' Turn to sheet III. Using a straightedge connect the point on line
"E" corresponding to the. value of reference No. P with the point indi-
cating the apparent time of the observation on line "II."

g. The point of crossing of this line with line "0" indicates the bear-
ing of the sun. The angles read, from l' to 179° 59' Values under
90° are only possible when the reference No.}.;[ was added to the latitude
and their sum was less than 90°. The bearing is always measured from
the elevated pole (south in the Southern Hemisphere and north in the
Northern Hemisphere) and the bearing is east for morning observations
and west for afternoon observations.

Eastern 'Val' Time
for war time
Eastern Standard Time
(EST is 75° or fifth time zone time)
Greenwich Civil Time
Correction for longitude 77° 33' West by table I

5hr 08min + 2min 12sec 5hr 10min 12sec

(disregard seconds).
(Sun passed Greenwich before it passed us so

Greenwich time is later than ours.)
Local civil time
(By table II for 17 May)
Local apparent time

0850
+4
0854

-.510

2. r,lethods of use cf bearing chart in hEghlatitudes
. In high latitudes, there are periods of the year when the sun may be

visible between 1800 (6 PM) and 0600 (6 AM). The times listed on the
chart are only for 0604 to 1756. "Then a bearing is desired between
1800 and 0600, the chart may be used to determine the bearing by the
following rules:

.~ a.' "4(112 hOUIS to apl'atent time ,me! tlJe tHs new tjwr, em bQth liBe@
~, "e" BHtl "I''' (if th.Q UCW tjme js over 2400).. .

b. On line "D" subtract reference No. }.;[ from latitude instead of the
rules as shown on chart.

c. The bearing will always be under 90° when the time is between
1800 and 0600.

3. Sample problem using chart I
Required: Bearing of the sun at Camp Davis, North Carolina.

Given: Time, 1000 Eastern 'Val' Time. '
Date, 17 May 1943.
Latitude, 34° North (closest degree).
Longitude, 77° 33' 'Vest (closest minute).

Solution:
1000

-100
0900

+500
1400
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. Set straightedge (a thread ,makes a good straightedge for use on the
chart) at interpolated position of 17 May on line "A," and 8:54 on line
"C." Reference No. !vI is read on line "R" to be 63° .

63° Reference No. ]\;[
+34 ° Latitude

97° (Add because of rule shown on line "D")

Connect 9r on line "D" with 63° (reference No. M) on line "F,"
and read reference No. P on line "E" to be 78.8. '

Connect 78.8 on line "E" with 8:54 (apparent time) on line "H," and'
read the bearing of the sun from line "G." The bearing indicated is 97° .
30' or 82° 30'. By the rules given on line "G" the bearing is known to
be north 97° 30' east. (True bearing by Hydrographic Office Publica-
tion No. 71 is 1\197° 19' E.)

Table II. Correction in minutes to convert to apparery,t time.

DATE

i MONTH I 1 1 2 1 3 I 4' I 5 I 6 1 7 I 8 I 9 1 10 1 11 1 12 I 13 r 14 I 1.1)I 16
Ja~ I -31 -41 -41 -51 -51 -51 -61 -61 -71 -71 -81 -81 -81 -91 -91 -9
Feb 1_141_141_141_141_141_141_141_141_141_141_141_14\_141_141-141-14
~1ar 1_13\-121-121-121-121-121-111-111-111-111-101-101-101-101 -91 -9
Apr 1 -41 -41 -41 -31 -31 -31 -31 -21 -21 -21 -11 -11 -11 -11 01 0
M~ I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~I~
June I +31 +21 +21 +21 +21 +21 +21 +1/ +11 +11 +11 +11 0 I 01 01 O'
July I -31 -41 -41 -:'41-41 -41 -51 -51 -51 -51 -51 -51 -51 -61 -HI -6
Aug I -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -51 -51 -51 -51 -51 -51 -4

.Sep 1 01 0 I 0 I +11 +11 +11 +21 +21 +21 +31 +31 +31 +41 +41 +41 +5
Oet 1+101+101+111+111+111+111+121+121+121+131+131+131+131+141+141+14
Nay 1+161+161 +161 +161 +161 +161 +161 +161+161 +161 +161 +161 +161 +16/ +l()1+15
]Dee 1+111+111+111+101+101 +91 +91 +91 +81 +81 +71 +71 +61 +61 +51 +5

DATE

MON'l'H I 17 1 18 I 19 I 20 I 21 I 22 I 23 I 24 I 25 I 26 I 27 1 28 I 29 I 30 I 31 I
Jan I_I01_I01_I01_111_111_111_121~121_121_121_131_131_131_131-131
Feb 1_141-141-141-141-141-141-141-131-131-131-131-13\-131 I \
~1ar I -91 -91 -81 -81 -81 -71 -71 -71 -61 -61 -61 -51 -51 -51 -51
Apr 1 01 01 +11. +11 +11 +11 +11 +21 +21 +21 +21 +21 +31 +31 I
May I +41 +41 +41 +41 +41 +41 +41 +31 +31 +31 +31 +31 +31 +31 +:ll
June 1 01 -11 -11 -11 -11 -21 -21 -21 -21 -21 -31 -31 -31 -31 I
July I -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -61 -HI
Aug 1 -41 -41 -41 -41 -31 -31 -31 -31 -21 -21 -21 -21 -11 -11 -11
Sep I +51 +51 +61 +61 +61 +71 +71 +81 +81 +81 +91 +91 +91+101 I
Oct 1+141+151+151+151+151+151+151+161+161+161+161+161+161+161+1()1
Nay 1+151+151+151+151+141+141+141+141+131+131+131+121+121+121 I'
]Dee I +41 +41 +31 +31 +21 +21 +11 +11 01 01 -11 -11 -21 -21 -:il

,
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.Chart 1Bearing chart oj the sun
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,CHART II

4. Methods of use of the bearing chart of the stars
a. The bearing chart of the stars is based on knowledge of the lati-

tude of the place of observation within .10
, the longitude of the place'

within 1 or 2 minutes if possible, the Greenwich Civi} ,Time within an
accuracy of 1 or 2 minutes, and the date of the year. The average
error of azimuth determination by the use of this chart should not ex- .::

b. To use the chart, the observer's watch should be checked so that
Greenwich Civil Time at any instant may be known. The Greenwich
Civil Time is changed to local civil time by means of table 1. If the
observer's position is east of the Greenwich meridian the longitude
conversion time should be added to Greenwich Civil Time and con-
versely, if the position is west of the Greenwich meridian, the time
should be subtracted.

c. An itemization of values should be made for known factors as
follows:

Latitude
Local civil time
Date
'Local sidereal time
Star name

.Local hour angle ='

Reference No. M
Combined M and L
Reference No.P
Bearing

d. StartIng with the given data, latitude, date, and local civtI time,
turn to sheet I, c~nnect point on line "A" corresponding to the local civil
time, by a straightedge, with the point on line "0" corresponding to the
date. Read the local sidereal time from line "B" at the intersection of
line "B" and the straightedge.

e. Turn to sheet II and using the local sidereal time found on sheet'
I, and the name of the star, connect the points on line "D" and line "F"
with a straightedge and read the local hour angle at the inte'rsection of
line and the straightedge.

j. Turn to sheet III and using the local hour angle just found, connect
the point on line "G" corresponding to the star name by means of a
straightedge with the point on line "J" corresponding to the local hour
angle and read reference No. M at the intersection of the straightedgp,
and line "H." .
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.
g. Turn to sheet IV and add 'or subtract the latitude of the position

to reference 1\0. lIf as shown by the rules on line" K."
h. Connect the point on line" K" corresponding to the combined refer-

mice No. 111and latitude by 'a straightedge with the point on line "M"
corresponding to r<Jference No. l1I. Read reference No. P at the inter~

.,section of line "L" and the straightedge .. '
i.' Turn to sheet V and connect the point on line" L" corresponding to

reference No. P by a straightedge with the point on line "0" correspon-
ing to the local hour angle found 011 sheet II. Read the bearing of the

. star at the intersection of line uN" and the straightedge. The bearing
..... }~il1be from the elevated pole (North Pole in the Northern Hemisphere,

S~uth pole in the Southern Hemisphere) and will be east or west of
north as indicated on line HE," sheet II. The bearing will be under 90°

. only when latitude is added to reference No. ];f and sum is less than

. 90°.

5. Sample problem using chart II
, ~. A battalion reconnaissance officer decides to orient the materiel of
a gun battalion on the star Fomalhaut. The date is 20 September 1943
and the time at which he expects to be ready fo'r orientation is 0400.
His position is known to be at latitude 15° south, longitude 60° 28' west.

b. To determine the bearing of the star at the desired time he uses
the bearing chart of the stars. He makes a tabnlationof the known
data as follows:

Time 0400 (Standard)
. Date 20 September

Latitude 15° South
Longitude 60° 28' 'Vest

~ctQI miHe Ute lseul ei .. il time Irc ases tahle't
e l~tRRflftFd TiBg.e (88° S38lie) 0400

68° I 13 4 Q8Heeti81'1 to OICCIIWich Limc 0400-
'. Greenwich is east of his position; the sun passes Greenwich before it

. does his position, so Gre~nwich must have.a later time.
Standard time • 0400
Correction to Greenwich time +0400

Greenwich Civil Time 0800
From table I:

60° '= 4 hr. 00 min.
28' 1m 52s = 02 min.

4 hr. 02 min.
Correction to local civil ti~e -.0402

Local civil time .0358
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d. Using the local civil time 0358 and date 20 September, enter the
chart on line A and

L
N

P=46.5
63°

JlI
o

1\1 =270

. LHA=73°
!(
n

Connect On line To On line Read On line
0358 A Sept. 20 C 03:47 B
0347 D Fomalhaut F 73° W E

Fomalhaut G 73° J ill 27° II
in Southern Hemisphere using Southern Star add latitude 15° to M (27°) for line K.
15 + 27 42°.

42°
46.5

e. The bearing is under SO° because the latitude was added to refer-.
cnce No. lJf and the sum was under 90° (see rules on line N). The
bearing is from the south as the position is ill the Southern Hemisphere.
The bearing is toward the west as indicated on line E.

i.Therefore, the bearing of the star is SOllth 63° 'west according to
the chart. (True bearing according to Hydrographic Office Publication
No. 214 is S 63° 14' vV.)

I
,I
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Table III. Apparent places of 23 main stars for the period 1944-1948
(In right a~eension and declination)

ALPHERATZ DENEBulros ACHERNAR ALDEBARAN RIGEL CAPELLA

a. of f3 of a. of a. of f3 of a. of

Andromeda Cetus Eridanus Taurus Orion. Auriga

Mag. 2.2 Mag. 2.2 Mag. 0.6 Mag. 1.1 Mag. 0.3 Mag. 0.2

Date Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. R.a. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. . Dee!.
-- --1944

0
, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

0 ,
--
Jan. +2846.9 -1817.8 -5731.7 +1623.8 -816.0 +4556.6

Feb. +2846.9 -1817.8 -5731.7 +1623.8 -+-816.1 +4556.6

Mar. +2846.8 -1817.8 -5731.6 +1623.8 -816.2 +4556.7

Apr. +2846.7 -1817.7 -5731.5 +1623.8 -816.1 +4556.6

May +2846.7 e -1817.6 e -5731.3 e +1623.8 e -816.1 e +4556.6
00 Cl:1 1'-: oq It':!

June lci +2846.7 0 -1817.5 -5731.1 +1623.8 -816.0 +4556.5- C"'l
0 - -July +2846.8 €:> -1817.4 .c -5731.0 +1623.8 .c -815.9 .c +4556.5

Aug. +2846.9 -1817.3 - -5730.9 +1623.9 lc:l -815.8 lc:l +4556.4

Sep. +2847.1 -1817.3 -5730.9 +1623.9 -815.8 +4556.4

Oct. +2847.2 -1817.3 -5731.0 +1624.0 -815.8 +4556.4

Nov. +2847.3 -1817.4 -57312 +1624.0 -815.8 +4556.5

Dec. +2847.3 -1817.4 -5731.3 +1624.0 -815.9 +4556.5
--
1945 0 ,

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
-- -
Jan. +2847.2 -1817.5 -5731.3 +1624.0 -815.9 +4556.7
Feb. +2847.2 -1817.5 . -5731.3 +1624.0 -816.0 +4556.7
Mar. +2847.1 -1817.5 -57312 +1624.0 -816.1 +4556.8 .
Apr. +2847.0 -1817.4 -5731.1 +1624.0 -816.0 +4556.7
May 8 +2847.0 -1817.3 a -5730.9 a +1624.0 8 -816.0 +4556.7

lc:l 1'-:
lci 1'-:

June +2847.0 0 -18172 lc:l -5730.7 +1624.0 - -815.9 C'l +4556.6
0 -.:Ii - -July .c +2847.1 .c -1817.1 .c -5730.6 +1624.0 ':i-;, -815.8 ':i-;, +4556.6
0 0 -Aug. +2847.2 -1817.0 -5730.5 +1624.1 -815.7 +4556.5

Sep. +2847.4 -1817.0 -5730.5 +1624.1 -815.7 +4556.5
Oct. +2847.5 -1817.0 -5730.6 +1624.2 ~15.7 +4556.5
Nov. +2847.6 -1817.1 -5730.8 +1624.2 -815.7 +4556.6
Dec . . +2847.6 -1817.1 -5730.9 +1624.2 -815.8 +4556.6
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Table III. (Continued:)

SIRIUS • POLLUXBETELGEUX PROCYON REGULUS DENEBOLAa of a of a of pof a of pofOrion Canis Major Canis Minor Gemini Leo LeoVar 0.1-1.2 Mag. -1.6 Mag. 0.5 Mag. 1.2 Mag. 1.3 Mag. 2.2
Date Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. :Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!.--- --- --- ---1944 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , , 0 ,-- --- --- ---Jan. +723.8 -1638.3 +522.2 +289.7 +1214.5 +1453.1Feb. +723.7 -1638.4 +522.1 +289.7 +1214.5 +1453.0Mar. +723.7 -1638.5 +522.1 +289.8 +1214.4 +1453.0Apr. +723.7 -1638.5 +522.1 +289.8 +1214.4 +1453.0May S +723.7 8 -1638.5 8 +522.1 8 +289.8 8 +1214.5 8 +1453.1

C'!June .-4 +723.8 -1638.4 +522.1 +289.8 ar.i +1214.5 +1453.1C'l co .-4 co0July It:I +723.8 -1638.3 M +522.1 +289.8 +1214.5 +1453.1od .c: .c: .c:0 .-4Aug. It:I +723.9 -1638.2 +522.2 t-. +289.8 .-4 +1214.5 .-4 t14 53.1Sep. +723.9 -1638.2 +522.2 +289.7 +1214.5 +1453.1Oct. +723.9 -1638.1 +522.2 +289.7 +1214.5 +1453.1Nov. +723.9 -1638.2 +522.2 +289.6 +1214.4 +1453.0Dec. +723.8 -1638.3 +522.1 +289.6 +1214.3 +1452.9-- ---1945 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
0 , 0 ;--- ---Jan. +723.9 -1638.4 +522.1 +289.6 +1214.2 '+1452.8Feb. +723.8 -1638.5 +522.0 +289.6 +1214.2 +1452.7Mar. +723.8 -1638.6 +522.0 +289.7 +1214.1 +1452.7Apr. +723.8 -1638.6 +522.0 +289.7 +1214.1 +1452.7May 8 +723.8 8 -1638.6 8 +522.0 8 +289.7 8 +1214.2 8 +1452.8June C'! +723.9 -1638.5 "<:/l +522.0 +289.7 +1214.2 C'! +1452.8cO .-4 coJuly It:I +723.9 -1638.4 M +522.0 +289.7 +1214.2 +1452.8.c: .c: .c: 'f.. .c: .c:Aug. It:I +724.0 co -1638.3 +522.1 +289.7 0

+1214.2 .-4

+1452.8.-4
.-4Scpo +724.0 -1638.3 +522.1 +289.6 +1214.2 +1452.8Oct. +724.0 -1638.2 +522.1 +289.6 +1214.2 +1452.8Nov. +724.0 -1638.3 +522.1 +289.5 +1214.1 +1452.7Dec. +723.9 -1638.4 +522.0 +289.5 +1214.0 +1452.6
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Table III. (Continued.)

ACRUX SPICA AlfcTURUS RIGEL KENT ANTARES VEGA

a of a of a of a of aof a of

Crux Virgo, Bootes Centaurus Scorpio Lyra,

Mag. 1.1 Mag. 1.2 Mag. 0.2 , Mag. 0.3 . Mag. 1.2 Mag. 0.1

Date Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!.
--
1944 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
--
Jan. -6246.9 -10 52.1 . +1928.4 -6035.9 -2618.4 +3843.9

Feb. -6247.0 -1052.2 +1928.3 -6036.0 -2618.5 +3843.7

Mar. -6247.2 -1052.2 +1928.2 -6036.1 -2618.5 +3843.6

Apr. -6247.4 -1052.3 +1928.3 -6036.2 -2618.5 +3843.6

May 8 -6247.5 a -10 52.3 a +1928.3 8 -6036.4 8 -2618.6 8 +3843.7

June lC -6247.6 C"l -1052.3 ..... +1928.4 00 -6036.5 0 -2618.6 q +3843.8
M C':i M >r.i 0 lC

July C"l -6247.7 C"l -1052.3 ..... +1928.5
C'I:) -6036.6 C"l -2618.6 C'I:) +3843.9

.a .a .a .a .a

Aug. C'I -6247.6 C'I:) -1052.3 +1928.5 oo::tt -6036.6 co -2618.6 00 +3844.1- - ..... ..... ..... -
Sep. -6247.5 -10 52.2 +1928.5 -6036.6 -2618.6 +3844.2

Oct. -6247.4 -1052.2' +1928.4 -6036.5 -2618.6 +3844.2 .

Nov. -6247.3 -1052.2 +1928.3 -6036.3 -2618.6 +3844.2

Dec. -6247.2 -1052.3 +1928.2 -6036.2 -2618.6 +3844.1
--
1945 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 , 0 , 0 ,
--
Jan. -6247.3 -1052.4 +1928.1 -6036.2 -2618.6 +3843.9

Feb. -6247.4 --10 52.5 +1928.0 -6036.3 -2618.7 +3843.7

Mar. -6247.6 --1052.5 +1927.9 -6036.4 -2618.7 +3843.6

Apr. -6247.8 -1052.6 +1928.0 -6036.5 -2618.7 +3843.6

May 8
-6247.9

8 -10 52.6 8 +1928.0 8 -6036.7 8
-2618.8 8

+3843.7

June lC -6248.0 C":l -1052.6 ..... +J928.1 00 -6036.8 q -2618.8 ..... +3843.8
M C'I M >r.i co >r.i

July C'I -6248.1 C"l -1052.6 ..... +1928.2 C'I:) -6036.9 C"l -2618.8 C'I:) +3843.9

Aug.
.a ~248.0

.a .a .a -2618.8 '& +3844.1C"l -1052.6 oo::tt +1928.2 -6036.9 co
..... ..... ..... ..... .....

Sep. -6247.9 -1052.5 +1928.2 -60369 -2618.8 +3844.2

Oct. -6247.8 -1052.5 +1928.1 -6036.8 -2618.8 +3844.2

Nov. -6247.7 -1052.5 +1928.0 -6036.6 -2618.8 +3844.2

Dec. -6247.6 -1052.6 +1927.9 -6036.5 -2618.8 +3844.1
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Table -III. (Continued.)

ALTAIR DENEB AL NA'IR FOMALHAUT I MARKAB
a of a of a of a of a of

Aquila Cygnus Grus Piscis Austr Pegasus
Mag. 0.9 Mag. 1.3 Mag. 2.2 Mag. 1.3 Mag. 2.6

Date Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!.

1944 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

Jan. +843.2 +454.9 -4714.2 -2955.5 +1454.2
Feb. +843.1 +454.8 -4714.1 -2955.4 +1454.1
Mar. +843.1 +454.6 -4714.0 -2955.4 +1454.0
Apr. +843.1 +454.6 -4713.9 -2955.3 +1454.0
May e +843.1 s +454.6 e -4713.8 s -2955.2 e +1454.0
June q

+8432
It:l

+454.7 -4713.7 It:l .....:-2955.00: +1454.100 0) -July +843.3
C":l

+454.8
0

-4713.6
It:l

-2955.0 0 +1454.2,d ,d ,d ,d ,d

Aug. O':l +843.4 0 +455.0 C'l -4713.7 C'l -2954.9 C":l +14 54.3- C'l C'l C"I C"I

Sep. +843.5 +455.1 -4713.7 -2955.0 +1454.4
Oct. +843.5 +455.2 -4713.8 -2955.0 +1454.5
Nov. +843.5 +455.3 -4713.9 -2955.1 +1454.5
Dec. +843.4 +455.2 -4713.9 -2955.1 +1454.5

1945 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

Jan. +843.3 +455.0 -4714.0 -2955.2 +1454.5
Feb. +843.2 +454.9 -4713.9 -2955.1 +1454.4
Mar. +843.2 +454.7 -4713.8 -2955.1 +1454.3
Apr. +843.2 +454.7 -4713.7 -2955.0 +1454.3
May e +843.2 e +454.7 e -4713.6 e -2954.9 s +1454.3
June - +843.3 It:l +454.i

00 -4713.5 c:o -2954.7 0 +1454.400 O':l C'1
July +843.4

C":l
+454.9

0
-4713.4

It:l
-2954.7

0
+1454.5.c .c ,d .c .c

Aug. O':l +843.5 0 +455.1 C'l -4713.5 C'l -2954.6 C":l +1454.6- C'l C"I C"I C'l

Sep. +843.6 +455.2 -4713.5 -2954.7 +1454.7
Oct. +843.6 +455.3 -4713.6 -2954.7 +1454.8
Nov." +843.6 +455.4 -4713.7 -2954.8 +1454.8
Dec. +843.5 +455.3 -4713.7 -29.54.8 +1454.8
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Table. III. (Continued.) 

AlPHERATZ DENEB KAITOS ACHERNAR AlDEBARAN RIGEL CAPELLA 

a of f3 of a of a of f3 of a of 
Andromeda Cetus Eridanus Taurus Orion Auriga 

Mag. 2.2 Mag. 2.2 Mag. 0.6 Mag. 1.1 Mag. 0.3 Mag. 0.2 

Date Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra . . DecL' 
--
1946 0 , 0 . , 0 , 0 , 0 / . 0 ..• , 

--
Jan. +2847.5 -18172 -5731.0 +1624.1 -815.8 +4556.8 

Feb. +2847.5 -18172 -5731.0 +1624.1 -815.9 +4556.8 

Mar. +2847.4 -18172 -5730.9 +1624.1 -816.0 +4556.9 

Apr. +2847.3 -1817.1 -5730.8 +1624.1 '-815.9 +4556.8 

May a +2847.3 8 -1817.0 a -5730.6 8 +1624.1 8 -815.9 a +4556.8 

June ~ +2847.3 ~ -1816.9 
1- -5730.4 00 +1624.1 ~ -815.8 ~ +4556.7u:) 0 'r:) C':i - C'l 

July 0 +2847.4 '<1' -1816.8 
C'? -5730.3 C'? +1624.1 - -815.7 - +4556.7 

.c .c .c ~ .c .c 

Aug. 0 +2847.5 0 -1816~7 - -5730.2 +1624.2 >r.l -815.6 >r.l +4556.6 

Sep. +2847.7 -1816.7 -57302 +1624.2 -815.6 r +4556.6 

Oct. +2847.8 -1816.7 -5730.3 +1624.3 -815.6 +4556.6 

Nov. +2847.9 -1816.8 -5730.5 +1624.3 -815.6 +4556.7 

Dec. +2847.9 -1816.8 -5730.6 +1624.3 -815.7 +4556.7 
--
1947 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 / 0 , 0 ,.. 
--
Jan. +2847.9 -1816.8 -5730.7 +1624.3 -815.6 +4556.9 

Feb. +2847.9 -1816.8 -5730.7 +1624.3 -815.7 +4556.9 

Mar. +2847.8 -1816.8 -5730.6 +1624:3 -815.8 +4557.0 

Apr. +2847.7 -1816.7 -5730.5 +1624.3 -815.7 +4556.9 

May a +2847.7 a -1816.6 a -5730.3 a +1624.3 a -815.7 a +4556.9 

June cq +2847.7 0) -1816.5 1- -5730.1 0) +1624.3 0 -815.6 1- +4556.8 
>r.l 0 L'; C'l C'l C':i 

July 0 +2847.8 '<1' -1816.4 
C'? -5730.0 C'? +1624.3 - -815.5 - +4556.8 

.c .c .c ~ .c .c 
Aug. 0 +2847.9 0 -1816.3 - -5729.9 +1624.4 >r.l -815.4 >r.l +4556.7 

Sep. +2848.1 -1816.3 -5729.9 +1624.4 -815.4 +4556.7 

Oct. +2848.2 -1816.3 . -5730.0 +1624.5 -815.4 +4556.7 

Nov. +2848.3 -1816.4 -5730.2 +1624.5 -815.4 +45.56.8 

Dec. +2848.3 -1816.4 ~730.3 +1624.5 -815.5 +4;556.8 
-- ., 

1948 0 / 0 / 0 / 0 ; ... 0 " , '0"'-"/ 

--
Jan. +28482 -1816.5 -5730.3 +1624.5 -815.5 +4556.9 

Feb. +2848.2 ':"-1816.5 -5730.3 +IG24.5 -815.6 +4556.9 

Mar. +2848.1 -1816.5 . -57302 +1624.5 -815.7 +4557.0 

Apr. +2848.0 -1816.4 -5730.1 +1624.5 -815.6 +4556.9 

May a +2848.0 8 -1816.3 a -5729.9 a +1624.5 a -815.6 a +4556.9 

June ~ +2848.0 q -18162 00 -5729.7 0) +1624.5 q -815.5 oq +4556.8 
ll':I - u:) C'l C'l C'l 

July 0 +2848.1 ~ -1816.1 C'? -,5729.6 C'? +1624.5 - -815.4 .... +4556.8 
.c .c .c .c .c .c 

Aug. 0 +2848.2 0 -1816.0 - -5729.5 ~ +1624.6 >r.l -815.3 >r.l +4556.7 

Sep. +2848.4 -1816.0 -5729.5 +1624.6 -815.3 +4556.7 

Oct. +2848.5 ..:....1816.0 -5729.6 +1624.7 -815.3 +4556.7 

Nov. +2848.6 -1816.1 -5729.8 +1624.7 -815.3 +4556.8 

Dec. +2848.6 -1816.1 " -5729.9 +1624.7 -815.4 +4556.8 
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Table III. (Continued.) 

BETELGEUX SIRIUS PROCYON POllUX REGULUS DENEBOLA 
a of a of a of P of aof P of 

Orion Canis Major Canis Minor Gemini Leo Leo 
VarO.l-1.2 Mag. -1.6 Mag. 0.5 Mag. 1.2 Mag. 1.3 Mag. 2.2 

Date Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!. Ra. Dee!.--
1946 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 , I 

--
Jan. +723.9 -1638.4 +522.0 +289.5 +1213.9 +1452.4 
Feb. +723.8 -1638.5 +521.9 +289.5 +1213.9 +1452.3 
Mar. +723.8 -1638.6 +521.9 , +289.6 +1213.8 +1452.3 
Apr. +723.8 -1638.6 +521.9 +289.6 +1213.8 +1452.3 
May 8 +723.8 8 -1638.6 8 +521.9 8 +289.6 8 +1213.9 a +1452.4' 
June C"l +723.9 00 It:l +521.9 0 +289.6 

It:) 

+1213.9 
C":l +1452.4C'l ~ -1638.5 ~ C"i It':i co 

July 
It:) +723.9 +521.9 

'OJ< +289.6 
0 

+1213.9 
"<:I' 

+1452.4.c a, -1638.4 .c .c ,c. ,C 

Aug. It:) +724.0 -1638.3 
~ +522.0 ~ +289.6 

0 
+1213.9 - +1452.4 - -Sep. +724.0 -1638.3 +522.0 +289.5 +1213.9 +1452.4 

Oct. +724.0 -1638.2 +522.0 +289.5 +1213.9 +145~.4 
Nov. +724.0 -1638.3 +522.0 +289.4 +1213.8 +1452.3 
Dec. +723.9 -1638.4 +521.9 +289.4 . +1213.7 +1452.2 --
1947 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 , 
-- -
Jan. +724.0 -1638.4 +521.8 +289.4 +1213.6 +1452.1 
Feb. +723.9 -1638.5 +521.7 +289.4 +1213.6 +1452.0 
Mar. +723.9 -1638.6 +521.7 +289.5 +1213.5 +1452.0 
Apr. +723.9 -1638.6 +521.7 +289.5 +1213.5 +1452.0 
May 8 +723.9 8 -1638.6 8 +521.7 8 +289.5 8 +1213.6 8 +1452.1 
June M +724.0 00 -1638.5 

It:) 

+521.7 - +289.5 It:l +1213.6 C":l +14 52.1C"i C'i g C'i It:) co 
July 

It:) +724.0 'OJ< -1638.4 +521.7 "<:I' +289.5 
0 

+1213.6 
"<:I' 

+1452.1.c .c .c ,C ,C 

Aug. It:) +724.1 
a, -1638.3 ~ +521.8 ~ +289.5 

0 
+1213.6 - +1452.1 - -Sep. +724.1 -1638.3 +521.8 +289.4 +1213.6 +1452.1 

Oct. +724.1 -1638.2 +521.8 +289.4 +1213.6 +1452.1 
Nov. +724.1 -1638.3 +521.8 +289.3 +1213.5 +1452.0 
Dec. +724.0 -1638.4 +521.7 +289.3 +1213.4 +1451.9 

1948 0 I 0 I 0 I 0 , 0 I 0 , 
--
Jan. +724.1 -1638.5 +521.7 +289.2 +1213.3 +1451.7 
Feb. +724.0 -1638.6 +521.6 +289.2 +1213.3 +1451.6 
Mar. +724.0 -1638.7 +521.6 +289.3 +1213.2 +1451.6 
Apr. +724.0 -1638.7 +521.6 +289.3 +1213.2 +1451.6 
May 8 +724.0 8 -1638.7 lb +521.6 8 +289.3 lb +1213.3 ~ +1451.7 
June M +724.1 00 +521.6 - +289.3 +1213.3 +1451.7C'i ~ -1638.6 cO C'i It':i co 
July 

It:) 

+724.1 M +521.6 '<:II +289.3 
0 

+1213.3 
'<:II 

+1451.7.c a, -1638.5 .c .c ,C ,C 

Aug. It:) +724.2 -1638.4 ~ +521.7 ~ +289.3 
0 

+1213.3 - +1451.7 - -Sep. +724.2 -1638.4 +521.7 +2892 +1213.3 +1451.7 
Oct. +724.2 -1638.3 +521.7 +289.2 +1213.3 • +1451.7 
Nov. +724.2 -1632.4 +521.7 +289.1 +1213.2 +1451.6 
Dec. +724.1 -1638.5 +521.6 +289.1 +1213.1 +1451.5 
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Table III. (Continued.)

I
ACRUX SPICA ARCTURUS RIGEL KENT . ANTARES VEGA

a of a of a of a of a of a of

Crux Virgo Bootes Centaurus Scorpio Lyra

Mag. 1.1 Mag. 1.2 Mag. 0.2 Mag. 0.3 Mag. 1.2 Mag. 0.1

Date Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl.

--
1_ 0 ,1946

o , o , o , o , 0 ,

Jan. --U247.6 -1052.7 +1927.7 --U036.5 -2618.7 +3843.9

Feb. --U247.7 -1052.8 +1927.6 --UO36.6 -2618.8 +3843.7

Mar. --U247.9 -1052.8 +1927.5 --UO36.7 -2618.8 +3843.6

Apr. -6248.1 -1052.9 +1927.6 --UO36.8 -2618.8 +3843.6

'May El --U248.2 El -1052.9 El +1927.6 a -6037.0 El -2618.9 El +3843.7

June
0:0 --U248.3 -1052.9 +1927.7 --UO37.1 ...... -2618.9

...... +3843.8
cv:i C'l M cO

July
C'l --U248.4

C'l -1052.9
......

+1927.8
M -6037.2 C'l -2618.9 M +3843.9

.d
.d '&

Aug. C'l --U248.3 -1052.9 +1927.8 -6037.2 0:0 -2618.9 +3844.1.... ...... ...... ...... ......

Sep. --U248.2 -1052.8 +1927.8 -6037.2 -2618.9 +3844.2

Oct. --U248.1 -1052.8 +1927.7 --UO37.1 -2618.9 +3844.2

Nov. --U248.0 -1052.8 +1927.6 --UO36.9 -2618.9 +3844.2

Dec. --U247.9 -1052.9 +1927.5 --UO36.8 -2618.9 +3844.1

1947 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

---
Jan. -6248.0 -1053.1 +1927.4 --UO36.7 -2618.9 +3843.9

Feb. --U248.1 -10532 +1927.3 -6036.2 . -2619.0 +3843.7

Mar. --U248.3 -1053.2 +19272 --UO36.9 -2619.0 +3843.6

Apr. -6248.5 -1053.3 +1927.3 --UO37.0 -2619.0 +3843.6

May El --U248.6 El -1053.3 El +1927.3 El --UO37.2 El -2619.1 El +3843.7

June --U248.7 -1053.3 +1927.4 0 -6037.3 ...... -2619.1 .... +3843.8
M C"l M cO cO H~

July C'l --U248.8
C'l -1053.3

......
+1927.5 M --UO37.4 C'l -2619.1 M +3843.9

.d fo '&
Aug~ C"l --U248.7 -1053.3 +1927.5 --UO37.4 -2619.1 +3844.1.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ....
Sep. --U248.6 -1053.2 +1927.5 --UO37.4 -2619.1 +3844.2

Oct. -6248.5 -1053.2 +1927.4 --UO37.3 -2619.1 +3844.2

Nov. --U248.4 -1053.2 +1927.3 --UO37.1 -2619.1 +3844.2

Dec. -6248.3 -1053.3 +19272 --UO37.0 -2619.1 +3844.1

-- -
1948 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,

---
Jan. -6248.3 -1053.4 +1927.0 --UO37.0 -2619.1 ,+2813.9

Feb. --U248.4 :"'-1053.5 +1926.9 --UC37.1 -2619.2 +3843.7

Mar. --U248.6 -1053.5 +1926.8 -6037.2 -2619.2 +3843.6

Apr. --U248.8 -1053.6 +1926.9 -6037.3 -2619.2 +3843.6

May El --U248.9 -1053.6 El +1926.9 El --UO37.5 El -2619.3 El +3843.7

June l"-: --U249.0 -1053.6 +1927.0 q -6037.6 C'l -2619.3 +3843.8
M C'l M 0:0 cO

July C'l --U249.1 C'l -1053.6
...... +1927.1 M --UO37.7 C'l -2619.3 M +3843.9

.d fo '&
Aug. C'l -6249.0 -1053.6 +1927.1 -6037.7 -2619.3 +3844.1.... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......

Sep. --U248.9 -1053.5 +1927.1 ~037.7 -2619.3 +3844.2

Oct. • -6248.8 -1053.5 +1927.0 --UO37.6 -2619.3 +3844.2

Nov. --U248.7 -1053.5 +1926.9 -6037.4 -2619.3 +3844.2

Dec. --U248.6 -1053.6 +1926.8 -6037.3 -2619.3 +3844.1
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Table III. (Continued.)

ALTAIR DENEB AL MA'IR FOMALHAUT MARKAI
a of a of a of a of a of

Aquila Cygnus GruB Piscis Austr Pegasus
Mag. 0.9 Mag.l.3 Mag. 2.2 Mag.l.3 Mag. 2.6

Date Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl. Ra. Decl.~--
1946 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
Jan. +843.4 +455.2 -4713.7 -2954.8 +1454.8
Feb. +843.3 +455.1 -4713.6 -2954.7 +1454.7
Mar. +843.3 +454.9 -4713.5 -2954.7 +1454.6
Apr. +843.3 +454.9 -4713.4 -2954.6 +1454.6
May !!. +843.3 8 +454.9 8 -4713.3 8 -2954.5 8 +1454.6co

+455.0
oq .....June 00 +843.4 0) '"1l -47132 -2954.3 c-:i +1454.7'"1l 0 lQ 0. July .s:: +843.5 .s:: +455.1 .s:: -4713.1 .s:: -2954.3 .s:: +1454.8

Aug.
0')

+843.6 0 +455.3
C'1

-4713.2 -29542 +1454.9..... C'l C'1 C'l

Sep. +843.7 +455.4 -4713.2 -29543 +1455.0
Oct. +843.7 +455.5 -4713.3 -2954.3 +1455.1
Nov. +843.7 +455.6 -4713.4 -2954.4 +1455.1
Dec. +843.6 +455.5 -4713.4 -2954.4 +1455.1---
1947 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 I 0 ,,

Jan. +843.5 +455.4 -4713.4 -2954.5 +14552
Feb. +843.4 +455.3 -4713.3 -2954.4 +1455.1
Mar. +843.4 +455.1 -4713.2 -2954.4 +1455.0
Apr. +843.4 +455.1 -4713.1 -2954.3 +1455.0
May 8 +843.4 8 +455.1 8 -4713.0 8 -2954.2 !!. +1455.0

C'i co
June 00 +843.5 0) +455.2 (; -4712.9 -.ti -2954.0 c-:i +14 55.1

lQ 0July .s:: +843.6 .s:: +455.3 .s:: -4712.8 .s:: -2954.0 .s:: +14 55.2
Aug.

0')

+843.7 0 +455.5 C'1 -4712.9 C'1
-2953.9 +1455.3..... C'l C'l C'1 c:-.:l

Sep. +843.8 +455.6 -4712.9 -2954.0 +1455.4
Oct. +843.8 +455.7 -4713.0 -2954.0 +1455.5
Nov. +843.8 +455.8 -4713.1 -2954.1 +1455.5
Dec. +843.7 +455.7 -4713.1 -2954.1 +1455.5
1948 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
Jan. +843.6 +455.6 -4713.1 -29542 +1455.5
Feb. +843.5 +455.5 -4713.0 -29 54.1 +1455.4
Mar. +843.5 +455.3 -4712.9 -2954.1 +1455.3
Apr. +843.5 +455.3 -4712.8 -2954.0 +1455.3
May 8 +843.5 8 +455.3 8 -4712.7 8 -2953.9 8 +1455.3

C'i co q oq C'iJune 00 +843.6 0) +455.4 lQ -4712.6 -2953.7 C'l +1455.4'"1l
+843.7 +455.5

0
-4712.5 0July .s:: .s:: .s:: .s:: -2f)53.7 .s:: +1455.5

Aug. +843.8 0 +455.7 C'1 -4712.6 C'1 +1455.6C'l C'l C'l -2953.6 C'1

Sep. +843.9 +455.8 -4712.6 -2953.7 +1455.7
Oct. +843.9 +455.9 -4712.7 -2953.7 +1455.8
Nov. +843.9 +456.0 -4712.8 -2953.8 +1455.8
Dec. +843.8 +455.9 -4712.8 -2953.8 +1455.8
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20

30

40

50

Table IV. Azimuths of Polaris at maximum elongation for the years 1944-50 

Lati-
tude 1M4 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

0 0 
, 0 , 0 

, 0 , 0 
, 0 , 0 

, 

1 1.1 1 0.8 1 0.5 1 0.1 o 59.8 o 59.5 o 59.1 

11 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.3 0.0 59.8 59.3 

12 1.6 1.2 0.9 0.6 0.2 59.9 59.5 

13 1.8 1.5 1.1 0.8 0.5 1 0.1 59.8 

14 2.1 1.7 . 1.4 1.0 0.7 0.4 1 0.0 

15 2.3 2.0 1.7 1.3 1.0 0.6 0.3 

16 2.6 2.3 2.0 1.6 1.3 0.9 0.6 

17 3.0 2.6 2.3 1.9 1.6 1.2 0.9 

18 3.3 3.0 2.6 2.3 1.9 1.6 1.2 

19 3.7 3.3 3.0 2.6 2.3 1.9 1.6 

4.1 3.7 3.4 3.0 2.7 2.3 2.0 

21 4.5 4.1 3.8 3.4 3.1 2.7 2.4 

22 4.9 4.6 4.2 3.9 3.5 3.2 2.8 

23 5.4 5.1 4.7 4.3 4.0 3.6 3.3 

24 5.9 5.5 5.1 4.8 4.5 4.1 3.8 

25 1 6.4 1 6.1 1 5.7 1 5.3 1 5.0 1 4.6 ' 1. 4.2 

26 7.0 6.6 6.3 5.9 5.5 5.1 4.8 

27 
-, 7.5 7.2 6.8 6.5 

, 
6:1' 5.7 5.3 

28 8.2 7.8 7.4 7.1 6.7 6.3 5.9 

29 8.8 8.5 8.1 7.7 7.3 6.9 6.5 

9.5 9.1 8.8 8.4 8.0 7.6 7.2 

31 10.2 9.9 9.5 9.1 8.7 8.3 7.9 

32 11.0 10.6 10.2 9.8 9.4 9.0 8.6 

33 11.8 11.4 11.0 10.6 10.2 9.8 9.4 

34 12.6 12.2 11.8 11.4 11.0 10.6 10.2 

35 13.5 13.1 12.7 12.3 11.9 11.5 11.1 

36 14.4 14.0 13.6 132 . 12.8 12.4 11.9 

37 15.4 15.0 14.6 14.1 13.7 13.3 12.9 

38 16.4 16.0 I 15.6 15.1 14.7 14.3 13.9 

39 17.4 17.0 16.6 16.2 15.8 15.3 14.9 

18.6 . 18.2 17.7 17.3 16.9 16.4 16.0 

. 41 19.7 19.3 18.9 18.5 18.0 17.6 17.1 

42 21.0 20.6 20.1 19.7 19.2 18.8 18.3 

43 22.3 21.9 21.4 21.0 20.5 20.0 19.6 

44 23.7 23.2 22.8 22.3 2i.9 21.4 20.9 

45 25.1 24.7 242 23.7 23.3 22.8 22.3 

46 26.6 26.2 25.7 25.~ 24.8 24.8 23.8 

47 28.3 27.8 27.3 26.8 26.3 25.8 25.3 

48 30.0 29.5 29.0 28.5 28.0 27.5 27.0 

49 31.7 31.5 30.8 30.3 29.8 29.2 28.7 

1 33.6 1 33.2 1 32.6 1 32.1 1 31.6 1 31.1 1 30.6 

51 35.7 35.2 ' 34.6 34.1 33.6 33.1 32.5 

52 37.8 37.3 36.8 36.2 35.7 35.1 34.5 

53 40.0 39.7 39.0 38.4 37.9 37.3 36.8 

54 42.4 41.9 41.3 40.8 40.2 39.6 39.1 
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Table IV-Continued

Lati-
tude 1944 1945 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950

0 0 ,
0 , 0 , 0 ,

0 , 0 , 0 ,
55 45.0 44.4 43.8 43.3 42.7 42.1 41.5
56 47.6 47.1 46.5 45.9 45.3 44.7 44.2
57 50.8 49.9 49.3 48.7 48.1 47.5 46.9
58 53.6 53.0 52.4 51.8 51.1 50.5 49.9
59 56.9 56.3 55.6 55.0 54.4 53.7 53.1
60 2 0.4 59.8 59.1 58.5 58.1 57.1 56.5

Corrections for
middle of months

4-

For
middle

of
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Correc-
tion,
min.
-0.5
-0.4
-0.3
-0.1
+0.1
+0.2
+0.2
+0.1
-0.1
-0.3
-0.6
-0.8
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APPENDIX II

AIR DEFENSE GRID TABLES

Lengths of basic grid and fifth division grid for each
degree of latitude from 0° to 80°.

Latitude Longitude

48' 48' 5th 48' 48' 5th

Latitude Latitude
Division Longitude Longitude Division

in Miles in Yards Grid in Miles in Yards Grid
in Yards in Yards

54.963 96730 9673 55.338 97390 9739

54.963 96730 9673 55.330 97380 9738

54.964 96740 9674 55.304 97340 9734

54.965 96740 9674 55.262 97260 9726

54.966 96740 9674 55.204 97160 9716

54.968 96740 . 9674 55.129 97030 9703

54.970 96750 9675 55.036 96860 9686

54.972 96750 9675 54.928 96670 . 9667

54.974 96750 9675 54.803 96450 9645

54.977 96760 9676 54.661 96200 9620

54.980 96760 9676 54.503 95930 9593.

54.984 96770 9677 54.328 95620 9562

54.987 96780 9678 54.136 95280 9528

54.991 96780 9678 53.928 94910 9491

54.995 96790 9679 53.705 94520 9452

55.001 96800 9680 53.464 94100 9410

55.006 96810 9681 53.208 93650 9365

55.011 96820 9682 52.935 93170 9317 .

55.017 96830 9683 52.646 92660 9266

55.022 96840 9684 52.342 92120 9212

o
1

.2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

Latitude
Degrees
Nor S

--------------------------
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Latitude Longitude
Lacitude

48' 48'
I 5th 5th

Division 48' 48'
DivisionDegrees

Latitude Latitude Longitude LongitudeNor S Grid Gridin Miles in Yards
in Yaras in Miles in Yards

in .Yards
20 ~5.029 96850 9685 52.021 91560 9156
21 55.035 96860 9686 51.685 90970 909722 55.042 96870 9687 51.333 90350 9035
23 55.049 96890 9689 50.965 89700 897024 55.056 96900 9690 50.582. 89020 8902
25 55.063 96910 9691 50.183 88320 883226 55.071 96920 9692 49.770 87600 876027 55.078 .96940 9694 49.341 86840 868428 55.086 96950 9695 48.898 86060 860629 55.095 96970 9697 48.438 85250 852530 55.103 96980 9698 47.965 84420 844231 55.112 97000 9700 47.476 83560 835632 55.121 97010 9701 .46.973 82670 826733 55.130 97030 9703 46.457 81760 817634 55.138 97040 9704 45.926 80830 8083
35 55.148 97060 9706 45.380 79870 7987
36 55.157 97080 9708 44.822 78890 7889
37 55.166 97090 9709 44.249 77880 7788
38 55.175 97110 9711 43.663 76850 7685
39 55.185 97130 9713 43.063 75790 7579
40 55.194 97140 9714 42.450 74710 7471
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Latitude Longitude

Latitnde 5th 5th
Degrees

48' 48'
Division

72' 72'

Latitude Latitude Longitude Longitude Division

Nor S
in Miles in Yards

Grid in Miles in Yards Grid
in Yards in Yards

40 55.194 97140 9714 63.676 112070 11207

41 55.205 97160 9716 62.737 110420 11042

42 55.214 97180 9718 61.780 108730 10873

43 55.224 97190 9719 60.803 107010 10701

44 55234 97210 9721 59.808 .105260 10526

45 55.243 97230 9723 58.794 103480 10348

46 55.253 97250 9725 57.763 101660 10166

47 55.263 97260 9726 56.713 99810 9981

48 55.273 97280 9728 55.646 97940 9794

49 55.282 97300. 9730 54.563 96030 9603

50 55.289 97310 9731 53.462 94090 9409

51 55.302 97330 9733 52.345 92130 9213

52 55.311 97350 9735 51.211 90130 9013

53 55.321 97360 9736 50.063 88110 8811

54 55.330 97380 9738 48.899 86060 8606

55. 55.340 97400 9740 47.719 83990 8399

56 55.349 97410 9741 46.525 81880 8188

57 55.358 97430 9743 45.317 . 79760 7976

58 55.367 97450 9745 44.094 77610 7761

59 55.376 97460 9746 42.859 75430 7543

60 55.384 97480 9748 41.609 73230 7323
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Latitude Longitude

Latitude 108'
5th

108' 108'
5th

108' Division Divisiw
Degrees Latitude Latitude Grid Longi.tude Longitude Grid
Nor S in Miles in Yards in Yards in Miles in Yards in Yards

60 55.384 97480 9748 62.413 109850 10985
61 55.393 97490 9749 60:521 106520 10652
62 55.401 97510 9751 58.608 103150 10315
63 55.409 97520 9752 56.67£ 99750 9975
64 55.417 97530 9753 54.731 96330 9633
65 55.425 97550 9755 52.767 92880 9288
66 55.432 97560 9756 50.787 89390 8939
67 55.439 97570 9757 48.791 85870 8587
68 55.446 97580 9758 46.778 82330 8233
69 55.453 97600 9760 44.752 78760 7876
70 55.459 97610 9761 42.712 75170 7517,
71 7156055.466 97620 9762 40.660 7156

72 55.472 97630 9763 38.594 67930 6793
73 . 55.478 97640 9764 36.517 64270 13427

74 55.483 97650 9765 34.429 60600 6060
75 55.488 97660 9766 32.328 56900 5690
76 55.493 97670 9767 30.218 53180 5318

77 55.498 97680 9768 28.100 49460 4946

78 55.502 97680 9768 25.970 45710 4571

79 55.506 97690 9769 23.836 41950 4195
80 55.509 97700 9770 21.692 38180 3818
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Alignment of tape.................................................................................................. 50 27
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Altitude method.............................................................................................. 197 173
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Hour angle method....................................................................................... 203 180
Computation 206 185
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Time ;......................................................................... 157 136
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Approximate methods.......................................................................................... 166 146
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Azimuth 66, 166 50, 146

Errors 103 91
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Azimuths of Polaris....................................................................................... App. I 221
Backsight 127 '113
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B. C.' telescope....................................................................................................... 42 25
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Error of closure...................................................................................................... 138 119
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